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Since 1992, when I 

founded GameFan 

Magazine I have 

acted as the maga- 

zine's Editor in 

Chief. It has been my 

pleasure to assem- 

ble and work with 

what I feel is the ■*. 

finest staff in video 

game publishing 

today. Not only 

those who remain, but 

those who have passed 

through in my time, have my deepest gratitude. 

Of the original team, few remain, as many of GF’s 

original members have gone onto successful ven- 

tures throughout the industry. And now I too have 

reached a point in the evolution of my publishing 

career where I feel the need to move on as well. 

I will stay on as the magazine’s Creative Director, 

but otherwise 1*11 be climbing into the back seat 

for some much needed rest and let David 

Hodgson take the wheel. David, whom you all 

know as Chief Hambleton (a wily old coot) is one 

of the most talented editors I have ever met and 

is more than up to the task at hand. My alias E. 

Storm will continue to appear in these pages for 

as long as I remain in the employ of Metropolis, 

but who knows where we’ll pop up after that... 

Wherever it is, I hope to see you there and look 

forward to our next meeting. I would like to per- 

sonally thank each and every reader who has sup- 

ported me throughout the years. 

Sincerely, 

Dave Halverson 

himself for an extended romp through 

Klonoa as we speak...). 

After the initial bewilderment of 

being thrust into the role of Editor in 

Chief, Tm pleased to report a contin- 

ued fanaticism for Team GameFan’s 

labor of love. This is present this 

month in a number of areas, not least 

Glitch’s marvellous (not to mention 

exclusive) review of the shockingly 

spectacular One. Then there’s a spot 

of Resident Evil 2 action by yours truly, 

some crazed corridor game coverage by 

armored Brit, 

Knightmare, and an extra 

special Hocus Pocus 

Resident Evil 2 demo Game 

Shark extravaganza con- 

structed by the mad Rox- 

meister himself. 

However, our main excite- 

ment sterns from the first 

real Role Playing Game to 

emerge for the Nintendo 

64; Quest 64. The stunning 

real-time environments 

and convincing atmos- 

phere are only a sparkle in 

this gem of a game. Trust 

E. Storm to deliver his hon- 

est opinion on this most 

eagerly anticipated title. 

Other than that (and a 

Viewpoint section which > 

really doesn’t pull any 

punches), it’s business as 

usual. All that remains is for 

you to sit down, relax, and 

enjoy our remarkably chunky 

and packed December issue. 

Have a very Merry Christmas! 

“As Ernest Storm sheaths 
his katana and wanders into 
the sunset, it has fallen onto 
the bony shoulders of Chief 
Hambleton to lead the 
GameFan behemoth and its 
rag-tag band of deviants into 
the gaming wilderness...” 
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As Ernest Storm sheaths his katana and wanders 

into the sunset, it has fallen onto the bony shoul¬ 

ders of Chief Hambleton to lead the GameFan 

behemoth and its rag-tag band of deviants into 

the gaming wilderness of 1998. Firstly, l’d like to 

thank Dave for his kind words, and rest assured, 

his continued support in the future will be invalu- 

able. Don’t fret, E. Storm fans; the platform king 

is still around these parts (in fact, he’s readying 

David S J Hodgson 
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BRISTOL, ENGLAND — As CONAL WILMOT 

EXPLAINS IT, “I SEE HER EVERYWHERE 

IN THE PUB, THE SHOPS AND ONCE, RIGHT THERE 

NEXT TO ME IN THE LOO. BUT THEN, I TURN MY HEAD 

PLAIN BARKING 

HlS BEST BUDDY MICK JUST WISHES IT WOULD HAPPEN TO HIM 
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Inset photo (above): Without warning, 

tea time becomes TRII time. 

ei dos 
INTERACTIVE 

You’ve been warned. 
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Xena sets? 
BC: Sure. At one time, Xena was the new kid on the 
block. So they were always trying a littie harder, the 
stunt guys were always flinging themselves a littie fur- 
ther, and everyone sort of had a chip on their shoulder. 
Because the Hercules crew would refer to Xena as The 
Littie Show. At one point it was shot in 16mm. The early 

Bruce “camping” with the 
Activision staff: 

questions. Here are tbe answers*. 
GF: Hello, Air. Campbell. 
BC: The answer is yes, no, maybe and I don't know. And 
call me Bruce. 
GF: OK, Bruce>, how did you get involved with Pitfall 3D? 
BC: I guess they (Activision) tracked my agent down. I 
had done a couple of CD ROM games before. One was 
for 7th Leveh-no one knows what's happening with 
that one—and the other was for Konami. A game called 
Broken Helix. I never know how work happens. I just 
get these phone cails. 
GF: What kind of a character is Pitfall Harry? 
BC: Just your average guy, who's in way over his head. 
GF: Have you ever played Pitfall? 
BC: 'Yes, I love the game!' No, l've never played it. But 
they showed me the demo and it looks tremendous. The 
motion and the movement of the main character are very 
impressive. It's going to be 'a great game.' 

BRUCE AND VOICE ACTING 
GF: Do vou enjoy doing voice acting? 
BC: I do, l've always enjoyed the sound phase of 
things. On the movies l've worked on, some of the 
most controlled environments are where you replace 
your own dialogue. You sort of have another crack at 
acting. When you make a film sometimes it rains, or 
the sun goes down, or whatever, but the studio envi¬ 
ronment is very controlled. I like that. 
GF: Is doing voice for a game similor to dubbing a 
movie? 
BC: The first time I did a game they dropped off a script 
and it was about two inches thick and I was like, "What 
the heil is going on here?!" Because it's what if the 
gamer does this, what if the gamer does that. You know, 
what if he picks up this, pushes a button here. You have 
to have a response for everything. And when they ao 
back to the same level you aon't just want to have the 
same sounds again, you want to trigger a new sound. 
It's all about variation. With a movie you're matching 
only one thing. With games it's all about being different. 

BRUCE AND GAMES_ 

GF: Do you play games? 
BC: Actually I watch my son play. I own a competing 
over-the-hill system that will probably be out of aate in 
six months (A Sega Saturn - Knightmare). I watch him. 
He always cails me up and says, "Look, I got to the next 
level." His big thing right now is codes. We have to go 
on the internet, go to all these game sites and download 
all the codes. He bought a code book the other day. A 
12-dollar glossy book with nothing but hints and tips and 
codes and ne's in heaven. My son's a littie gamer. 
GF: Seen any games you like the look of? 
BC: Believe it or not, l've been more impressed with the 
systems that I don't have. I saw some N64 games. 
Tney were very good, very fluid. And some PS stuff, like 
Broken Helix. 
GF: You don't own a Playstation?! 
BC: No! I had to rent one just so I could play my own 
stinking game. And it sucked! I realize I shoulcf have 
just bought the other systems. I should have called you 
guys ahead of time! 
GF: A lot of games these days have been influence by the 
Evil Dead movies and the character of Ash in particular. 
BC: Yeah, like Doom, like Quake, like Duke Nukem. 
GF: What do you think about that? Is it an homage or 
a rip-off? 
BC: It's both, frankly. I'm flattered on one hand and 
insulted on the other. They should have just called me 
because I would have done a better job tnan the lame- 
ass that they hired: "Come on let's go!" "Hey, 
groovy!" "Wnoa!" (said in a most un-BC-like fashion - 
K). It's like they got some guy from back in the tech 
room and said, "Hey you, come here, record this. All 

yy 

right, now pretend like you're tough." 

EVIL DEAD - THE GAME?! 
GF: Did you know that there was once an Evil Dead 
videogame on the NES? 
BC: Yeah, there was. I know. It was an English game, 
set in a cabin. 
GF: As far as you know, has anyone ever approached 
Renaissance pictures for the rights to do another Evil 
Dead game? 
BC: They have, but the rights are really strange. Evil 
Dead 1,2 and 3 are owned by different people. The first 
Evil Dead is owned by us, the second one was owned by 
Dino De Laurentis until his company went belly up and 
they had to sell it to Canal Plus, and the third one, Army 
of Darkness, is co-owned between Dino, Universal and 
us. So, yes, we have gotten the cails but our response is 
usually, "I don't know who owns the rights!" 

“1 NEVER watch 

horror movies. ICou 

know?! I think most 
ofthem are 

really stupid.: 
GF: If anyone ever pursued it, would you be interested 
in playing a voice/motion captured Ash? 
BC: Yes, I would. As long as a guy like Sam Raimi could 
oversee it. I wouldn't be interested in showing up for 
someone else's part. 
GF: As far as you know, has Sam ever shown an inter¬ 
est in getting involved with videogames? 
BC: I know that he has, but Sam's a pretty busy guy and 
you've got to pretty much dangle a big fat carrot in front 
of his face to get him to notice. 

HERCULES AND XENA 
GF: Perhaps your most popular role right now is 
the recurring character you play on Hercules and 
Xena. 
BC: Autolycus, The Kina of Thieves! I'm going 
there right after this to do two more. 
GF: How did you get involved with those shows? 
BC: Well, I got a call from Rob Tapert, the pro¬ 
ducer. Rob was involved in the Evil Dead movies, 
so it's all horribly incestuous. But they had a part 
that they thought would be good... and they were 
right. 
GF: Do you enjoy the character? 
BC: It's a fun character to play because I'm a ham 
actor by nature—in case you nadn't noticed—and 
the character is very broad. They give you a lot 
of leeway to fooi around. The two lead roles for 
these shows get burnt out. Kevin Sorbo loves it 
when I come down. He goes, "Oh good, I get to 
go golfing now!" because that usually means they 
have me very involved in the story. And it's a 
totally different dynamic with Autolycus torment- 
ing Hercules because he's always making fun of 
him, and he's thinking that they're partners now. 
And Here despises him because he's a criminal. 
And Xena, well, he's just trying to get in her pants 
basically. And that doesn't work either. 
GF: Xena started off as a sub character in 
Hercules... 
BC: She sure did—and Universal executives went 
"Woo-hoo, who's that?!" 
GF: Any chance of an Autolycus show? 

■ 

__ // hÊNSK*. JSU:■ 
BC: We have actually talked about it. But it doesn't 
seem like now is the riqht time. They know that even- 
tually those shows will lose their steam, and they're try¬ 
ing to wait for the right time to start another one. But 
that's not for me to say, that's for the geniuses in the 
black tower... 
GF: But it is in the cards? 
BC: It has been discussed in a very loosy-goosy way. 
Because what's gonna happen is you're gonna publish 
this and I'm gonna get 60,000 e-mails of people saying 
"Hey, when's Autolycus coming? When's Autolycus 
coming?" and it's going to dog my e-mail box and I'm 
gonna come looking for you... 
GF: What do you think of the direction that the shows 
have been taking recently? 
BC: They're getting pretty damned weird. They're doing 
Xena: The Musical next—an all singing episode. Because 
Lucy Lawless has a good set of pipes. They're writing 
the music and scoring that one right now. They've 
already done a Hercules episode called 'Strictly Hercules' 
that's all dancing with Kevin Sorbo doing the mambo. I 
danced the Tango on that stupid show! I'm doing anoth¬ 
er Hercules episode soon that's set in modern day. I'm Öing Rob Tapert, the producer. Because Kevin 

o—it's kind of secret—was injured recently and is 
a littie slow getting back on the show, and the producers 
have to cover that up. So the show is about covering up 
the fact that your star isn't there. It's me playing Rob 
Tapert on fishing expeditions getting phone cails saying, 
"He's WHAT?!" 
GF: Do vou notice a difference between the Here and 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 



episodes. But then they upgraded because they realized 
they could use the Hercules stock footage if they matched 
the mm. And now Xena hos surpassed Hercules in the 
ratings, and it's kind of who's waggina whose tail? 
GF: You recently directed an episode of Xena. How 
was that? 
BC: It's great. The day goes very quickly. 
GF: How about when you are directina yourself? 
BC: That's hard. Because there's a lot of homework. 
Just when I think I've figured out all the shots I go, "Ahh 
l've got to learn my lines for tomorrow." Or vice versa. 
So it's kind of controlled panic for 8 days. But it's a lot 
of fun because you have a lot of leeway. Creatively, its 
very good. It really gets your juices flowing. 
GF: Do you want to direct more? 
BC: l'll do whatever I have to do to diversify. I think 
every actor should kind of explore what's out there. 
With the Fvil Dead movies I was one of the producers so 
I understand whaf goes on behind the scenes. 

PERSONAL_ 
GF: Wby did you get info acting? 
BC: My dad was in advertising, and he wanted to be a 
pointer. And my Grandfather was like, "Hahaha—I 
don't think so." Because this was the '50s, my Dad was 
pushed into beina responsible. But he got into communi- 
ty theater as a diversion. So I remember when I was 8 
I went to see him in a play. He was acting really weird. 
He was wearing makeup and dancing with women that 
weren't my mother, and it kind of dawned on me that if 
that was my job, I could screw around for my entire life. 
So that's wnat I decided. And he was very supportive as 
a result. He didn't want me to be tormented like he was. 
GF: Wbat kind of music do 
BC: You know what kills 
"What's your favorite 
band! I like singers. I 
crooners. I like Dean 
before he lost his voice. You 
got really bad. Classic stuff like that. 
stuff. I thought that was a pretty 
music. The '80s kind of sucked if you ask 
GF: Do you read books? 
BC: Yeah but I read real books. I read non-fiction. 
History books and travel books, stuff like that. Fiction 
does not interest me, because that's what I do all day! 
People ask, "Who are you going to be for Halloween?" 
"No one! I'm gonna pass out candy." That's the one day 
of the year I am not going to wear anything. NI watcn 
my kid run around and act like a fooi. 
GF: What was the last film you saw that you enjoyed? 
BC: Geez. lt was probably about ten years ago. I don't 
like summer movies. I run! I run from the theater. I 
think a lot of them are bad. I don't know how else to 
teil you that. I have to really think hard about the last 
movie that I really liked. 
GF: What about TV shows? 
BC: No it's the same thing. I get home at night, I 
don't want to turn on the TV. I don't want to pop a 
video in. Because that's what I do all day! Because 
when I watch a movie I go, "Haha, look at the actor 
looking at his mark!" I really notice that. One of my 
favorite hobbies is to watch an actor walk up and look 
at their mark just before they stop. It's really a great 
little thing. You just see a little eye moving. 
GF: Are tnere any actors that you'd like to work with? 
BC: Yeah, I think it would be nice to work one day with 
guys like Robert Duvall or Robert Redford. I like a lot of 
those Robert guys. I peripherally worked with Paul 
Newman on The Hudsucker Proxy, but just in rehearsals. 
Never on-screen. It's really great to see kind of the real 
big guys—men or women of either ilk. It's just an elu- 
sive thing because they're in such a different league. I 
get awe-struck as a fan when I see them as well. 

CAREER_. _ 
GF: Your choke of roles is sometimes strange. What 
attracts you to a part? 
BC: One, if they want me. That's always a good start. 
It's weird, it's a lot of elements. It's not always money 
or chokes. The life of an actor is very strange. There's 
a very small percentaae of actors who can actually look 
at a pile of scripts and have their own choke. Probably 
1 % of the actors out there can do that. Then there are 
those of us who get offered SOME roles. They know 
that you've had big parts in small movies. So now the 

Check 

reward is you can have a small part in a big movie! 
You're working up the ladder. It's a kind of club. If 
you're in the leading man, low budget, exploitation 
movie club, that's fine. But you can't get into the main- 
stream club. You have to wait in the lobby. 
GF: Do you sill get offered a lot of genre parts? Sci 
fi/horror flicks? 
BC: Yeah, but it's really fun saying no. I mean really 
fun. Because you have to learn to say no. There are 
certain actors who will remain nameless, who never 
say no. And now they're permanently stuck. I feel 
like I can go back and forth between TV and movies. 
Television is about as homogenous a medium as you 
can get. Ifs very far removed from these cult movies 
in a weird sort of way. Herc and Xena are cult TV 
shows, but they're pretty popular world-wide. 
GF: Do you have any inspirations to get back on the big 

screen? Climb the Hollywood ladder? 
BC: Not really. It's a horrible game. It starts to take 
away from wnat you are, if you're an actor. You have 
to become a political animal. I've never really been that. 
I don't go to porties, I don't go to schmooze, I don't go 
to openings. You'll never see me behind Tom Cruise giv- 
ing him the rabbit ears. I don't go. I have a family. I've 
got two kids. I'm married. I try and live a nice, quiet 
life and you know—I have a good living. Beyond that, 
what the heil do you need? That's my feeling. 
GF: Do you still hang with Sam Raimi and Robert 
Tapert and your other college buddies or is it only pro¬ 
fessional these days? 
BC: it actually blends. Seeing them professionally is the 
fun. We don't get together to play poker and smoke cig- 
ars anymore because a lot of us have families now. But 
professionally it's a very casual, friendly situation. Half 
of them I went to high school with. I aid an episode of 
Xena that was directed by a buddy of mine, John 
Cameron. And another buady from high school, even 
us out Online at - http://www.gamefan 

junior high, directs other Xena stuff too—-guy by the 
name of Josh Becker. Hey, it's incestuous, but iun. 

THE LEGACY OF EVIL DEAD 
GF: Do you still aet recognized as Ash? 
BC: Not really, because I look like such a generic guy 
when I walk around with my glasses on and no fake 
blood. Seriously. The cameraman who shot Evil Dead 2 
figured people would have to get about 3 inches from my 
face before they'd realize who I was. 
GF: Would you let your kids watch the Evil Dead 
movies? 
BC: Sure. When they're old enough to get in a car and 
drive to the video store, there's no way to stop 'em. 
But l've tried to impress upon them how fake it all is. 
It's rubber monsters, it's caro syrup, it's fake blood. 
They really know what it's all about. As lona as 
they're old enough to understand that, then I don't 
reafly care. Because they see it all. They saw the cow¬ 
boy show I did on Fox a few years ago (Adventures of 
Brisco County Jr. - K). They know that, as an actor, you 
play all kinds of stuff. They know that you're not real¬ 
ly a guy with a chainsaw on your arm, and you're not 
really cutting up monsters. Although there's one or two 
kids that probably still believe that. 
GF: OK, I have to ask this. Are we ever going to see an 
Evil Dead 4? 
BC: No, and what people don't seem to understand is 
that it's all about economics. It's ALL about econom- 
ics. It's not that I will or won't do it, it's not that 
Sam Raimi will or won't. We would. We would do it 
in a second. But no one would put up the money. It's 
a sliding scale. The first Evil Dead cost $350,000 and 
made world wide multiple millions. The second one 
cost $3.5 million and made a little less money. The 
third one cost $13 million and didn't make enough 
money. SO the fourth one would be like 60 million 
dollars and it would make ten dollars. Normally if 
you want a successful string of sequels, they're all 
xept at a certain budget and you don't spend another 
penny. You can make your Friday the 13th parts 8 & 
9, and you make the Nightmare on Elm Streets 6 and 
7 only because they're controlling the budget. We 
never intended to do a series of movies. You know at 
the end of the first Evil Dead l'm dead. It made 
money, so I came back. The second one made money, 
OK l'm still alive. The third one didn't make money, 
OK l'm dead. 
GF: So at this point in your career you and Sam would- 
n'i be willing to go back to low-budget, guerrilla film- 
making to do a fourth Evil Dead. 
BC: I don't know. Even if we did, how often can you 
scream bloody murder? How often can run around with 
a chainsaw on your arm? It's boring to me! It's 
Snoresville! Worfcina with Sam is very interesting but... 
You see, the big difterence is: I don't think about those 
movies any more. I just don't think about them! I don't 
wake up every morning and think "Oh, Evil Dead1." 
GF: But you've pretty much attained your cult status 
through tnese movies. 
BC: But that's the truth. That's what people need to 
understand. They think, because l've been this guy over 
the course of 12 years, that I must either love the char- 
acter or love horror movies. I NEVER watch horror 
movies. You know?! I think most of them are really stu- 
pid. And the only reason why we decided to go full out 
was, if we were going to make a horror movie. Iets make 
a HORROR movie! With no holds barred. That's how you 
do it. You don't make some cheeseball thing with some- 
one looking behind doors I mean, you go for it! We made 
the last one, Army of Darkness, back in '91. That's a long 
time ago. To me it is. In movie years it's forever! 
GF: But the fans don't seem to realize that. 
BC: And God bless 'em! They can buy the videos. 
GF: Speaking of Army of Darlmess, which ending do you 
prefer? 
BC: I prefer the original (where Ash wakes up in a 
post apocalyptic future - K). Because that was the 
filmmakers cut. If it works or if it doesn't work is 
besides the point. It was the original ending. If you 
fail, you fail. But, you know, the studio wanted a 
quote-unquote "happier ending", so that's what they 
got. They got a John Woo rip off. And it's like, OK, 
whatever. But I always prefer the original. 
GF: Bruce, thanks for you time. 
BC: There, you have it. 
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Top 10 Most Wanted 
A « 'I FOR THE WEEK ENDING 9/30/97 

READERS’ TOP TEN 
6. Mega Man X4 - PS 
7. Tekken 3 - Arcade 
8. Mario Kart 64 - I\I64 
9. Star Fox - N64 
10. Mario64-HM 

1. Final Fantasy VII- PS 
2. GoldenEye - I\I64 
3. Resident Evil: DC - PS 
4. Street Fighter EX+oc - PS 
5. Castlevania SOTN - PS 

READERS’ MOST WANTED 

6. Zelda 64 - N64 

7. SF vs. X-Men - SS 

8. Ga*.? - PS/N64 

9. FFTactics- PS 

10. Yoshi’s Story - N64 

1. Resident Evil 2 - PS 

2. Tomb Raider 2- PS 

3. Diddy Kong Racing - N64 

4. Crash Bandicoot 2 - PS 

5. Metal Gear Solid - PS Final Fantasy VII 
READERS’ TOP TEN 

GAMEFAN EDITORS’ TOP TEN 

1. Dead orAlive-SS 
2. FirePro 6 Man Scramble - SS 
3. King of Fighters ‘97- Neo 
4. Groove on Fight- SS 
5. Puyo Puyo Sun - SS 

6. Tomb Raider 2- PS 
7. Persona - PS 
8. Valis - Genesis 
9. Silent Debuggers - Turbo 
10. Death Tank Zwei- SS 

1. Resident Evil 2 - PS 
2. Bloody Roar- PS 
3. Nightmare Creatures - PS 
4. MediEvil- PS 
5. Quake - Saturn 

6. Gran Turismo - PS 
7. Tomb Raider 2- PS 
8. Death Tank Zwei - Saturn 
9. Tekken 3 - Arcade 
10. Diddy Kong Racing - N64 

1. Nightmare Creatures - PS 
j 2. C&C Red Alert - PS 

3. Abe’s Odyssey- PS 
0 4. Tomb Raider 2- PS 

5. Crash Bandicoot 2 - PS 

6. Final Fantasy lnt’1. - PS 
7. Ace Combat 2 (analogü) - PS 
8. Bloody Roar- PS (Import) 
9. Street Fighter EX+cx- PS 
10. FFTactics- PS 

1. Silhouette Mi rage - Saturn 
2. One - PS 
3. Panzer Azel- SS 
4. Bio Hazard 2- PS 
5. Bushido Blade - PS 

6. X-Men vs. SF-SS (Import) 
7. FF Tactics - SS 
8. Klonoa - PS 
9. Grandia - SS 
10. Christmas NiGHTS - SS 

FP"7 ~ jTI 1. Skull Monkeys - PS 
2. Duke Nukem 3D - SS 

V _ 3. FF Tactics - PS 
4. Monster Rancher - PS 
5. Castlevania SOTN- PS 

WIN 
All you have to do to enter the drawing is write down a list of your top 
10 favorite games and the 10 games you want the most that aren’t out 
yet, on a piece of paper or a postcard then send them to: GAMEFAN 
TOP TEN, 5137 Clareton Dr., Suite 210 Agoura Hills, CA 91301 

Your choice of one of the Picks 
| of the Month in Viewpoint 

.. A FREE year of GameFan! 
| The best magazine in the universe! 

Congratulatiöns to last month’s winners: 

First Prize: Second Prize: Third Prize: 
Ernest Spartak, ‘Skilliam’ Lewis, Archie Bendak, 
Lincoln, NE San Francisco, CA New York, NY 
Drawing is limited to One (1) entry per person per 
month. Drawings will be heid on the 21 st of each 
month. The three (3) winners will be notified by 
mail and listed on this page. For a complete list 
of rules and regulations write: GameFan Top Ten 
with self addressed & stamped envelope. 

6. Shienryu-SS (Import) 
7. X-Men vs. SF-SS (Impprt) 
8. Bloody Roar- PS (Import) 
9. C&C Red Alert-PS 
10. Ultima IV- Commodore 64 

1. Diddy Kong Racing - N64 
2. Resident Evil 2 - PS 
3. Crash Bandicoot 2 - PS 
4. Castlevania SOTN - PS 
5. Arm o red Co re - PS 

6. Bloody Roar - PS 
7. Silhouette Mirage - SS ' 
8. Intelligent Qube - PS 
9. Dead orAlive-SS 
10. Pzyyo//>7 - Keychain 

DEVELOPER'S TORjTEN 
yHÊÊÊKÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊtlÊÊtm 

1. Rescue Raiders - Apple lle 

2. Xenon 2 Megablast - Amiga 

3. Parasite Eve - PS 

4. Bloody Roar - PS/Arcade 

5. Einhander - PS 

6. Twisted Metal 2 - PS 

7. Nightmare Creatures - PS 

8. Gran Turismo - PS 

9. Quake 2 - PC 

10. Metal Gear Solid - PS 

This lyignth's Gupst: 
havid D. Grijns, Dii 
Nightmare Creatu 

ns, Director: 
reatures - Activision 
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Baming's greatest 

hero unleashes his 

X-traordinary new powers 

on 32-bit systems! Mega 

Man X4’ blasts light-years 

ahead of its predecessors 

with unrivaled graphics, 

vibrant animation and 

a barrage of cool new 

features. For the first time 

you can play either as Mega 

Man X or his mighty partner 

Zero in two separate adven- 

tures. X-plore all-new X-Hunter 

levels, where perplexing 

passages, power-ups, 

concealed rooms and 

hidden weapons abound. 

Fire-up your new Land 

ChaserSuperbike and battle 

tons of Maverick Reploid 

Robots white mastering 

new attacks like the Air 

Hover and Zero's Z-Saber 

Tactic. All told, it's the 

most X-citing X-ploit in 

the Blue Bomber's history. 

Truly, a 32~bit blast! 
J \ Y |f” FTFITlTj 

: 

SP 
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With ten treacherous new tracks, Jet Moto 2 isn’t just a more intense, all-terrain racing game, it’s a Virtual graveyard. This time, you’ll 

racethroughmolten lava, splash down awaterfall and even maneuveryourway overabroken-down roller coaster. You’ll teel every bump, 

The Sony Computer Entertainment logo is.a fraciemark of Sony Corporation Playstation and the Playstation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment lm 



Playstation 

CONTENT RATED BY 
Jet Moto is a tradémark of Sony Computer Entertainment America inc. © 1997 Sony Computer Entertainment America Ine. www.playstation.com 

you’ll catch more air, you’ll even nail 360-degree corkscrews. Plus, you can challenge a friend on the two-player split screen. 
All you need is a Playstation and a death wish. Because if you’re lucky, you’ll reach the checkered flag. Or you’ll die trying. 
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The best mech ‘sim’ of all time has r, f " i 
arrived on the Playstation. Featuring 
super-hot mech combat and countless 
ways to configure your mech this 
game destroys all others before it. A i 
fantastic number of missions, tons of 
enemy mechs, and a really cool story- 
line make this a quality product through and through. 
The only negative that I can find is the two-player 
fighting mode is weak, not even coming close to the 
mighty Virtual On. That’s a minor gripe, though, as 
this game rips. Break that piggy bank! 

Öli lek |Pln [Mln |Ö 
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Mech fans should be in heaven with 
Armored Core. With literaily thousands of 
unique mechs that can be assembled from umm 
the diverse selection of parts, AC allows V 
you the thrill of designing your own awe- 
some mech and taking on a friend in eilher 
link up or split screen mode. While this is|__ 
where the majority of the fun in ACresides, 
the one player, mission based game (which you’ll need to 
play in order to build up credits with which to build the 
mother of all mechs) also provides its fair share of fun and 
action. The graphics are solid and extra features such as 
the ability to custom color your mech and even design little 
emblems for them take Armored Core from good to great. 

I’m frankly really rather excited, not to 
mention frothing at the opportunity to 
waffle praise for this most mighty of^*.:“ 
Mech simulations. Not only are the^ * 
levels immense (one of the last zones, 
of all has you climbing a superstructure [ -É» 
that is mind-bogglingly big), but the!— - ' -•k- 
actual feeling of being strapped into a huge clahking 
hyper dreadnaught is more than adequately simulated. 
Not only does this look pretty, but it plays frightening- 
ly well, with each mission more exciting than theplast. 
And although not quite as droolsome as multi-p]|ayer 
Virtual On, two player fighting is wicked fun! Buy it! 

Gk ick iPk is*k [o 
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Auto Destruct 
Playstation 

EA 
Combat Driving 

This slightly uninspired game fromr^;—- 
Neurostone resembles a curious hybrid of 
Die Hard Trilogy (similar mushroom explo- • 
sions and targeting circles), Felony 11-79 
(the feeling of driving through a city), and 
Twisted Metal (the shooting). And I wish I 
could say that it resembles the movie Death 
Race 2000, but the gooly and hilarious’-— 
bloody tire tracks from the preview version are no longer in the 
game. Oh well, what’s left is a decent but forgettable romp 
through a city being terrorized by a religious cult. It’s fun for 
a little while, chasing down evil doers and blowing them sky 
high, but the shallow nature of the repetitive gameplay soon 
becomes apparent and you’ll probably find yourself reaching 
for something more engaging and more refined. It’s okay. 

Gk CL IPL ML O 

Drive, shoot. Drive, find item, shoot. Drive, 
get message from headquarters, shoot. 
Drive, shoot, get message, find item, o ó 
cause Die Hard Trilogy-type atomic explo- p 'v 
sion, SHOOT! Yep, dive into Auto Destruct, 
a land of driving and shooting, a land of 
constant repetition, and you'll probablyI--- 
have the same to report. Again, like so many other me-too 
games out there now, AD isn't outright bad. No way. It's just 
missing a ton of essential replay elements, like character, 
for one thing, and a much needed dose of variety. Playing 
the same damn cityscape over and over again, despite the 
zippy 'lil engine and cool Controls, just 'aint my thing. 

^k Gk Pk Pn [Gk [fiÖl 
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The best way to describe this is a j »•. r / | 
Twisted Metafs more strategie cousin. j 
Take to the streets in a car armed to the ƒ 1 
teeth, while blowing up other cars and 1 . . 
running down pedestrians (always fun 
in my opinion). And while you’re doing i 
all that fun stuff, you also have to attain —7-1 
certain mission objectives in each level. A pretty fun 
game, but certainly nothing to get worked info a lather 
over. Oh, and the female ‘co-pilot’ needs to go—her 
incessant chatter almost sent me over the edge more 
than once. The best way to describe this game is if you 
see it for $19.99 you’d piek it up; that’s it in a nutshell. 

WWbH 
While there’s nothin’ more tasty 
than a couple of fried cockroaches, I 
draw the line at clambering onto 
giant winged insects and whoopin’ 
and hollerin’ at them as they chug 
around a track. Especiallv when thef m 
track doesn't allow any freedom of movement. 
Crazed control coupled with appalling play 
mechanics (“over the ridge. okay, l’ll turn right... 
nope. I was dragged left instead...") make Bug 
Riders a true chore to play. Stunningly shallow 
and appallingly boring. Novel idea though... 

Ik Ik |Pk ®k ®k [4ÖI 
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Bug Riders - bad concept, bad 
game. How can you have an ‘on 
rails’ racer that actually keeps 
you on course whether you like it 
or not?! It all comes down to just 
avoiding stuff and cropping yourl-.‘ :;k 
bug. The graphics are pretty average, consid- 
ering you’re on-rails, and the gameplay is way 
below par. It looks like the developers spent all 
their money on the CG intro and then two weeks 
from deadline remembered they needed a 
game to go with it. Avoid. 

Gk Gk [Pk [Ml-, [Gk IËË1 
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Well, l’m afraid l m forced to agree m 
with Knightmare and Chief on this ; 
one, with one exception: the 
design. I love the characters and 'ww 
the overall design of this game, but ,f. J 
not one other aspect of Bug Riders V / 
matches the ingenuity of its design1-- 
elements. The bugs you’re riding are pulled along 
the tracks, making the control abhorrent, and even 
the weapons sort of “bend” round the turns. Very 
odd. The graphics are decent, but even gorgeous 
graphics wouldn’t have saved this game. Squish 
it out of your mind... 

[Gk [Ck [Pk [Mk [Ok [COl 
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C&C was a phenomenal game, and a/ 
believe it or not, the sequel is leaps 
and bounds better. Taking all of the 
great gameplay that made the first so 
addictive and then adding in more 
units, mouse support, and even more 1 
gratuitous FMV, this game has it all.1-1 
Heek, some people here wasted an entire day playing 
this in link mode (not me though. I had work to 
do..heh). Not much more needs to be said, other than 
this is the best real-time strategy game available on 
consoles and any and all fans (as well as those new 
to the genre) need this. 

Ik [Pk Ik C 
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The one genre that PC gamers have 
had all to themselves (up until recent- 
ly) is the overhead action/strategy sim. 
But now console owners are finally get- 
ting a taste of the action with C&C, 
Warcraft 2, Warhammer and C&Cs • 
superior sequel, Red Alert. Red Alertis^-^- 
a worth successor to C&C with a great premise, 
detailed graphics, amusing sound, oodles of awe- 
some FMV and above all, panic inducing gameplay. 
Resource management has never been so much fun! 
This conversion is missing some of the animation of 
the PC original, but other than that, it’s spot on. Cool! 

[Gk [Ck [Pk [Mk [Ok lÖOl 

Even if moving little soldiers, tanks and other 
assorted armored divisions isn't your idea of a 
fun evening. Red Alert m\\ change that for a^. ° 
number of reasons. Firstly. there's the twoR v 
cool campaigns to play (featuring some shock- >_ 
ingly cunning missions) both as the Allies andf fc 
the Ruskies, then there's the infamous link-up | 
mode which allows mad and frantic battles of 
epic proportions to be waged. There's nothing like trundling into 
your opponent's base with a squadron of tanks and laying waste 
to his barracksü Hear the marvellous sampled speech!! Clapas 
your lead tank squishes a rival infantryman! Groan as an 
airstrike cripples your panzer divisions! Thoroughly entertaining 
and well worth buying whatever your gaming disposition! 
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Critical Depth 
Playstation 

GT Interactive 

Combat Swimming 

Why the heil is everybody at GF so divided 
when it comes to Critical Depth? Many say 
it's been done before...something to the 
effect of "Twisted Metal underwater". °L®: 
Others claim itsimply can'thold your inter- n 
est for more than anhour at a time. Let me • • y 
set it straight for ya: Critical Depth is fun! ■ 
You got your two-player mode, competitive 
or co-op, and the intensity level is definitely set on 'stun'... 
uh, just like Twisted Metal. Unfortunately this engine, the 
TM engine, is really tired and wracked with seams and 
break-up. As for the replay value issue, well, if CD rocks 
your world (i.e., ECM) within the first half-hour, you'll prob¬ 
ably love it forever. 

G Ch P M O 

Singlefrac submerges the Twisted 
Metal engine for some undersea thrills. 
Seeing as how the TM series has sold 
insanely well, I have little need to spout 
the virtues of this game. but I will any- 
way . Intense T/W-style gameplay 
underwater, with just a touch ofI_1 
Warhawk, makes this game another guaranteed best¬ 
seller.. My only gripe would be that it's time for a new 
engine, or tighten up the current one as it’s starting to 
show its age. The glitchy, warping textures are getting 
tired and it’s time for a higher-res. Don’t get me 
wrong, though, l’il be on line for this one the second it 
hits the shelves. 
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Check us out onune 
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I haven’t been overly impressed with a 
SingleTrac game since I first laid my 
hands on Warhawk back during the PS’ 
US infancy, and Critical Depth does little; 
to change that notion. For starters, 
SingleTrac’s engine is starting to show its 
age with a decided roughness to the visu- 
als that is less forgivable today than even 
a year ago. And as for the way the game plays, l’m not 
too big a fan of that either. You’ve got to collect these 
pods, and trying to hold onto your them while the enemy 
subs attack you from all angles is an exercise in frustra- 
tion. You’ve got temporary shields and the sloppy feeling 
control and inability to move freely through the underwa¬ 
ter environment really hurts what could have been a much 
better and more satisfying underwater shooter. 
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Fighting Force 
Playstation 

Eidos 
A c t ion/Fighting 

Intelligent Qube 
Playstation 

SCEA 
Puzzle 

In a single, ugly word: disappoint- 
ing. After years of expectations 
and figuring on the next coming of 
Streets of Rage 2, all I can say is 
l’m saddened. Bland gameplay, 
poor camera angles, and much too 
easy, it just isn’t the game it couldl- 
have been. Maybe they ran over deadline and 
had to leave out all the cool throws and combos, 
but I don’t think so. The unresponsive Controls 
just killed what little enthusiasm I had for this 
title. In fact the only plus is the two player mode. 
although that’s little compensation for what has 
happened here. Better luck next time, Core. 
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I had extremely high hopes for Fighting 
Force and they’ve been dashed on the ¥ 
rocks of mediocrity. With such a good 
looking engine, and promises of . •; 
involved game mechanics, it seemed * 
like Core were on track for the defini- 
tive 32-bit wandering 3D beat-‘em-up.l • ' L. • JJ 
But alas, the end result is a tedious, mindless 
mechanical husk which not even die-hard scrolling 
beat-‘em-up veterans will enjoy. I don’t mind the lack 
of moves (Final Fight had even less) but unlike 
Capcom’s seminal classic, Fighting Force just isn’t 
fun. You get no satisfaction trom hitting people. I’ll 
stick with Die Hard Arcade thank youvery much. 
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Now, the puzzle game that sold like gang-1 Sr**. ~] 
busters in Japan comesstateside, readyto / 
entrance a whole new nation of gamers. * 
While it doesn’t actually test your I.Q.(a ' £ 
scary thought for most, eh?). Intelligent 
Qube will certainly give your lump of grey 
matter a good work out as you attempt tol_ 
clear the flopping blocks from the desolate cube plane in as 
few moves as possible. Like any good puzzle game, the 
addiction factor is high, underscored by a scrumptious 
symphonic soundtrack . It’s an epic, beautiful thing and is 
some of the best puzzle game music ever. IQ may not be 
big on visual variety, but you won’t care once you’ve been 
sucked in by its unique and enthralling gameplay. 
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Ahh.Jookie what we got here! It's disap- 
pointment! It's failure to listen to the 
press’ advice! It's lack of gameplay! It's 
PAINFUL! And I feel victimized, what with vy' 
the glowing previews Pve given FF in the * 
past. You see, Core failed to deliver the ]} ■a/ \ 
combos they promised, or the cinematicI \ 
elements they frequently described. Now we're left with 
only one big plus: A fantastic, smooth, beautifully lit 
engine. Take a look at this game and drool with me. Play 
this game and sigh with me. Not enough ways to pummel 
people, dammit! FF is still great as a two-player beat-'em 
-up, with good length and plenty to smash, but in the end 
it's just wasted potential. 

|Gl [Cl [Pl Pl [Öl |77l 

This is one of the best new puzzle 
games that has been released in 
many years. The control is a little -ïy- , 
awkward but once mastered IQ is 
really addictive. The music is 
really amazing in terms of quality'- 
and originality and the levels are some of the 
hardest 3D puzzle levels ever. My only com- 
plaint is that they didn’t put in a replay feature 
when you beat the round but I guess that's what 
the sequel is for... 
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Intelligent Qube has one major flaw - 
it may not be American-gamer friend- j 
ly. To really enjoy this game, you'll 
have to spend a lot of time with it, and ƒ yj? 
I'm afraid many players will drop off frjj 
from boredom before they have the OT V 
chance to get into IQ. If you are indeed -U£_l 
willing to put out the effort, you'll find a challenging 
little puzzle game here. It's easy to clear all oi the 
blocks, but can do it like a pro? Also, l've got to won¬ 
der what epic movie or video game IQ's music ?core 
escaped from - hearing a soundtrack like that come 
from a puzzle game is quite shocking (but refrestfing). 
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Monster Rancher 
Playstation 

Tecmo 
Life Sim 

This game is great! If l’ve said it once) 'y' lVr 7 
l’ve said it a thousand times: I can’t 
believe I love, let alone like, this game. 
It’s just so much fun raisin’ your little 
beastie from heil and having him go 
tooth to claw against other monsters for 
money and status. This is one of myl- 
favorite games this year, and I still can’t believe after 
two months I am still playing this freakin’ thing; this 
from a person that got disgusted with Tamagotchis after 
about an hour of having one. Definitely a must-buy this 
Christmas along with all the others l’ve already men- 
tioned. Time to rob a bank, methinks. 
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Now this is something I can get into 
between bouts of Street Fighter and 

wrestling. Take a harmless looking lit- :f\ 
tle critter and turn it into a death 
machine, just like me (cue flexing - 

Ed) RESPECT! Tecmo harnesses some F/" | 
real super power with this title show- 

ing there is room for more Tamagotchi-inspired luna- 
cy in the world. This game rocks and makes for a ter- 
rific stocking stuffer. I can’t recommend this title 

highly enough, and I totally agree with ECM across 
the board on this one! 
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After enjoying hours of Monster Ranching 
on the 'ole farm-stead last night I have ) 
one thing to say: What a cool game! I'm • ^. ^ 
one of the few GF staff writers who DID- | 
NT go through the Tamagotchi phase, IS§ 
knowing that a screaming key-chain h ï-r 
probably wouldn't stay in one piece forL—-J 
too long in my world. If my beast complains in i/W/?, how- 
ever, I just toss it into the ring for a good beatinjp with fel- 
low kindred freaks. It even grows, gets smarter, and 
gains skill through labor on the farm. The engije’s good, 
the music is great, and the entire conceptisifresh and 
exciting. First Deceptionand now this...never underesti- 
mate Tecmo's shocking originality!. _ 
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One 
Playstation 

ASC 
Action/Adventure 

Remember the feeling you got the firstn” 7 - M 
time you played Contra IV on SNES? Or > 
Gunstar Heroes on the Genesis? 
Remember the awe, the adrenaline 
rush, the sheer delight of seeing state- % ' % 
of-the-art graphics and pertectly mea- 
sured gameplay coming together? Well, % 
get ready to feel it again baby, because 
One is the 32-bit equivalent of those classic action 
games! Visual Concepts have come from literally out of 
nowhere to provide one of the most graphically stun- 
ning, thumb blistering action/platform experiences of 
all time. The rage meter provides a unique non-stop 
dynamic to the blasting that leaves you both physically 
and mentally drained after a session. Buy this game. 
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Game of the month? At the very least!) . r;;i 
ASC Games and Visual Concepts get 
together to bring you a visual extravagan- 
za the likes of which have NEVER been É f. I 
seen. Remember how I raved about the • 
graphics in Colony Wars last issue? Well, 
this game utterly crushes it. Amazingly 
enough, it also has the play to back up it-£- 
up. In fact, I’m itching to get back on it as soon as 
Knightmare grows weary of getting his ass kicked in (he has 
no skill, you see). Sadly, I can’t go in-depth as l’d like, as 
the gent to my right gets to review it <grumble>. Oespite his 
lack of prowess, Knightmare has this one nailed—it’s the 
gameplay of the classics melded with 32-bit power. Buy 
this game, now. _ _ _ 
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Holy crap, would you look at those graph-[ 
ics?! There’s a ton of polygons, the 
design is rich and complex, and 30 
fps,under all kinds of stress, just refuses 
to quit. Or how about that lighting, and .■ i 
those fine explosions? Dazzling! Then it 
hits me: ONE also plays really. really i ~ 
well. Your character is a joy to control, 
and his selection of moves makes him one of the most con- 
trollable 3D action characters ever. This comes in handy 
when you're dealing with HUGE levels and insane enemy 
hordes that NEVER stop the attack. Most importantly, ONE 
is terribly fun, and it’s tough to crack so you'll be back for 
more kills, more secrets, and more beautiful sights. 
Action shooters are back!!! _ 
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Red Asphalt 
Playstation 

Interplay 
Combat Racing 

Here’s a tough one. Since I’m writingHT 

this from my home office, I have no 1 . 

idea what the scores around me are \ 1 

like. I kicked this hellacious racer’s V*, 

evil arse after much examination of the V 

games twitchy initial nuances. As soonl * -. 

as you become accustomed to the on screen madness 

in RA it becomes an exercise in precision racing and 

inflicting pain, and if I do say so myself, is quite 

invigorating. The engine is amazing, the production 

values are super high, and the architecture looks 

like Ridley Scott meets Clive Barker. Do it up. 
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Well it took 2 years, millions of dol-| +' R7 
lars, and a name change but it’s final- 
lyhere. Was it worth the wait? Well, 
it possesses one of the most blazing 
racing engines l’ve ever seen on the ” 
PS, with huge polygonal environ¬ 
ments and a boatload of cool lighting |_ 
effects. Alas, the gameplay is sadly average at best. 
It just gets extremely repetitive and monotonous 
after a couple hours of play. The annoying gameplay 
(where being farther back in the pack is a plus) and 
the very touchy control for the first few hours will dis- 
suade all but the most hardcore. A rental, without 
question, although I’m afraid that’s as far as it goes. 
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So Rock’n’RollRacing JOfinally makes - \ \| 
an appearance, albeit under the name 
of Red Ashpalt. And while the game jij# 
bears many similarities to its 16-bit • 
pseudo-predecessor, I’m afraid it loos- ‘ . 
es the sheer simple addictiveness of 
the SNES classic. The engine isn’t the I - l - Tl 
problem: the frame rate is impressive with detailed and 
imaginative futuristic environments and some very 
pretty lighting effects. No, I’m afraid things have gone 
wrong in the gameplay department. The control is awk¬ 
ward and frustrating, even after you’ve upgraded your 
car parts, and the racing action gets quite monotonous. 
Race/combat fans may want to check it out though. 
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Spawn 
Playstation 

SCEA 
Action/Adventure 

To be completely honest (is their anyfT 
other way?) I was really hoping for al . 
hand drawn game when Spawn met A 
gamedom. When I think Spawn, I think V 
McFarlane, and when I think V 
McFarlane, I think detail. The polygo- \ 
nal Spawn is a hulky chunk of polysl—^_ 
who clumsily makes his way through a sparse yet do- 
able adventure/fighting fest. Some puzzle elements 
keep it from going completely wrong and the cape’s 
a nice touch in the fights, but overall Spawn the 
game doesn’t live up to the figures, the comics, or 
the movie. Spawn Toys-A, Spawn Comics-A+ Spawn 
Movie B+. Spawn The Eternal... 
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Arguably, Todd McFarlane is a fan-| , r 7 
tastic artist (I’m not so sure), he 
does make incredible toys, and the 
movie had some really nice SFX. 
However, something has gone terri¬ 
bly wrong here. Sine when did 
Spawn put on about 150 Ibs of mus-l_ 
cle and get exposed to some Gamma rays? He 
now looks more like the Hulk in Spawn’s outfit 
than anything else. The gameplay itself is rather 
clunky and the l/Fwannabe fighting doesn’t come 
off that well. Granted, some of the fighting moves 
are cool (tear off his arm!), and there is some nice 
lighting, but this is only for die-hard Spawn fans. 
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If you look past the license, Spawn is anl^ ~ \1 
acceptable 3D adventure with chunky graph- ^ 1 
ics, pretty lighting and interactive environ- 
ments. The combat encounter system is 
poorly handled (get‘near’an enemy and the " ' 
backgrounds disappear to allow for Spawn’s l 
cape & chains) although the actual fighting l l 
action is decent, once you learn the moves 
and combos. Spawn fans will recognize a lot of the characters 
and environments from the comic book, though they will also 
lament the loss of Spawn’s cape and chains as he explores the 
levels. Having them magically appear during battle is an un- 
acceptable compromise in my opinion. For 80% of the game the 
guy just doesn’t look like Spawn! Can you imagine Batman 
without a cape? Otherwise, not bad. 
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Journey to the far future to save the distant past 
Battle hand-to>hand. Solve intriguing puzzles. 
Wield powerful magie. Explore a huge 3D world 
.yolif mission* retrieve the legendary sword 
‘Excalibur. \ / 

Featuring over 200 locations, 60 different //' 
characters, fuif speech, and incredible reaiiific 
light-sourcing, Excalibur 2555 is an absoluté epic 

“ ...could wel) do for^D action adventures|what 
Tomb Raider did for^D platformers” j\ 
-Edge ^ \ 

“ Excalibur 2555 is one pf the most unique ( 
3D games ever... a really, really cool game” ( 
— Diehard Gamelan / \ 

Tel.: (315) 393-6633 Fax: (315) 393-1525 

To order, visit your retailer or call: 1^-800-447- 

www.sir-tech/com 
Playstation 

Playstation and the Playstation logos are trademartos of Sony Computer Entertainment Ine. 
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Tomb Raider 2 
Playstation 

Eidos 
Action/Adventure 
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Automobili Lamborghini 
Nintendo 64 

Titus 
Racing 

Duke Nukem 64 
Nintendo 64 

CT Interactive 
Corridor 

A more beautiful racer you’ll not find.lT 
At times AL64 looks so good that it’s 1 
almost as if Titus are reaching beyond \ 
the system’s already vast boundaries. \ 
Although initially you can choose only V, 
one trom three ’ghinis, once you’ve \ - 
achieved the winning goal you can 
feast on the entire showroom of muscle 
super sleds. This certainly helps in the longevity 
department. Also noteworthy are the tunes which I 
thought would suck given the attention to detail, but 
alas, they do not. Uno problemo... it’s all a bit basic. 
Daytona & Ridge Racer still take course design honors 
but AL64 is solid overall and definitely worth owning. 

Core obviously realized that if they N 
wanted Tomb Raider 2 to have the fc ' 
same impact as the original, they were i# 
going to have to go that extra mile with t . 
the sequel. And they have, big time. 
Everything about TR2 is an improve- , 
ment over the original. The graphics, LijH 
the control, the sound, the music, and 
perhaps most importantly, the level design. You will 
not see levels this big or a quest this epic in any other 
3D action game.The sheer scale of TR2 is staggering. 
Plus you get vehicles to ride, new weapons to shoot 
(the combat is still basic) and just like the PC, you 
can save whenever you want. Bravo Core! 
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“Mmmmm, what beautiful scenery. Watch^^^^T^^ 
everyone, as I zip over this ramp! JoytW , 
Look, as a turn this hair-pin corner at 120i ,;0 
mph! Whoa, the back end’s skidded o«/|b 
unrealistically and I can't regain control^ 
Ooops, I hit a tree! Ow. that over-the-lopy ^ Ij 
lens Hare is dazzling me! Okay, back onl - *1 
track now! Over the bridge and past thatl < t ^ _ m 
country cottage... hey, didn’t I see one just like that earlier 
in the course...?" Bottom line... don’t be fooled by the 
graphics; this this an adequate (but no more) lett-right dri- 
ving game with little flair except in the graphics depart¬ 
ment. Not enough variety, and a chugging tour player night- 

mare straight out of Cruisin' USA territory. Sure looks purty 
though... Rent this today; l'd plug my ears and play Rush 
over this, but only just! 
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Okay, so despite the ‘Mature’ rating, 
Brother Nintendo still wants to censorr 
Duke? I’m against that in principal.L- ° 
However, what’s even more DISGUSTING is & 
that the alluring ‘ladies’ have now been Bi - 4 
skewered on poles with their spines torn r 4^ fc 
trom their bodies, and frankly, this is much I 
more offensive to me. “Breasts? We can't 
let our over 17 audience see a hooker’s nipples... welt, only 
if those boobs are obscured by her spinal column and inter¬ 
nat organs." Cretins. Well done Nintendo; your ethics beg- 
gar belief; perhaps you’d care to explain to me your twisted 
logic (when you’ve finished polishing your AK-47)? 
However, apart from this major disgrace, the game’s really 
rather good... 
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DN for the N64 is really sweet 
looking. Not only because this is 
the best version avaiiable except % / 
for the PC version but because of 
the new levels and the multiplay- 
er mode. By having this, the- 
game really excels in terms of replay value and 
fun length. My main gripe is that the slowdown 
is disgusting; it should never do that ( ever see 
Golden EyeT) and there’s no music. What’s up 
with no tunes? Overall very respectful. 
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Quite possibly the biggest-selling video game 

of this year could be Tomb Raider 2, and when 
you sit down to enjoy a couple of levels excava- L. 
tion, you’ll soon understand why. Firstly, all the m ‘ j 
polygon models have been improved upon (cool ■ 
wafting pony tail there, missyl), although some " v 
of the enemies are a little angular. Secondly, [ 

there’s a whole lot more for Miss Croft to do this i_- 
time around, including ride vehicle riding and the investigation of 
a load of all-new zones. Of course the gameplay's still as epicly 
fraught as ever and the fighting's a lot more frequent (but still a 
little too basic for my tastes), but when taken as a whole package, 
Core’s managed another monumental achievement. And Lara’s 

butler’s just the coolest! Top wheeze! Where’s me scones?! 
(Special kudos go to Gary Harrod of Station magazine for the TR2 
screenshots - check ’em out; they’re legendary!) 
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Yes! Another cool N64 racer. Afterl *■// 
being pleasantly surprised with Top 
Gear Rally, here’s another one to 
keep me happily tearing up the 
track. Some super-tight control, no 
perceptible pop-up and almost nol_ 
fog (!). Titus harnesses some N64 savvy with this 
game. In tact, it could be the best controlling racer 
on N64 yet. Although it’s true that it can get 
monotonous, at least it has some decent mutli- 
play modes. Check this one out and get ready for 
Titus’ next big one: Superman\ 
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This is a great conversion of a classicp^ - . \ 
corridor game. Duke Nukem 64 retains m » 
all of the key elements that made Duke jjjp 
Nukem 3D so much fun minus one - the 
‘adult content’. Nintendo clearly didn't < * * 
want little Johnny giving strippers 
money to remove their tops so snip- ;• | 
snip-snip went the censors and now 
you’ve got to rescue the fully clothed babes as opposed 
to put them out of their misery. Ok, that I can understand. 
but why replace the theme of ‘sex’ with the theme of 
guns'. That’s twisted! Other than that (and the fact 

there’s no music) Duke 64 is quality. The action is thick 
and fast, the environments are realistic and incredibly 
Interactive, and the new weapons are fun. Good stuff. 
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SF Rush 
Nintendo 64 

Midway 
Racing 

A much better conversion than( t 
Cruisin’, SF Rush has a full tank 1 v. 
when it comes to depth (hidden ^ V 
keys and secrets abound) and packs \. 
a noteworthy graphic punch, with y 
good texture mapping, and clean \ 
looking cars. The frame rate isl Eüc&I 
respectable and although the arcade gameplay’s 
not my cup of tea, it’s a tasty brew none the less. 
The ointment however has one really big fly in 
it... The musie’s just pure porn. It’s as if Midway 
is now creating their own brand of worse than 
game-show quality jingles on purpose, just to see 
how much we can take. I’ve had enough. 

The main reason I like Rush is 
that it’s a solid, fun racing 
game in the mold of Atari’s ftm 
classic Hard Drivin’. That, 
and it’s nearly a carbon copy 
of the arcade version.L- 
Williams even added a hidden track and 
extra cars that were not present in the 
arcade game. The only problem is the 
horrific, two-channel soundtrack. Truly a 
decent N64 game that plays well. 

Although NOWHERE NEAR as good-looking 
as the Arcade version, this fun and floaty W 'WÈ 
racing is great to play for the first fewL^l® J 
hours... until you’re struck by the realiza-& 
tion that; a) the sub game of collecting^ g ^ 
keys to unlock the fabled seventh track is[ M 
too mind-numbingly tedious to even con-l ^ m 
template competing; b) there’s no real control of your vehi¬ 
cle; and c) the music sucks so bad it’ll slurp a monkey 
through 30 feet of garden hose. I still have nightmares 
about the ear-shattering ‘techno’ track... “whooooaa ! 
whooooaa! <dum chi dum chi dum chi dum chi> whooooaa! 
whooooaa!” ARRRGGHHHÜ! Good floaty fun with music 
that'll cause instant tinitus. A must for deaf racing fanatics. 
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Quake 
Saturn 
Sega 

Corridor 

After you get over the initial shock of seeingSf \ 

Ouake running smoothly on a Saturn (and it - > 
fakes a while), you have to stop and ask your- jrjfljr 

self, "so how good a single player game is k W 
Ouake anyway?" And contrary to popular ♦ 
belief, it really is pretty darn good. Taking 

inspiration from sources as diverse as the . S 
Evil Dead movies and the Cthulhu Mythos. Quake provides a 

non-stop blast fest through dozens of stunningly intricate lev¬ 

els that test your reflex and co-ordination to the max. 

Lobotomy may indeed be programming Gods but a lot of the 

credit must got to id Software’s original design. With multi- 

player capabilities this could have been the greatest. but as is 

it loses out to Duke Nukem 3D. Still. definitely worth a look. 
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After the spectacle of Duke last month, I y' i; r ;i 
here’s Lobotomy’s second in their 
dynamic duo (though, with Powerslave I 
guess it's a trio). First off, the fact that 
this is on the SS is a testament yet again 
to the programming prowess of 
Lobotomy—-they are now coding gods. 
tis official. Fantastic lighting to rival GL 
Quake (yes, you read that correctly) and some good (if 
slightly pixely) textures make for a nice graphic buffet, 
although it does look a little too brown and green. The 
NIN tunes are in there. and the only thing missing is 
Netlink support—nice goin’, SOA. Make no mistake, this 
IS Quake— any and all Saturn fans that haven't experi- 
enced it yet NEEP this. So. what am I bid on Lobotomy? 

I could spend this viewpoint telling you all about 
the extra lighting effects, startlingly precise con-F 
trol and all round marvel that Lobotomy created. L. «.V 
I could Chat about the scary musical score that^L 
out-performs any N64 hammond organ warblings 

out there. I could banter on about the hiddenF~^^ ^T 
comic (mondo kewl. daddio!), the four Lobotomy! 
levels and the fact that this is all running on al---S 
machine which most folk imagine can only handle 2D. But I won’t. 
ITI offer a quick ‘two thumbs waaay up’ for the maniacal marines up 
at Lobotomy HQ. and then quickly rant about the ineptitude of SOA to 

not allow Net Link compatibility. HELLO?! Hambleton to SOA!! 
Engage BRAIN, pleaseü Of course you don’t want to make the best 
multi-player game on the planet Net Link compatible... Yes! Good 
move!! I LIKE ITÜ And Lobotomy already had the Net Link version 
up and running but you STILL cancelled??!!! BRAVO!!! <sobs> 
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Dead or Alive 

Saturn 

Tecmo 
Fighting 

If you've heard about Dead or Alive, it's 
probably because of the game's bounc- 
ing polygon breasts. Yes, they are there, • > .- 
now forget about it! The game deserves ^ \S^ 
to be given a fair shot without pre-deter- „ f? J 
mined biases. For being Tecmo’s first 
fighting game. DoA is technically solid 
with perfect control. looks absolutely 
beautiful, yet is also extremely fun and easy to piek up. 
I feel no shame in not only calling DoA the best 3D fight¬ 
ing game on the Saturn, but one of the best non-weapon 
based 3D fighters around. Every time I play, I really 
enjoy the experience - and, isn't that what video games 
are all about? Oh, and P.S. - it's all about Tina. 
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license Sega’s Model 2 technology has ■ 
finally arrived on the Saturn, and you JS 
know what? It’s been worth the wait. 
Dispeiling the myth that onlv Sega have * ’* . 
the skills to port a Model 2 coin-op to 
Saturn. Tecmo have done a cracKing . j 
job with crisp, clean, hi-res graphics._L_JL 
and super smooth animation. Yes the 3D backgrounds 
have been sacrificed at the alter of the polygon God but 
it’s a small price to pay for such stunning looking char- 
acters. I like DoA. It’s tast, fun (sending opponents fly- acters. I like DoA. It’s fast, fun (sending opponents fly- 
ing in the danger zone is satisfying) and remarkably 
beautiful. Make sure you check it out. Hey. how about 
that? A DoA review and I didn’t mention huge bouncing 
tits once! Doh! P.S - Shidoshi needs to get out more. 
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Tecmo’s Model 2 fighter makes its 
way to the Saturn in beautiful form. 7 « 
Using AM2’s still surprisingly m 
impressive 60 fps VF2 engine, DoA *5 
can lay claim to being one of the very 
best looking 3D fighters on Saturn. 
Not to mention the fact that the fea¬ 
ture that brought this game most of 
its attention (the well endowed chests of the female 
fighters) is also fully intact and happily on display. 
Throw into the mix an interesting “counter” style of 
play, explosive rings, and up to nine outfits for some 
characters and you end up with a fun, really nice 
looking Saturn fighter not to be missed. 
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ENTER THE CRMEFRN 
HOCUS POCUS CIVEHWRY! 

CRRND PRIZE: 

n CKTV 
FIR5T PRIZE: 
VIEWPOINT 

CHME OF YOUR 
CHOICE 

SECOND PRIZE: 
POCKET GRMEBOY 

THIRD PRIZE: 
1-YERR 
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GXTV is the world’s first video game TV with 
hyper-amplified sound and graphics. Enhance * 
the thrill of gaming with adjustable speaker 
doors, stereo surround sound and a T5-watt * 
sub woofer. Plus. the intense screen graphics . 
will make you feel like your head’s rignt inside 
the game. GXTV is also a 181-channel, 13” * 
stereo TV with two A/V inputs, stereo head- 
phone jack, backlit remote control and ' 
tilt/swivel stand. So whatcha waitin’ for? . 
Send in those codes and maybe you can win 
one of these GXTVs for yourself! 

CONGRATULATIONS TO THIS MONTH'S WINNERS! 
The mighty Monitaur eeeke the 
finest cheats, eecrets and tips 

known to humanity, and we need 
them from YOU!! We’ll look over 

^ all the codes you send and 
avjard a magnificent Grand 

Prize every single month! 
Remember, no cheap 
codes from previously 
published U5 magazines! 
Winners will be drawn 
each month and dis- 
played in the only place 
where cheaters prosper. 
(Current subscribers who 

win a subscription will receive a 
one-year extension.) 

SEND YOUR CARDS 
AND LETTERS TO: 

Hocus Pocus 
5137 Clareton Drive 

Suite 210 
Agoura Hills, CA 91301 

grond pnee winner: 

tiSEn 

■Tirst pnse Luinner: 

tustm. 

second pnse winner: 

obbi€ siluo 
miomi, fl 

thircd pnse winner: 

thon mcfoddEn 

Check us out Online at - http://www.gamefan.com 26 
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CJicM cot>cs Drumstick 
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The upside: 

WENCHES. 
The downside: 

THE jJLANK. 
J^he salt spray hits your lips as you look 

into the deep blue. The frigate creaks and 

the plank bobs. Will this be the end? 

Welcome to Shipwreckers! Life on the high 

seas at its swashbuckling best. Wield flame 

throwers and hurl lightning bolts as you man 

cannons and command great vessels under the 

Jolly Roger. Battle one to five other players. 

The rewards are great, the puzzles daunting 

and the excitement high—just watch your step. 

The plank is a cruel mistress. 
Visit www.psygnosis.com and enter the 

Shipwreckers Treasure Quest Sweepstakes. 
Shipwreckers! and the Psygnosis logo are trademarks of Psygnosis Ltd. ©1997 Psygnosis Ltd. All rights reserved. The Playstation logo and 
“Playstation" are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Ine. The ratings icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association. 



Duke “NviUem 
Knightmare Special: 

SECRET LEVEL: VREA il 
On the Fahrenheit level (the one with 

the fire truck) simply play through the 

level as per usual, and when you reach 

the level exit return to the area shown. 

One of the toilet doors will have opened 

jEVONS COMTROL 
(Onlvf works witk «av»a1o5 
First make sure your analog pad-is con- 

nected to the Saturn and switched to 

analog. Then, whilst playing, pause the 
►equence: YYZ- 

ZXXYXZ avons Control will now be acti 

vated. The button configuration will now 

be as follows: 

KNIGHTMARE’S DVKE NVKEM *D 
MINI STRATEGV GVIDE 

GameFan are proud to present the first 

ever codes for Lobotomy’s superlative 

Duke Nukem s'D convefsion. On this 

page you find several cheats, along 
with instructions on how to locate the 

Lobotomy designed secret level and 

unlock the awesome Death Tank Zwei 
mini-game. So without further ado... IN HERE! Analog Cup 

Y - Forward 

C 

Z ' 7ht 

B 

L - Fire weapoi 

D-Pad left and right 

R 

X 

D-Pad Up and Down 

iterri 

A 

LEVEL SELECT 
On the title screen (with Start Game, 

n sequence XYZZYXYZY 

Now when you start a game or finish a 

level you will be able to select your 

next level. 
,2:200/200*5:40/50 8:54/3?' 
3: 50/5 SsS /S 5:10/18 

0:99/99 
NO MONSTERS 
Whilst playing pause the game ai 

ZZXXYXYXZ 

'ÊVO/4S •CONHiROl.: 0/1 

GOD MODE 
playing pause the gam 

XZZXYXYZY 

incible. Hoo-ah! 

mocn?-: 

2:200/200 5:41/50 B:2B/59 
3: S0/S0 5:59/53 9:10/10 
4:'. /y: /V. O::-.- • 

DEATH TANK ZWEI 

IEVONS CONTROL IN QVAKE! 
It’s true. Lobotomy have also incorpo 

rated Jevons Control into Saturn Quake 

Whilst playing the game pause and ent 

the options screen. Highlight ‘Customi 

Controls’ and then press in sequence « 
R, R, L, R, X, Y, Z, X, Y, Z 

scheme is very sjmflar to Duke 3D’s j 

Jevons control set-up, fust without the/ 

use of the D-pad (X and A are change 1 

ÏUlH/SeO 5:32/50 8:35/3$^ 
3: 35/50 gi$D/58 9:10/40 I 

T 4: H/200 1:4:/a 0:?V>3 

G1VE EVERVTHING. 

ZXXZYZYXY 

irvows-CovTROi. 

PRESS STPRT! 

COPYRICHT 199^1997 LOBOTOMY SOFTWARE INC. 

'2:200/200*515/?? B: Tl/59 
3= 50/50 5:50/55 9:10/10 
:200/200 T-SO/SO È' 

28 Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 
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Rcsfócnt Evil2 Preview & Blo H*z*rS i Trl^l Ebititm (?&ck&set> With RE: Dircctor’s Cut) 
Game 5hark Insanityü Reach New Heights of Justiceü 

«g liPnppPMilpiP^ BIDHAZARD 2 

Introduction 
Welcome. This is Nick Rox speaking. Are you a true RE fan? Did you buy RE: 

Director’s Cut just for the RE2 demo? Have you played it to death, infinite times? 
I hope so. If you’re this type of maniac, like myself, go out and buy a GameShark, 
now! Forget cheating - that’s not what the next two and a half pages are about. 
No, Til show you how to access a total of 

, how to get about . including 
17 weapons, as well as tons of other craziness. 
Just to let you know, I spent over three weeks creating these codes, day and 

night, like a true maniac from beyond. Nothing would make me happier than if 
you use and abuse these codes, so read on! _ 

Can be 
equipped. 

Cannot be 
equipped. 
Crashes. 

Can be 
equipped. 

Can be 
equipped. 

Can be 
equipped. 

Cannot be 
* equipped. 
yV. Crashes. 

Cannot be 
equipped. 
Crashes. 

Cannot be 
equipped. 
Crashes. 

Cannot be 
equipped. 
Crashes. 

Item Section 
The following codes work as follows: Replace “xx” with the number of the 

item you wish to have, e.g. if you wanted 8 bullets you’d enter “08.” For refer- 
ence, “FF” will get you 255 of that item. Replace “yy” with the item numbers, 
which can be found on this page. “Slot o” refers to the slot that usually con- 
tains Leon’s lighter. “RE2” means the American RE2 demo, and “BH2” means 
the Japanese import demo. Note that the item picture will not appear in your 
menu, but rest assured that it’s there. Just position the cursor over the slot, and 
you’ll be able to use or examine it normally. 

RE2 - 800A4C0C XXYY BH2 - 800A5054 XXYY 

RE2 - 800A4BE4 XXYY BH2 - 800A502C XXYY 

RE2 - 800A4BE8 XXYY BH2 - 800A5030 XXYY 

RE2 ■ 800A4BEC XXYY BH2 - 800A5034 XXYY 

RE2 - 800A4BF0 XXYY BH2 - 800A5038 XXYY 

RE2 - 800A4BF4 XXYY BH2 - 800A503C XXYY 

RE2 - 800A4BF8 XXYY BH2 - 800A5040 XXYY 

RE2 - 800A4BFC XXYY BH2 - 800A5044 XXYY 

RE2 - 800A4C00 XXYY BH2 - 800A5048 XXYY 

Cannot be 
equipped. 
Crashes. 

Can be 
equipped. 

Cannot be 
equipped. 
Crashes. 

Cannot be 
equipped. 
Crashes. 

Can be 
combined 
with items 
05 and 06 

Can be 
combined 
with items 

Can be 
combined 
with items 

Cannot be 
equipped. 
Crashes. 

Can be 
combined 
with items 
09 OA&Of 

Can be 
combined 
with items 

Can be 
combined 
with item 

Apparently 
has no 
use in this 
demo. 

Can be 
combined 
with item 
loc 

Can be 
combined 
with item 

Can be 
combined 
with item 

Apparently 
has no 
use in this 

Can be 
combined 
with items 

Can be 
combined 
with items 

Can be 
used to 
restore 

Apparently 
has no use 
in this 

Can be 
combined 
with item 

Can be 
combined 
with item 

Can be 
combined 
with item 

Can be 
used on 
computer; 
see below 

Can be 
used on 
computer: 

Can be 
used on 
computer: 

Apparently 
has no use 
in this 

Apparently 
has no use 
in this 

Apparently 
has no use 
in this 

Apparently 
has no use 
in this 
demo. 

Apparently 
has no use 
in this 

Apparently 
has no use 
in this 

Apparently 
has no use 
in this 

Can be 
used on 
computer: 

Apparently 
has no use 
in this 

Apparently 
has no use 
in this 

Apparently 
has no use 
in this 

Apparently 
has no use 
in this 

Apparently 
has no use 
in this 

Apparently 
has no use 
in this 

Apparently 
has no use 
in this 

Apparently 
has no use 
in this 

Apparently 
has no use 
in this 

Apparently 
has no use 
in this 

ITEM NOTES: First, many items still havel 
their names in Japanese, and if they did 
l’ve simply literally translated them. 
Items in solid red can be found in the 
normal demo. Those with red outline 
cannot. The Card Keys can be used on 
the computer in the RPD lobby. They 
don’t affect anything, but the message 
you get from looking at the computer 
will change. Unfortunately, it’s in 
Japanese. What it says is “1/2/3 electri- 
cally locked door(s) have been opened,’ 
or “All electrically locked doors open.” 
A few items’ pictures hadn’t been ren- 
dered yet, and instead have fanky 
Japanese placeholder notes. These 
items are oE (note says “Air Tazer 
[MaybeD, iA (note says “Air Tazer 
Battery [MaybeD, iD (“Parts A 

Can be 
used to 
unlock 

juj. I Apparently Can be 
used to 
unlock dooi 

Can be 
used to 
unlock 

Weapons 
Here’s a look at the 

weapons that can actually be 
equipped; all the others 
crash. See the “Pseudo 
Weapons” area for more info. 

[Maybe]”), and iE (“Parts C [Maybe]’ 
despite actually being Parts BQ 

appears to have direct responsibility. Mr. Chris Redfield, Raccoon City . 
Police Dept., S.T.A.R.S. division. As 2) Mr.lrons has been arrested under 
per your request, we have conduct- suspicion of rapé on two separate 
ed our intemal investigation for counts during his years as a university 
Mr. Brian Irons, Chief of Raccoon student. He underwent psychiatrie 
City Police Dept. and - -evaluation as a result of the 
discovered the follow- charges but was released 
ing information: due to lack of evidence as 
1) Mr.lrons has V I well as his phenomenal 
allegedly received a L_J_•__academie standing. 
large sum of funds in bribes from As such, extreme caution is advised 
Umbrella Ine. over the last five when dealing with him. 
years. He was apparently involyed Jack Hamilton, Section Chief, Intemal 
in the cover up of the old mansion investigations, United States Federal 
case along with several other Police Department. 
incidents in which Umbrella 

Pseudo Weapons 
These codes will allow you to 

begin the game with all nies: 
RE2 - 800A4BD2 FFFF 8l 
800A4BD0 FFFF. BH2 - 
800A501A FFFF & 800A5018 
FFFF. Only the first four can be 
read. The rest will crash, though 
they have some interesting 
names: Tyrant File, Mansion 
Recovery Report, etc. One of 
them, FAX, is entirely in English 
but glitchy and nearly impossi- 
ble to read on a TV. Therefore 
l’ve transcribed it here._ 

Want to use the weapons that crash the 
game? Enter this code: 300A1C4A OOxx for 
RE2, or 300A2092 OOxx for BH2. Change xx 
to the item number of the weapon you wish 
to use. This makes your gun fire different 
weapons’ bullets! Unfortunately, this code 
has a tendency to crash, especially Weapon 
11, but at least you can preview them! 

Here are two codes I made 
for BH2 that I couldn’t find 
equivalents for in: 
•60 Frames Mode- 
8007E66C 0000. The game 
will run at 6ofps when there 
is little on-screen. 
•Hear Inaccessible Voice- 
8008512C 0001. Turn the 
GS switch on when voice 
plays in gunshop. When 
voice ends, turn off. Turn on 
again when next sample 
begins._ 

30 Check us out Online at - http://www.gamefan.com 
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Library * Locked Desk Hallwé 

* The Library cannot be entered in the U.S. RE 2 demo. It is only available in the Japanese BH 2 demo. This is unfortunate, as it contains amazing scenery and a really cool puzzle! 

Remember these guys? They remember you. This 

game packs punch. 27 Street Fighters in 3 different 

games. Super Street Fighter II, Super Street 

Fighter II Turbo, and Street Fighter Alpha 2 Gold, 

all in their true arcade form. Own the Street Fighter 

legacy. At around $1.50 a fighter, that's a fair 

fight, dontcha think? 

CAPCOM 
© Copcom Co., Ud. 1997. © Capcom USA, Ine. 1997. Alt rlglits reserved. Street Fighter II, Super Street Fighter II, Super Street Fighter II Turbo 
ond Street Fighter Alpha 2 are trademorks of Capcom Co., Ltd. Capcom is a registered trodemaik of Capcom Co.,Ltd. Playstation and the 
PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Ine. Sega and Sega Saturn ore trademorks of Sega Enterprises, Lid. www.capcom.com 

CAPCOM 



Location Section, Part 2 . u. J , 
(continued from previous page) Makesurethat the last four codes are , and that they are in thl 
name “WALK THROUGH WALLS.” After you’ve begun a new game with the codes input, you’ll find yourself lookmg at a new location, but no Leon. Here s how to tix tnis. 
Press . This enables Leon to walk through walls. Now, run around the area, and hope Leon appears! When he does, he’ll |ust pop in on the screen somewhere. It 
just his shadow appears, you must reset with Li, Ri, Select and Start and try again. This is tough, but it’s the only way to access these areas. When Leon finally does appe; 
on screen, press to turn the Walk Through Walls off, as you can’t open any doors with the code on. You’ll notice that Leon s left arm will disappear when Walk 
Through Walls is active; this is to give you visual confirmation the code is on. His arm will reappear once your turn this code off with R2 and Up. IMPORTANT: Turn the 
GameShark switch off after you finally get Leon on-screen. Otherwise, any doors you open will get you right back where you started! If you don t want to go through this 
manie trial and error, see below för two tours that are explained in detail. But remember, there are plenty of locations that can’t be entered in these tours, so I recommend 
you master the walk through walls technique! One general rule of the inaccessible areas is . Looking at most stuff will make gibberish appear on screi 
’ ... . . . r Ml _ ._ r-_1*1___ .....4 O.» Unf il'r rnnllw nnt uinrlh Lnrinrr UftlXfm/or in tho PnanPCP VPT- 

Tj 
^ . jj|ÉÉ| ̂  ; 1 % 1 

Both Tour sections will explain exactly how to explore a ^ 
large portion of the inaccessible areas. First is the Leon R v .v c;>< '± 
tour. Leon R is a special mode you get after beating the actu- ■ "* ^ V v 
al RE2, but ril explain how to access it in the demo! You will ___JL1l_ 
need the following Unlock AU Doors and Desks code for both First you’ll see the screen on the left. With the Walk 
tours, by the way: RE2-800A4BDE FFFF, BH2 - 800A5026 Through Walls on, run TOTALLY STRAIGHT until you can 
FFFF. (Use this code to enter a couple cool locked rooms in hear Leon’s footsteps well. Now turn to the left a bit. Run 
the regular demo, too!) Now, use the Location Select code straight again. You should pop out in one of the two loca- 
and input your Main Location as 00, and your Sub as 04. Also tions above. Now run to the main area, press R2+Up to tu 
turn on the Walk Through Walls code. For this tour, bring the WTW off, and then turn the GameShark off. Now play nor- 
following items: (item code 29) and the mally until you reach one of the areas below! 

(Item code 28), bring some weaponry, too,‘cause “Stop it, don’t open ^ 
there ain’t much ammo in these areas. First, begin a new that door!” The left door 
game, the press L2+Up to turn on Walk Through Walls. will crash in RE2, but not %• * 

Once in the brown hallway, turn the GameShark off. You’re Inctnin aÜ J, 
now pretty much freeto explore. I’ve highlighted two key '"s*e*A?.e*b -4 
areas below that are of interest. First, do not open the door ï!ah?tn 6 

at the end of the blue hallway shown below. Otherwise... _ .. y - m |When you reachthe i ;,' a 

Ti ' T T"eres ,■ * w room on the far left, 1 
y an invis- L | go straight to the 

ibledoor ' ? room past the heli- I - 
. . copter. Use the red jewels on the sic 
here. etatupe thpn witnp<;<; thte C(\ FMVI 

The East Wing tour is easier to manage than 
Leon R. Enter oo as your Main Location and oC 
as your Sub. Start a new game and press L2+Up 
to activate Walk Through Walls. You’ll start in 
the shot on the lower left. Run straight until 

■ Leon pops out as shown. 
u Walk to the stair landing and 

press R2+Up to deactivate 
WTW. Descend the stairs. 
You’ll now be in a hallway in 

J_L__lthe R.P.D.’s east wing. Leon 
will be visible on the far left on the screen. Turn 
i8o° and run straight; Leon will pop through the 
wall as shown in the the sequence on the right. 

Graphics-Only Locations 
Some locations that crash the game if you try and enter them, so l’ve devised 

an alternative method of viewing their graphics. Enter this code sequence: RE2 

- D00A02BC 0010,800A49D8 000C, D00A02BC 0020,800A49D8 OOxx BH2 - 
D00A0704 0010,800A4E20 000C, D00A0704 0020,800A4E20 OOxx. Replace 
xx with one of the locations on the right. Turn on the WTW code, too. Now, 
hold Triangle at the title screen as you start and keep holding as the game 
loads. You’ll be at the start of the East Wing tour. Proceed as normal until you 
get to the brown hall. Go to the very beginning screen of the C“ K 
hall and press and hold Circle as you walk forward to change J M ( 
views. You can now view the graphics of the location you’ve iy\eet sherry,; 
chosen. You can apply this code to view graphics of other acter, by takinc 
locations, too - just change xx. For instance, check out the sequence on tf 
graphics of the inaccessible (in RE2) Library by starting a |ng oooc in 80( 
game with the GS off, then entering any area in Main Location 800A4E20 OOOi 
oo, flipping the switch up and walking around. Try this with ancj changing > 
other locations - sometimes you’ll get angles and such of jng a new gam( 

Hmm, a bunch of space left. I’ll fill it by showing you some “before and afters” of 
the same rooms in the demo and the final game._ 

rooms that can’t be 
accessed by walking 
around, such as 
these examples from 
the Darkroom and 
Information Desk! door. Enter Sherry! 

! ] • '!h« 
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Been missin' Street Fighter game- 

play? The world's premiere fighter 

goes kickin' and screamin' into 

3-D. This beast pits the original 8 

Street Fighter vets — Guile, Zangief, 

Ryu, Ken, Bison, Chun-Li, Dhalsim 

and Sakura in an amazing 

arcade hit. What else is the 

same? Signature Street Fighter 

gameplay. New? Lots! Crack your 

knuckles and welcome 12 all-new 

fighters in the biggest Street 

Fighter ever! Playable bosses, 7 

different play modes, a total of 23 

characters, this is the 3-D game 

worth fighting for... 

Playstation 

STREET FIGHTER S ÏU 
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Presenting Masters of Teras Kasi, an all-out fighting frenzy featuring 9 Star Wars 

characters and introducing a new villain masterfully trained in the ancient martial 

art of teras kasi. Battle through 9 action-packed arenas. Engage in weapon-to- 

weapon or hand-to-hand combat. Wield lightsabers, blasters, flame throwers and 

battle axes to engage in the ultimate conflict. Heek, even the 

Empire never struck back this hard. www.lucasarts.com Playstation 

®, ™ & © W97 Lucasfilm Ltd. and LucasArts Entertainment Company. Alt Rights Reserved. Star Wars and the LucasArts logo are registered trademarks. and Masters of Teras Kasi is a trademark of Lucasfilm Ud., used under authorization. 
Playstation and the Playstation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Ine. 
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r In this month’s exclusive cover feature, E. > 
Storm reveals the power behind what could 
be one of ’98’s biggest N64 titles. 
Nintendo’s hungry masses wait anxiously 
for their first 64-bit RPG.... 

COULD ’98’S HOTTEST ACTION RPG HAVE THQ’S NAME ON IT? 

Throughout recent history / 
Nintendo and their cohorts / 
(such as Square and Enix) 1 
have been known for bringing V 
strong role playing games to \ 
the starving masses. From \ 
Dragon Qnest to Zelda, to Final \ 
Fantasy, Nintendo fans could \ 
always count on the "big N" to close \ 
the big deals, signing the best com- \ 
panies to make exclusive epics that >•> 
only they could play. My, how times I 
have changed. Thus far in the next gen- [ 
eration console wars both Sega and 
Sony have put out impressive, and in 
some cases even epic RPGs, yet - 
Nintendo, after over a year on sale I \ 
Stateside has yet to release even one. a 
Sega, now at their most dormant as they ^ 
prepare to emerge from their 64-bit 
cocoon, has the beautiful Panzer Azel on 
deck as well as Magie Knight Rayearth. 1 
And Sony, well, behind FF7 (which has sold 
nearly a million copies here already) lies 
Suikoden 2, Xenogears, Parasite Eve, FF 
Tactics, Saga Frontier and quite a few more 
full blown extravaganzas. Adding insult to 
injury, Nintendo, no longer the beneficiaries of 
Square nor Enix' exclusive wares (a harsh 
result of the choke to go with cart) have only 
one RPG (well action RPG) in the hopper 
(Zelda 64) for the seeable future, and so as a 
result, Quest 64 becomes quite a pivotal title. 
The developers at Imagineer told me "The garm 
is being written specifically for the Western 

E. STORM 
Finally! The 64-bit 
role-playing has 
begun! 
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Journey thru bustling Towns and Villages! 

Summon magie at spectacular creatures, 

breaks a fisherman makes his 
way to the shore and as the sim 
sets he heads back home. 
Children play, women con- , 
verse and chimneys smoke. f 
The fighting engine too is all-4 
new. Between places as you 
travel across vast landscapes 
different enemies will appear 
depending on the landscape. 
You can beat them directly 

in the Towns, Quest exhibits 
some of the best sights I've 
seen as you can wander in real 
time not only around but 
inside of dwellings as the de¬ 
ments outside change in a 
speedy sort of real time. 
Morning turns to day, day to 
sunset, sunset to dusk, and 
dusk to dark throughout in 
convincing style. As day 

i»riTiinTT •iTOniiiSSffl 
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seems the perfect mix of traditional turn 
based and free roaming action gameplay. 
Another key factor is the animation. The hero 
especially is animated flawlessly with dozens 
of pivot points and a flowing cape. The vil- 
lagers and enemies alike are also brimming 
with fluid movement. Of course no RPG is 

with yotir staff (which is quite ineffective) or 
mix and match spells which can be cast at will 
as long as you've got the power on your 
gauge. These spells range from healing to 
brutal projectiles and you can run around for 
position freely as you fight. While not com- 
pletely implemented, the fighting engine 

wÊÊ 

Stunning polygon environs to gasp at!^ 

complete without the accompaniment of an 
inspired soundtrack. How else can the highs 
and lows of an artificial drama unfurl? A 
mere two garbled musical selections were 
available for this preview so I won't even 
comment on this aspect except to say that the 
developers are quite happy with it as they 
express in previous Q&A sessions. 
My gut feeling? Well my instincts were 

strong enough to send me chas* 
ing after this cover story in 
September (after a viewing 
a tape from Japan) and 
now that I've sam- 
pled the game 
first hand I 
must say that 1 
can still smell a 

0 
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Join us as we sing praise to Nintendo and the nu 64! 

Nintendoite will want to be 
without either one. Quest 64 is 
part of a series (a sequel is 
already scheduled) as is Zclda, 
and Iets not forget- the Bulky 
Drive is right around the corner. 
So Nintendo RPG lovers will 
undoubtedly get their fill... 
sooner or later. Until we quest 
again... ES 

hit a mile away. Of course I 
missed by a mile on that Hermie 
Hopperhead thing but hey, had 
some one stepped up two years 
ago I still think Hermie 3D 
would be a bun in Sony's oven. 
Will Quest 64 give Link a run for 
his inoney? Well I don't think 
any game (on any console) can 
do that but I guarantee no 



Laugh while you frag, from 
Hollywood to outerspace! 

Bag some aliens with over a 
dozen hi-tech weapons! 

An all-out overload of 
non-stop carnage! 

Duke’s in town. And there’s nothing he hates more than 
an army of alien punks crowding his space. 34 levels 
of freak-smashing 3D mayhem should see td it. 

Gigantic guns! Gruesome enemies! Total interaction! 
And all-out devastatjonl Bbn’t mess with The Man! 

Playstation 

Developed by 

pn □' Df 
k^J IIEALIVID 
CONTEMT RATED BY 
ESRB WWW 3rfrpalmc rni 

Duke Nukem; Total Meltdown™ §1096,1997 30 Realms. All Rights Reserved. Ouke Nukem 64™ §1996,1997 3D Realms. All Rigüts Resefved. GT is a Irademark And thèVlogo is a registered 

Irademark of GT fnteracfive SöTftwre Corp. Nintendo, the Official Seal, the 30 “N" logo and N64 are trademarks of Nintendo of America, fnc. Playstation and the Playstation Logo are trademarks ol 

Sonj Coijujuter EntertainmeiO, IncVAII other trademarks are the property of their respective companies. www.3drealms.com 



NINTENDO64 

weapons and bigger bosses 
lor a fun-filled fragfest! 

Earthquakes, exploding buildings 
and working subways! 

Four-player, split-screen 
Dukematch action. 

\ From L.A. to the moon - 32 towering levels of 

100% interactive carnage! On film sets, in bars, on 
moving subways...no butt-ugly alien is safe from the 

wrath of Duke! Grenade Launchers. Shrink Rays. 
F' Hardcore 3D action. And graphics to kill for! 

K ^Duke’s coming to take out the garbage! 

rGT Interactive 
Software 

www.gtinteractive.com 
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.Exact 
.unique 

.revealing 
.artistic 
.original 

.passionatE 
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.aEsthEtic 
.distinctivE 
.eccentric 

■ PPECiSE 
.accurate 
.intense 

.insightful 
.unbiased 

.adventurous 
.valuable 
.stylish 
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Okay Rookles, listen up! Bob 'Gunner' Hambleton iiere, transferring trom Agoura 
Hills PD into tiie hell-hole of Raccoon City with one thought on my mind; the cullin' 
and dismemberment of them there varrnints, shamblin' folk and general abhor- 
ations that've overrun this fair place. I'm a'talkin' ta Heavy Weapons and 

Tactics over in Chicago; they say the Gatling cannons have been siiipped and should be 
here tomorrow. In the mean time, I need two volunteers for a covert mission, code 
named "Operation Certain Death". Leon Kennedy? Is that a hand raisedV Claire 
Redfield? You as well? Wiiee doggieü Okay people, lock V load; we're takin' back 
Raccoon City with extreme prejudice! Shoot anythin' with open entrails ahangin"!! Heil, 
scratch that; siioot any critter that don't look like me!!" 

Once again, we head into hellish horror, courtesy of the macabre talents of Capcom 
of Japan's premiere designing team. The two shiny discs (not to rnention a buge squisby 
eyeball) we received? A 65 percent complete version of the game for botii Leon and 

Claire, and two route variations for each character. 
The result? The stoppage of Work for the 
entire GamePan staff over a period of two ITV-" jPv;; weeks, and mass fisticuffs between those 
vying to write this preview. In the end, tbe 

v I "v Hambleton frying pan was migbtier than 
the Rox fireball (we're saving Mister Rox 

jpf ‘i:, tor the final review), and this enabled rne 
7 s >'*'% f to cooM'Up a rather tasty morsel of gam- 

! ing info for all those folk gagging to play 
| ^ r S this stunningty anticipated title 

__, Contrary to crazed ramblngs that you 
rnay have read etsewhere, Res/dent Evil 
was never a souped-up veïsion of Alone 

SHOCK SEQUEL! 

HORROR RETURNS!! 



in the Dark (that's like comparing Yie-Ar Kung Fu to lekken 3), and after the skin- 
crawling terror that enveloped me on namerous Resident Evii 2 excursions, I can 
safely state t/iat tiie sequet tears apart even it's predecessor and deposits the con¬ 
tents at the bottom of a dark wetl. Put simply, Resident Evil 2 leap-frogs alt current 
suspense-inducing tittes and has succeeded in cuttivating a whote new breed of 
game, and an even more terrifying World of creeping menace and soft squisiiy foot- 
ƒalls. With tavish production and utmost care and attention to detail, the World of sur¬ 
vival horror has never been as terrifying as this... 

From an extended play session, we sat agape, bibbling at rnany jaw-dropping occur- 
rences. These included some truly siiocking cut-scenes with tentacled and pulsating 
mutations exploding trom character's shoulders, a setection of gristy experirnents, and 
a whole host of cut scenes ranging from the hysterical (due to intentionalty bad B- 
movie acting) to the frankly pantaloon exploding (from undead clawing at Windows to 
shattered window panes complete with bird attacks), and all accornpanied by the most 
intensely atmospheric warblings that serve to heigiiten your fear. I quite literatly 
soited my Swatgear when a leaping fleshy THING surprised rny room searching. You'll 
round the corner, step over the twitching ex-Police officer, rattte the locked rnetal door 
and suddenty... a creaking sound is heard, and malevolent viotins begin to lament your 
coming demise... 

The open-moutiied astonishment doesn't end there, either! We soon 
reatized that there was so much§more on offer in the second Resident 
fv/Y (sornetiiing that the demo disc me|ely hinted at) that our rninds 
actually boggled (of course, that rnifm have had something to do 
with the cotfee The Enquirer was sefving..). Each rendered scene, 
for example, includes a frightening arnount of detail, to such an 
extent that players should stall theif progress to actually view the 
Visual sptendor in meticulous detail. Stop and took closely at these 
gob-smacking environments and you'll see loads of little attentions 
to detail (such as wall scrawls like the infamous 'REDRUM' [The 
5inning] and 'This Two Shall Pass' [7/ie Bible]]-, and it's the multitude 
of extra touches that makes the game so much more than a sequel. 

The environments, as you'd expect, are immensely spectacular 
this time around. From your Police Station investigation, into the out- 
buildings, sewers, industrial comptéxis <*od finally to the Umbrella 
laboratories themselves, you'll clap your tittle hands excitedly at all 
the extra cornbat, the increa&ed number of weird and freaky 
denizens, and alt the extra death anim^fions present this time around. 
Zombies slide apart, are decairitated in showers of melon-bursting 
gore, and legs and torsos still sifamble, even when shotgunned apart. 
Not only that, you've different death animations for each weapon. 
But this all pales into smatl pallid puddles of gore when compared 
to the bestial bosses you'll be backpedaling from... 
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Now l've witnessed some sick and downright demented stuff during my Tour of Daty here at 
GameFan (mostly when I entered Nick Rox's office), but so far, in Silicon form, l've never 
gawked at tiie rnutation cinemas on siiow here. Only in Resident Evit 2 can you watch a Police 
Chief twitcii, spasm, and tiien rip open as flesiiy sinew twists and writhes in a tiirasiiing frenzy 
of body parts. Cool, eh? Tiie next boss sports a huge bloody ctaw, and as for tiiose deviant 
Tyrant types? Well, let's just say tiiere's a whole load more tiiis time around... 

LEON S. 
(tor SKILLö) 
KENNEDY 

But once you've collected tiie overly plentifut supply of ammunition and faceci the 
true horrors of the game, what else is there left to do? A whole three more versions of 
the game to play, that's what! It's refreshing to see that both Leon's and Claire's 
games are sufficiently difficult to warrant reinvestigation, and there's a "remix" vari- 
ation of each mission with different routes to take. More excitingly stilt, the decisions 
you make during your first mission affect the outcome of subsequent quests, allowing 
a plentifut supply of endings (and costumes, don't forget Leon in his tank top and 
Claire in her cowgirl get-up!) which Capcorn is sure to inctude in the final build. For 
now however, l'rn content to gun down undead deviants in a manner too disgusting to 

effectively translate into prose before the final Resident Evil is summoned... Join us 
nevt time as we peer into the dark to reveal alt! CH 
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WEAPONS 
Planting cold steel into soft squisby undead 

flesii iias never been more entertaining tban tbe pletbora of killing weapons 
ordered for Resident Evil 2 (now over a dozen cornpared to Resident Evil's 
seven). In addition to yoiir basic pistol (wbicb, incidentally, can be evtended into 
a tiiree-siiot rapid fire version), tbere’s a nurnber of ciioice guns to fondle includ- 
ing; your custom siiotgun (heb, heb) wbicb carves a nice cbunk of zombie mid- 
section, a sub-maciiine gun tbat splits zombie iieads like overripe melons, an 
electric tazer developed by limbrella (!!!) and a personal favorite of mine... tbe 
Qatling cannon. Or» yeab baby, now you can cut down swatiies of undead witb ol’ 
Painless! Jesse Ventura would be proud! Oorya oorya ooryaü Payback time!! 

wr 

ENEMIES 
Of course, tbe rnainstay of any fto^Hfic offering 

bas to be iiordes of zombies, and Resident Evil 2 
more tiian delivers witb ten different types. 
Tbese include ev-police ^fficffrs, atready- 
munci‘ied-on prisoners, tiifT more rabid and 
obscene kind (complete witfrribs, and, er, otiier 
areas) evposed, and even female iiooker zom¬ 
bies!! Furtber into your exploration, tbere's all 
manner of frigbtful critters, a flesby man- 
sized trog beast, tbe largest mutant crocodile 
ever, a load of tlesb rippling Umbrella virus 
ridden deviants, buge eigtit foot tall fotk in 
green overcoats and a wboté load of 
Tyrant trouble... wbicb we'll reveal in full 
in our rnadcap review of all tbis borror! 
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KNIGHTMARE 
A true warrior’s 
sequel! 
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Tomb Raider 2 has a lot to live up to. The 
original was a runaway hit, single-hand- 
edly establishing Core as a world class 

developer and providing Eidos with the killer 
title it needed to make waves as a new Publish¬ 
er. Tomb Raiders unique brand of character-dri- 
ven action and exploration wowed both critics 
and pundits alike, achieving record breaking 

^'-Lr—v r<' l' (Jj- 
[.rVlisï 

■tf'r 

sales and making a star out of the game’s 
female lead—the gun-toting Lara Croft. 
Rough, tough and large of breast, Lara became a 
videogame celebrity overnight, shattering stereotypes and dri- 
ving sales of Tomb Raider through the roof. Needless to say, a sequel was inevitable. 

Personally, I’ve been looking forward to TR2 ever since it was announced. 
Tomb Raider was one of my favorite games of ’96, and from the early betas, TR2 
promised to be even better. My only concern was that, with the game’s original 
Creative duo gone (they left Core last year), TR2 would end up lacking the Cre¬ 
ative spark of its predecessor. Thankfully, this has not proved to be the case. 
TR2 is a legitimate sequel and then some. 

Let’s start with the most obvious improvement-—the aesthetics. TR2's envi¬ 
ronments are larger, the character models are more detailed, the textures are 
cleaner, the animation is smoother and basically the whole ‘world’ just looks 
more convincing than the original. This is even more of an achievement 
when you consider that a lot of the time you 
will be exploring man-made locations. The 
frame rate is consistent (for the most part), 
and, perhaps most impressive of all, Core has 
added some stunning real time dynamic light- 
ing effects which go beyond functioning as a 
mere cosmetic enhancement and actually 
influence the gameplay. Aurally, the environ- 
mental ‘background’ sound effects contribute 
significantly to the overall atmosphere, while 
the location-triggered music is as enchanting 
as ever. Basically Tomb Raider 2 looks and 
sounds much better than Tomb Raider, a testa¬ 
ment to both Core and the PS. 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 52 



Unfortunately, things haven’t improved quite as much in the 
gameplay department. Core’s attitude seems to be ‘If it ain’t 
broke, don’t fix it—much.’ There are some new features to 
spice up the traditional Tomb Raider mix (vehicles, new 
moves, new weapons, more enemy encounters) and there’s no 
denying that the change of venue and theme is refreshing, but 
for the most part you’11 be exploring locations and battling 
enemies just like you did in Tomb Raider. Now, there are two 
ways of looking at this. Either a) you liked Tomb Raider and 
are looking forward to more of the same or b) you didn’t 
like Tomb Raider and therefore won’t like TR2. I know 
some people found the original TR to be slow and bor¬ 
ing, and the fact is, if you’re one of those people, TR2 
will do little to convert you. However, judging by 
the overwhelming response to Tomb Raider, think 
it’s safe to assume that most of you guys (and 
girls!) fall into the a) category. If not, I’m going to 
do my best to make you an a) guy. 

Like Tomb Raider before it, Tomb Raider 2 pro- 
vides a unique brand of leisurely paced ‘adven- 
ture’ that strongly emphasizes exploration over 
action. Lara’s ultra-realistic animation contributes 
immeasurably to her (and the game’s) personality, 
but also limits the spontaneity of the control. Now, 
while I normally despise games which sacrifice control at 
the altar of animation, I make a special exception in the 
case of Tomb Raider. Core has managed to strike an 
acceptable balance between animation and response 
time, and has cleverly fashioned the gameplay and 
level design to actually take advantage of 
these control restraints. Thus, the majority of 
Tomb Raider 2's challenge comes not from 
shooting enemies (the combat is still pretty 
lame) but from solving the countless natural- 
istic puzzles that make up the body of the 
gameplay—i.e.. figuring out how to get from 
point a to point b in one piece. 

That being the case, the success or fail- 
ure of Tomb Raider 2 lies in the hands of 
the game’s level design, and thankfully, as 
with Tomb Raider, Core has come through in 
style. TjR2’s many exotic and varied locations 
are simply works of genius: indescribably 
huge, intricately complex, fantastic to look at 
and packed to the hilt with more 
tricks, traps and puzzles than you are 
ever likely to find in a videogame. As 
haphazard as the terrain may appear 
initially, on closer examination you 
realize it has been expertly designed 
down to the pixel to challenge Lara’s 
physical dexterity and your gray mat¬ 
ter to the max. Although Core likes to 
sell TR as an ‘action’ game, the fact is 
it’s a far more cerebral experience. 

The one word I keep thinking of 
when I play TR2 is epic. This is an 
epic action/adventure: epic in scope, 
epic in size (some of the levels are 
an hour and a half long) and epic in 
feeling. Even though this is essen- 
tially ‘more of the same,’ there is 
enough imagination and depth here 
to keep even the most jaded gamer 
glued to their console for days. You 
know, I honestly didn’t expect TR2 
to be this good. The fact is, Core 
could have slapped Lara into 
some crap puzzle game, called it 
Tomb Raider 2, and it still would 
have sold a million. I’m glad 
they didn’t. Here’s to Eidos’ sec- 
ond good game! K 
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SECRETS! 
TR2 does away with the ‘secret areas’ found in the original TR and instead replaces 
them with hidden dragon statues. There are three dragon statues per level: white, 
green and gold, and they are normally found in that particular order. Collect all 
three and you will be given extra ammo and items when you complete the level. 

RIDE LARA, RIDE! 
At certain points in the game Lara will come across two different types of vehicle which must be 
used to successfully complete the level. The first is the Speed Boat, found in Venice (Indiana Jones 
and the Last Crusade, anyone?), and the second is a Ski-Doo, located in Tibet. The Ski-Doo comes in 
two flavors, red and black, both with different special abilities. The red ski-doo offers a quick speed 
boost, while the black ski-doo comes mounted with a heavy duty machine-gun. Both can be used for 
running over any enemies foolish enough to get in your way. 



SNK)I 

VERY BIG HOUSE IIM THE COUNTRY 
You get to see even more of Lara’s house this time, as she has built her training 
assault course outside in the mansion’s garden! The house itself has also been 
filled out, with a kitchen, attic, bathroom, living room, even a secret basement 
filled with the spoils of her previous adventures. Oh, and she has a working 
stereo in the living room too. Lara is followed everywhere by her trusty ser- 

locking him in the freezer for a laugh! vant, Cuthburt. Try 

JVIOISJK: MAINTIA! 
On one of the later stages in the game Lara will visit a place called Barkhang Monastery, inhabited by an order 
of Tibetan warrior monks. Both Lara and the monks share a common goal: stop Bartolli from gaining the dag- 
ger of Xian, and provided you do not attack any of the monks first, they will aid you in your battle against 
Bartolli’s goons. Lead an enemy to an area populated by monks, step back and watch the fun! 
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i jk fter Lobotomy’s araazing Satum port of 
Duke Nukem 3D it was clear that GT 

dfcJLinteractive had their work cut out for them 
if they wanted the PS version to eompete in the 
same league. Interestingly, UK-baSed developer 
Aardvark Software seems to have taken a some- 
what different approach. Rather than re-design the 
game to cater specifically to the strengths and _ 
weaknesses of the console (as Lobotomy did 
with the Satum version), Aardvark have cho- 
sen to remain tmë to the source material and 
attempt a pixel-perfect port. ‘ 

While the Satum version was missing some 
of the PC’s cpoler stuff (like moving subway 
trains, etc.), Pfe J>uke is 100% proof. Literally 
every detail of the PC original - from the exact 
« i . . , - 

KOTGHTMARE’S 

H8/SD0S 

PLUG AND FRAY! 
Exclusive to the PS version of Duke 3D you get an all new 

11 level episode entitled Plug and Pray. This episode features 
levels ‘inspired’ by a variety of modern movies and games 
including Tomb Raider (Nightmare Zone), Psycho (Gates 
Motel), and an homage to disaster movies called ‘Dante's 
PigfernoNew textures, new enemies, new fun! Ahem... 

KNIGHTMARE Cj 
At least Rage 

Software 

didn’t have 

anything to do 
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As promised, Pm back for the Fighting Force review! Ever since that first 
preview, Pve been totally impressed by the concept behind FF. I mean, a 
3D ‘go anywhere’ beat-’em-up? Yes! That’s one of the (many) reasons 

why I own a PS; 3D games have been stretched and explored farther than ever 
before on this platform. So, if Bushido Blade rocked as a free-roaming fighter, 
does Fighting Force work as a free-roaming beat-’em-up? We shall see... 

Pve always said that Fighting Force needed two things: a) 
length & depth and b) complex play-mechanics. Well, Pm 
happy to report that FF is plenty long, and plenty tough, but it 
unfortunately plays as two-dimensionally as...er...a 2D beat- 

~ *em-up. You see, for all of FFs gorgeous 30 fps graphical 
bravado, we have a tragically linear attack system at play here. 
Remember those great combos l spoke of in the preview? They 
never made it in. Your attacks are limited to pressing the 
punch button over and over, or the kick button over and over. 

Wrnm No links between punches and kicks, not a one. And remember 
the Tekken-slyie in-grab combos Core planned on packin’ into 
the game? Bah, they ain’t here. You grab with the grab button, 
press one of three buttons after that, do one of three or four 
throws, and that’s all she wrote. Doh! In all fairness, the time- 
less Final Fight also had a very limited selection of moves and 
grabs, and we all know how cool it turned-out to be, regard- 

less. I guess I was (rightfully) expecting a bit more gameplay sawy out of a 
3D beat-’em-up. Anyway, the control is great, especially your running attacks, 
and the enemy Al is impressive and intelligent, knockin’ you back with light- 
ning fast reactions and counters. FF is also very difficult thanks to lop-sided 
odds (the bad guys swarm you!) and limited amounts of health power-ups. 

In the end, Fighting Force isn’t quite the product it could’ve or should’ve 
been. Despite a killer polygon engine and cool tunes, it needs more moves, 
more plot, more substance. As a two-player game, however, you’ll get that 
mindless beat-’em-up feeling all over again, and, given the ample length and 
difficulty, it should keep you playing happily for weeks on end. 
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The Next (hapter in the 
Ogre Battle1" Series. 

Kachua 
This is not going to vvork. 
Besides, what good is it to 
kill these men? 

Kachua 
No need to worry. 

Morduba 
As you say. 

?^jjïïTiTT>' 
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<e Console 

RPG/SIM 
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Tactics Ogre. ©1995 Quest ©1997 Artdink. 
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has built a time machine 
in 1946 and decided to 
deal with Hitler person- 

that) nor are they 20 feet Wf?o). Alas, time is ever 
tall (15 maybe, but defi- a fickle beast, and with 

noticed a couple of things ally. Traveling back to 
immediately: First, con- post-WW 1 Germany he 
trary to popular belief, takes Hitler out of the 
GF staff members do not picture, presumably by 
possess god-like powers dropping him into the 
(except maybe Knight- time stream to be lost 
mare—he made me say forever (shades of Dr. 

nitely not 20). Secondly, they played an awful lot of Warcraft II Hitler gone it paves the way for Josef Stalin to take his 
place. With Stalin at the fore, the 
Soviet Union becomes a massive jug- 
gernaut, steam-rolling over all in its 
awesome might. Fast forward to the 
present day with a handful of strug- 
gling European countries (England, 
France, Germany etc. as the Allies) 
fighting against the nigh-unstoppable 
Soviet force (the Axis). Likewise, in 
the game you get one set of missions 
for the Soviets and one for the allies 
(each on its own disc). 

after hours. Now, IVe always been a 
C&C man myself, so I feit it was my 
civic duty to extol the virtues of 
Westwood’s finest. Sure enough, they 
were soon happily blasting each other 
with ion cannons and obelisks of power 
on our happy little Mac network (well, 
it’s happy when it’s up). Now weVe just 
received the PS version of the sequel 
to the game that has eaten up so much 
of our spare (and not so spare) time— 
Command & Conquer: Red Alert. It 
improves tremendously on last year’s version with a host of The visuals in this game are much improved over the 

new features, enhance- 
ments,and gameplay that 
makes the first look quite 
crusty in comparison. 

It seems Einstein was- 
n’t a big fan of all the 
ugliness of World War 2, 
and has decided to do 
something about it. 
Taking the theory of rel- 
ativity to its furthest 
possible realization, he 

previous PS rendition. 
The game still moves at 
a manie 60 FPS even 
with hordes of screen- 
choking sprites. The 
weapon effects are 
decent, with nice explo- 
sions and there are no 
lens flares to be seen 
anywhere (hallelujah!). 
For the most part the 
graphics are good, but 

OPTIONS 
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they would have been fantastic had 
they run in hi-res mode—the PC ver¬ 
sion looks beautiful for that reason 
alone. Then again, the insane speed 
would probably have to be chopped, 
so I guess I can’t complain... too 
much. Special note goes to the 
increased sprite size of everything in 
the game, which makes things much 
easier to see and much simpler to 
‘click’ on with the clunky PS pad 
(though the mouse might be a wise 
purchase, regardless). 

As for the music and sound effects, 
well, I have to suggest you kill the odd 

sounding techno the instant you boot 
up as it tends to grate on the nerves 
leading to bouts of insanity and 
thumb-sucking (well, maybe I exag- 
gerate, but only a little). The effects, 
on the other hand are, really “boom”- 
bastic (fantastic, even); the clatter of 
gunfire and the various explosions are 
well done. And this time each variety 
of troop has his (or her) own unique 
phrase, instead of repeating the same 
three droning snippets over and over. 

Gameplay (for those new to the 
series) consists of moving various 
units—tanks, troops, aircraft, etc.— 
around a map from an overhead per- 
spective in the hopes of completing 

various assigned missions. These 
range from all-out elimination of the 
enemy in a given area to guerrilla- 
style operations. You simply use the 
PS pad (or preferably, the PS mouse) 
to click on a given unit and then target 
an enemy or area and voila, they carry 
out your orders. It’s like playing little 
green army men with nasty weapons, 
and hey, they won’t melt in the sun. 
While it sounds simple, it’s intensely 
addictive and amazingly difficult in 
some spots—try it just once and you’ll 
be hooked, guaranteed. 

With the wide variety of new units 

(radar jammers, chronospheres, and 
the lovelyTanya, of course) and some 
terrific playability, this game will find 
a welcome home in the hands of any 
C&C or strategy game fan. The rest 
o’ ya would do well to get with the 
program and piek this one up as well. 
It sold about a zillion copies to PC 
gamers (yes, they occasionally get 
good games) and looks to do the 
same on Sony’s box of might. Oh, 
and with the PS destined to strike 
the magical $99 price point by the 
time you read this, it may be worth 
your while to snag a second copy for 
some super-hot link play—the best 
on the PS thus far. ECM 

www.capcom.com 

© CAPCOM CO., LTD. 1997 © CAPCOM U.S.A., INC. 1997 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 
RESIDENT EVIL is a trademark of CAPCOM CO.. LTD. 

CAPCOM is a registered trademark of CAPCOM CO. LTD. 



IATA GALKKA 

MR, /AR MSR No matter how tantalizing 
the idea of a Star Wars 
fighting game might be, is 

it really a sound concept? Why 
on earth are these characters 
fighting each other!?!? Yeah, 
yeah, a game is fantasy so why 
not explore implausible scenar- 
ios for the saké of entertain¬ 
ment? ril teil you why. There 
are two reasons. One, the fact 
that a Star Wars fighter exists in 
the first place reeks of such 
crass commercialism, I can 
hardly bring myself to look the 
game in the face. And two, the 
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I have feit him, my 
master. 
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TOGETHER FOR THE FIRST TIME! 
Blaster; BurgerTime, Joust 2, Moon Patrol; 
Root Beer Tapper; Splat and Spy Hunter. Playstation | 

MIDWAY 
www.midway.com 

JOUST®2©1986, SPLAT™©1982, BLASTER™©1983, SPY HUNTERTH©1983 AND TAPf-’ER,M©1983 MIDWAY GAMES INC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED MIDWAY, JOUST, MOON PATROL, BLASTER, SPLAT. SPY HUNTER AND 

TAPPER ARE TRADEMARKS OF MIDWAY GAMES INC BURGERTIME1M©1982 DATA EAST USA, INC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED USED UNDER LICENSE MOON FATROL©1982 IREM CORPORATION ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 
USED UNDER LICENSE COMPILATION ©1997 MIDWAY HOME ENTERTAINMENT INC CONVERTED BY DIGITAL ECLIPSE SOFTWARE. INC DISTRIBUTED BY MIDWAY HOME ENTERTAINMENT INC UNDER LICENSE 

PLAYSTATION AND THE PLAYSTATION LOGOS ARE TFTADEMARKS OF SONY COMPUTER ENTERTAINMENT INC 
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Damn, ONE has POWER! Game of the month! Easily a candidate for Game of the Year! 

I thought our last version, a pre-final bèta, was the $#&@. Ha! Give Visual Concepts 
a couple of months to tweak and suddenly it*s an amazing game. I’ve been looking for 

this kind of pure, no-holds-barred action ever since the 32-bit systems appeared...you know, 
a bad-ass, hyper-explosive festival of action & blasting that simply never stops deiivering. 
The search is over.„ONE has been found...and l’m loving every second of it. Join me... 

? 
’ incredi 

lozen or 

. 
edible “Asynchronous" streaming engine pumps 

So what kind of power does ONE ppssess? 
Mad graphical power. Visual Concepts 

a ton of fresh polys onto the screen a dozen or so times every level, allowing for a continu- 
ous “stream" of beautiful, detailed sights. You might notice, every few games or so, a half- 
second change in game speed as the "Asynchronous” wonder goes to work slamming down the 

next chunk of level, but that’s it. For all intents and purposes it’s seamless. The visual splen- 
dor isn’t entirely due to the streaming technique, however much it helps. No, hard-core 

scenery helps too. Literally every facet of ONFs graphic design is flanked by incredible 
futuristic motifs, and absolutely everything you see is 100% 3D (O.K., everything 

except the cool bit-map BGs). Every part of the playfield, every enemy, every power- 
up, even all the weapon fire-ït’s all 3D. Eye-slaying lighting effects join the 

fray with insane flashes of light and color. The explosive pyrotech- 

nics display will kill you. Screen Meltdown, 30 
fps everywhere in sight, mad depth, 

and lord-like artistic skills. It’s 
just mania! Oh, and the boss- 
es...they smash almost any PS 3D 

we’ve seen up to now. 

Mmm... Graphics: 10. 
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ing how weli , 
trol syofom « 
|auaU teveis. i 
platforming in the Mount 
and HELL awaits you in the 
weapons... Pulse Cannon, Homing Miss 
Flame Thrower (causing crazy effects) cht] 
mies around like dolls! But wait, you say 
good about ONE? Well, some of the collisil 
questionable, but it’s rarely when it really 
enemies, bosses, platforms). Also, the gr 
be too good. You’ll be very distracted, trus^ 
And the Verdict you’ve been expecting... 

ONE is riddled wrth unforgettable moments. Momen 
action, cameras, and mind-numbing graphics and sound 
form an amazingly directed, uttra-playable action feast. I 
the first time you played Contra 3, bouncing from missill 
against that big boss? Ifs that brand of perfect rock-hd 
and ludicrous action that 
makes ONE so special. 
Every time you die you just 
want to play it again. The 

epic shooter we needed 
has arrived! 

G 

JOHN CAIN: ACTION HERO 

And I actually had a big part in the final tweaking: 

DEVELOPER I # OF PLAYERS 1 

[PUBLISHER - ■difficulty - 

1 FORMflT - CD IftVfllLflBLE - HUW_I 

GLITCH 0 
The ONE game 
that finally 
does every* 
thing it 
promised! O 



...and on the 6th day he emerged trom his cubicle: beaten, 

battered, and a little bit wiser for he had experienced one of 

the best games this year. What was this phenomenai work of 

art? Square’s latest RPG? An intense platform adventure 

such as Crash Bandicoot 2? Or perhaps a riveting fighter in 

the form of Street Fighter EX? Nope, uh-uh, not a chance— 

well, maybe a slim chance—but no, it happens to take the 

form of a hot little number by the name of Monster Rancher, 
by Tecmo. Grab a monster at the outset and it’s off to raise 

‘em for intense arena combat. 

After picking up your little bundle of terror (from the preset monsters or generated off a CD of your choosing) you name it: and 

it’s off to the ranch to raise it with a taste for blood. Have it go through training that increases it’s abilities RPG-style, and also 

having it work to earn cash so it can continue to mature into a full-blown hellion. Each job or skill training session is played 

out in a little animated cut scene showing it succeeding, or failing, at the particular task—funny stuff. Discipline is important 

(no room for cream puffs in this 

game), and you must always 

have it getting ready for the big 

fight so you can earn more 

money to make a bigger, badder, 

better (thanks SNK), killing 

machine. It’s a vicious cycle that 

hasn’t let me put the controller 

down for less than 8 hours a ses¬ 

sion—I think it’s time for a sup¬ 

port group: Monster Ranchers Anonymous. 

ECM: “Hi, l’m ECM and fW S^monstêr 

addict”, Fellow Junkies: “Hi ECM!”. 

Which brings us to the point of it all: blood- 

letting battle in the coliseum. Aftaataking the 

time to produce a physical specimen that Dr. 

Moreau would be proud of, enter it into arena 

eoaB a monster aT the 
OUTSET aNB iTS OM TO 
aaSSE’EM POR INTENSE, 
acENa coNoar." 'n order to increase your status and 

earn piles of cash. There are officially sanc 

tioned bouts (is that Don King over there?) and simple back Street brawls that don’t earn you any 

respect, but oddly enough tend to score you more money. You have a choice as to whether you con- 

trol it (recommended) or let the computer do the job. Fights are fairly basic and are one round ia 

length. You simply press the ‘X’ button to activate certain moves and watch the two monsters bite, 

chew, and claw each other into submission (Mike Tyson would feel right at 

home), it’s that simple and painfully addicting^_ _ 

So what’s the hold up? You need to have this game! I wasn’tjoking is ’ 

to whether this is one of the hottest titles this holiday season; it is, with- 

.QUtxLQ.ubt. o^J^sitation. BUY IT! ECM 

ECM 
Must play more 
Must play more 
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Playstation and the Playstation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Ine. "ALUNDRA" is a trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment Ine., licensed by Working Designs. Original Game © Sony 
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Imust admit, being a fan of the, uh, slightly 
unusual racing games (Rally Cross, Jet 
Moto, Choro Q, etc.), I was kind of anxious 

to see Bug Riders. A flying/racing/combat 
game? Sign me up! So, I loaded it up and 
prepared for a fun afternoon. Well, look, 
there’s the intro, excellently rendered, glori- 
ous, and long, with a little intro for each 
selectable character in there, as well. And on 
to the options. Let’s see, one player, normal 
difficulty, camera tilt on, music test... Whoa! 
The music’s excellent! Sort of choral, majes- 
tic, and dancy at the same time. And the 
characters are awesome! Great design work 

went into this one. Cool, now on to the game. 
All right, slight loading time, not too bad, 

and here we are at the starting line. Hmmm, 
graphically, this game is pretty good. Lots 
of scenery, little to no pop-up, many oppo- 
nents; frame rate’s not great, but hovers 
pretty constant, just shy of 30 fps. 

But something’s wrong... What the—? 
Hey! The track is kind of, well, pulling me 
along. Look, I can let go of the controller and 
turn almost perfectly, hardly hitting anything! 

Seriously, though, everything about this 
game is really good, except the gameplay. 
Steering is twitchy, especially with the more 

agile bugs, and the way you’re forced into turns is quite annoying; try cut- 
ting a corner to save a fraction of a second and you’re pushed further into 
the turn before the game “allows” you to turn. It appears all of the weapons 
have been made “homing” to a certain extent, apparently to compensate 
for the difficulty you’d have hitting anything with the control the way it is. 
(Oh, and the frame rate in two-player mode drops to about 15 fps.) 

But, if you can overlook the control oddities, and are thinking of a pur- 
chase, it’s definitely one you should rent before you buy. Bug Riders is 
a great package, with great art design, beautiful characters and an 
impressive intro—but lacking where it counts: control and gameplay. R 

REUBUS 
Hey! Meyer looks 
like me! Well, 
with less hair... ^ 
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Lap Time 
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Total 

■Mitiiw: 

Total 
O O’4 V'88 1 

Lap Time 
00’4 V’88 1 

© 1997 Ocean of America, Ine. Ocean is a registered trademark 

of Ocean Software Limited. Nintendo, Nintendo 64 and the 3D 

“N” logo are trademarks of Nintendo of America Ine. All other 

trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their 

respective owners. 

Is it really just a game? 
Multi-Racing Championship blurs more than just the scenery. It blurs 

the line between gaming and reality. 

Each of MRC’s eight, fully customizable vehicles (plus two other secret vehicles) allow 
you to tweak gears, brakes, suspension and more. And you’11 need to, because MRC’s 
three intense courses pit you against more than just the clock. You’11 be up against neck 
snapping terrain, nasty weather and up to 20 other drivers at a time. 

Designed for the N64 Rumble Pak, MRC’s detailed graphics, sound and multiple viewing 

perspectives can mean only one thing. 

It starts where all the others finish. —n 

www.oceanline.com 



It’s not everyday that a combat-dri- 
ving game strolls through the offices 
of GF sporting a glistening 60 fps 

engine, but Crime Killer from European 
developers Pixelogic and Interplay is 
just that. Every person who happened 
to walk by and see this game in action 
was literally stunned by its frame rate 
and almost complete absence of any 
kind of texture warping whatsoever. 
There’s simply nothing like a game that 
runs at 60 frames. 

Unfortunately, we only had two work- 
ing levels of the game (plus a split- 
screen, two player deathmatch mode) 
to play around with, so obviously a lot 
of the game remains to be seen. Our 
version had one motorbike level and 
one car level. In the speedy motorbike 
portion, you’re racing around a multi- 
path track in an attempt to destroy 
forty enemy vehicles within a certain 
number of laps. In the more urban car 

level, a group of police vehicles must 
be destroyed while wave after wave of 
flying bomb ships constantly litter the 
road ahead with death from above. 
Both scenes are impressive with the 
aforementioned 60 fps and some great 
light sourcing fueling the futuristic 
backdrop. And each of the two differ¬ 
ent player machines on display in the 
game exhibit cool behavior, such as 
weapons that physically raise and 
lower on your vehicle and some excel¬ 
lent headlight effects. 

Developers Pixelogic have ambitious 
plans to also add a flying vehicle to the 
mix, no small feat if 60 frames are to be 
maintained, but with a planned release 
set for the Spring of ’98, they should 
have plenty of time to implement every- 
thing they want to. They’ve certainly got 
a mean engine running here already and 
the seeds of a fun game are certainlyjin 
place. We’Il keep you abreast of Crime 
Killer’s development over the months as 
Pixelogic have quickly become a compa- 
ny to watch. SD 
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Get a grip on a 12-cylinder tornado for the redline racing experience that's gonna shred your N64! 
ó tortuous, high-resolution tracks. 5 modes of turbocharged racing perfection. 

Ferraris. Porsches. Maseratis. And the Lamborghini Diablo. 
Welcome to the velocity convention. 

Your buil is waiting. 

Visionary lighting effects and 
revolutionary graphics! 

Compatible with N64 Rumble Pak-feel 
the road in your bones. 

The trademark Automobili Lamborghini and Diablo is owned by, and used under license from Automobili Lamborghini S.P.A., Italy. 

Nintendo 64 and the 3-D “N" logo are trademarks of Nintendo of America lnc.c 1996 Nintendo of America Ine. 

Strategie camera angles that 
catch every hair-raising turn! 

1 to 4 player racing with horizontal 
and split screen options 



Yy/orking Designs latest (theses a very fiinny joke in there somewhere) is the 

V* pseudo, sorta, kinda seqnel to the classic Landstalker on Genesis. Prodaced 

in Japan byMafrix (which is compiised ofsome of the original membets of Climax 

which produced that classic) and released there by Sony, WD wisely snapped up the 

nghts to it when SCEA passed lts an actionJRPG in the most classic ofsetises with 

a 314 overhead view and lots ofsword-swinging puzzle-solving antics. lts certainly 

a good start for WD on the PSplatform, seeing as how the RPG market is current- 

ly on fire thanks in no smal!pan to a Uttle game called Final Fantasy 7. 

:t lifTc a peasant 
ling corpscs! Qoh gullm bero 
rniabcJ 

As theyoung adventuter, Alundra, you have embarked on a series ofcjiiests that start out rathei• vague as he is Jbllowinghis dreams in the 

hopes offidfilling his destmy—it aü begins a little mwky and vague butyoure brought up to speed soon enough. You begin the game aboard 

a ship which quickly becomes near-fatal and then yoiire ojfon a mtmber of dction-packed adventures. Before long you run into a con- 

spiracy invohing the insidious monkey-people, the Murgg and its ojfto fight the brawny baboons in mie hero-like fashion. And lo and 

behold tl)e translation tlnis far is idatively leserved—big surprise consideiing the, uh, liberties taken in Albei't Odyssey <shudder>. 

The graphics are nice: hand draum for the most pan with the obligatoiy special effect hete and there. Theyre splendidly coloied and well- 

animated, but certainly nothing revolutionary. Seeing as how Tm a hand draum an addict, though, you wont hear many complaints in 

this department. 

The gameplay is decidedly Zelda-esque which is obviously a good thing. You collect vaiious potions, weapons, and othei' RPG standbys. 

The puzzles are decent, fa little easy, and laid out welL Definitely a solidgamefor the Zelda amvd, even at this early stage. 

Well covei* this one nioie in depth when ivegeta chance at a complete copy. As it stands, it looks tobea very well done action RPG, with 

good visuals and responsivegameplay. And miracle ofmiracles, it hasn’t slipped once in its development Schedule (something to do ivith a 

. “Ifyd dont complete it on time, your ass is ours” -clause in their confract 

—*' with Sony, peihapsi). Bravo, Working Designs—noiv wheie the heil 

' \ isLunar?! ECM 
Playstation 

ECM 
“Well, this is 
uncharacteristically 
tast.” 
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Distributed by 

YDU WANT TD BE A HERD 

DOGFIGHT BDGIES AND 

BOSSES DR GD HEADTG- 

HEAD IN TWG-PLAYER CON 

BAT IN STUNNING GRAPHII 

ENVIRONMENTS TO SAVE 

THE EARTH YET AGAIN. 

THERE ARE 1 □ LEVELS O 

TAST ACTION THAT DEMAf' 

FAST REACTION. JOIN THE 

BATTLE IN THE ONLY GAMI 

THAT MATTER5. 

mark of McORIVER, Ine. (Video System U.S.A., Ine.) 

1 the Rumble Pak are trademarks of Nintendo of America Ine. 
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plncoming Message 

(s 4 600 \ (s 4600 \ 
their arsenal of 
tanks, copters, and 

the like. But fear 

not, lor at your disposal lonce you find them) are such 
destructive toys as rockets, heavy homers l"doh!*), and even 
lasers, all the better for taking out the Disciple's rides in 
great, Die Hard Th/ogy-tastic explosions, 

I liken Auto Destruct to a film like Speed 2- you can see 

where the creators have certainly done 
- work and it's occasionally impressive (cool 

explosions!), but the core concept just isn't 
that great and the execution is somewhat 
lacking in finesse. Driving around in what 

is basically a big grid of a samey-looking 

psuedo San Fran and fbllowing arrows on 
p your radar to targets while watching out for 

*“"*^aP°ns ^ basically the whole game, mis- 
vXV sRflft|ftermission. Afterawhtle, it becomes 

fj^BH^tonotonous. But thafs not to say 

L) a°y stretch, The control is hne 

predsion), the game hasits 

mentioned mail 

1*1 | 4 j^jft to take out some 
. I I tanks is a moment 
\ 1 of delight) and the 

a Jjpéasic driving/shoot- 

III jplftg action is decent 
s * * * < In the final 

JgTanalysts however, it 

not great, but 
m*?m±mxÊËM3Mm\ * nsayfee worth a brief spin. SB 

much bloody fun have been "tastefully* rei 
Noooooooo! Alright, so maybe it's not 
that big of a deal, but let's just say that the 
game wou ld have been more interesting 
had they been left in. 

In AD, you play a poor schmo whose wife 

and daughter are killed in a senseless 
attack Ion a mail of all places) by a terror¬ 

ist religious cult called The Disciples of 
Lazarus. Talk about a something or other! 

Using your supreme driving talents and* 
allying with the good Temple and 
blue car, the time has come to teacfe^teaj 

nasty Lazarus people what is up,Tfj^!5lÉ 
and who is who. 

Auto Destruct is set-up 
as a mission-based gam% 

with spedfic objectiv^gT i 
that need to be compfelS^ f | 
ed before you are allowerfft I 1 

to move forward, Every "K I j 

"mission-based* cliché i$ W L 1 
on display here;^ 

you ve got your escort lli^ 

missions, package/per*^.■ 
son retrieval search and " * BïlSS 
destroy, you know the drilt. And 

course, those pesky Lazarus fblks are ^Él 
trying to stop you at every tum with H 

;(S 4600 \ 

Get airsick with 
the heli-camü! 

All vehicles are 
filled with TNT!!! 

($ 4600 \ 
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Now this is getting strange: l’ve had the nice surprise of previewing/reviewing two great games 
already this month - FF Tactics and C&C: Red Alert - and now I can add another to that list. 
Maybe those Editor-types finally realize the depths of my awesome talent, and that I am not to 

be wasted on lesser titles. Then again, perhaps they’re just building up my confidence only to bring 
it crashing down next month with something like Rise of the Robots 3 for Gameboy or War Gods 2. 
Either way, no complaints as I have before me the rockin’ Critical Depth. Taking the Twisted Metal 
engine to areas unfathomed (ahem), prepare for a trip even 

Captain Nemo would thinktwice about taking. " Pmfl7in{H\/ WPlI 
Apparently Singletrac is a big fan of the old saying, “lf it ***° ° "51/ VYCl1 

sells truckloads, don’t mess with a damn thing”, as they have flpc jorppfj JjrpïlpJC 
made some minor modifications to the Twisted Metal engine 5 aiclia^ 
and plunged it beneath the waves for some intense subma- jp wHIch tO DlIlriffP 
rine warfare. You are on a quest for the five pods on each U r llia5c 

level that will in turn activate gateways that will allow you to Sflfl dPSfTOV " 

continue your quest to ultimately solve the riddle of the a U 

Threshólds. There are twelve different submersibles representing one of twelve factions from vari- 
ous governments, environmentalist groups, treasure hunters, and secret organizations vying for 
supremacy across ten levels. Each character is trademark Singletrac looniness: there’s Prof. 

Li "j«7ïiïM«i 1, v . Armstrong (Dr. Jones, I presume) Earth Hope ■ (ah, Green Peace) and Dr. A. Pocalypse 
k ‘3 the prototypical mad scientist, 

ij | j| among many others. Take your 
+ * chosen sub and send all other 

* # • ; combatants to the dark 

o_- -va- Jj. depths where Davey 
Jones makes his 

* f ^ " • r . 4 watery residence. 
V jflc ij;)'1 >»% * Essentially the 

I II ? Htt co.. . game plays like a 

76 
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cross between Warhawk and the TM series. You tooi around the salty deep collecting power-ups and sending foes to 
critical depth where the pressure will crush them like Kïd Fan sitting on Shidoshi. Along the way you’ll collect the var- 
ious pods needed to open up the Threshold and continue on. The pods themselves each represent an attribute of your 
sub and boost certain abilities as they are gathered; for instance, the Armor Pod upgrades your life bar. Just be aware 
that you’re not secure with the pods until you exit a level, as you’ll be constantly engaged in a vicious game of tag dur- 
ing which you’re battling to capture and keep control of the various spheres. Once you’ve got all five, never look back 
and make a mad dash for the Threshold. 
All of this is done in true Twisted Metol style, with tons of combat, large levels and some decent tunes. What’s really great 

is that the level design keeps the TM tradition alive with some amazingly well-designed arenas in which to pillage and 
destroy. There are ten levels in total, and each features its own little motif; the Pacific Rim level being my favorite. In this 
level you cruise around a submerged city. The level is replete with towering skyscrapers and a subway System that you can 
actually travel through, train cars included. Once beneath the city you can hide there and wait for your opponents to take 

each other out, then go and clean up the remnants nice and easy. 
The graphics will look familiar in style to anyone that has played either of the TM games. Solid environments (if a lit¬ 

tle glitchy) and plenty of chaos abound. The textures are reasonably clean and the frame rate is somewhere in the mid 
2os; Pm going to keep holding my breath til they can get it up above 30m£--urgh*^...^^ 
maybe Pil skip that ’til next year. Let’s just say that if the visuals in past Singletrac games made ya happy, you won’t 
be let down this year (just don’t expect anything radically new). Multiple play modes round out this great package: 
the ever popular death match is back and is perhaps the best reason to buy this game as you can send a friend to a 
salty end (Ed Note: er... pardon7). There is also the typical one-player quest mode and the ability to play with two play- 
ers co-operating to obtain the pods (which tends to make the game a bit easy). 

It would seem your duty is clear—Anyone that is into the whole Twisted Metal thing (and if you have half a brain, 
you are) will enjoy this game as much as a big barrel of rum and a lusty wench (not too lusty, though). Piek up a 
copy and fire at will, captain. ECM 

Playstation 
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Ah My Goddess $150 

Bubblegum Crash $225 Detonator Orgun 

Gundam Escaflowne Dragon Ball Z (2) $125 

Jo Jo’s Bizarre Adventure $60 

Macross Macross 7 

Porco Rosso 

Yotoden $150 Vampire Princess Miyu $135 $175 Urusei Yatsura $125 Tenchi Muyo Tenchi Muyo 

Orguss 1 & 2 
Patlabor (OAV, TV & Movie) 
Project A-ko 
Ranma 1/2 
Street Fighter (TV & Movie) 
Slayers 
Sailor Moon 
Tylor 
Tenchi Muyo (OAV, TV & 
Movie) 
3x3 Eyes 
Urusei Yatsura 
You're Under Arrest 
Vampire Princess Miyu 
X, the Movie 

Landlock 
Lodoss Wars 
Macross / Robotech 
Macross 2 & 7 
Macross Plus (Coming 

Soonü) 
Midnight Eye Goku 
Maison Ikkoku 
Mighty Birdy 
Miyazaki / Studio Ghibli: 
Kiki's Delivery Service 

Porco Rosso 
Shonen Conan 

Moldiver 
Marmalade Boy. 
Ninja Scroll 
Nuku Nuku 
New Gatchaman 

Fatal Fury 
Fist of Fury 
Gall Force Eternal Story 
Gall Force Earth Chapter 
Ghost in the Shell 
Rhea Gall Force 
Gundam 0083, F-91, MS08 
Gundam Victory & Wing 
Zeta Gundam 
Doublé Zeta Gundam 
Char’s Counterattack 
Hakkenden 
lezer / Iczerion 
Iria 
Kabuto 
Kimagure Orange Road 
Kishin Heidan 
Legend of Lemnear 

Bubblegum Crisis 
Bubblegum Crash 
Blue Seed 
Bastard 
City Hunter 
Cleopatra D.C. 
Cobra 
Cyber City Oedo 808 
Cyguard 
Cutey Honey (TV) 
New Cutey Honey 

TDangaioh 
«NA 
tit^ty Pair 
Dirty Pair Flash 
Drac^nball Z 

hDeton&tor Orgun 
ÈirHazaïd 

Classic Anime 
Astro Boy \ \ 
Kimba, the White Liön 
Gatchaman (G^orcej\ 
Princess KnightX ’1 
Mighty Orbots \ 
Speed Racer 
Galaxy Express 999 \ 
Captain Harlock 

O.A.V., T.V. & Movii 
Aki ra 
Angel Cop 
Armitage III 
Ah! My Goddess! 
Appleseed 
Battle Royal High School 
Black Magie M-66 

Mail Order Address: 11755 Exposition Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90064 • Tel. (310) 479-1216 • Fax. (310) 914-5988 
Hours:Monday-Friday 9am-5pm By Appointment Only Closed Sat, Sun & Holidays 
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** " 410,000 HtUfAUO* MOCHImj. - For my bidding I always 
choose female charac- 
ters. In fighting games 
and wherever they're 
available video game 
ba bes (they are af ter all, 
man made) possess 
serious skill. Just look 
at all this stuff! Don't 

*shag’ Thula Crimstone 
though, she might take a 
souvenir! 

TÏÏULA CRIMSTÓM& 
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There are those who would play Red Asphalt for a short 
while, think that the game is all about shooting the car 
directly in front of you (and that its way too hard), and then 
swiftly make a b-line for the return counter. Admittedly. even 
I found the learning curve curious. However (I say that a lot 
dont I?), after an hour or so of proper leveling up and first 
world analysis I soon found myself in the middle of a deep 
racing circuit rich in intense racing. skillful weapon deploy- 
ment, precise preparation, and a healthy dose of evil do ins. 

Besides these 
fatal attractions 
you'll also notice 
(take a look 
around sonny) 
youre driving in 
one of the best 
put together rac¬ 
ing engines ever 
exhibited on the 
Playstation, a 
console that s no 
stranger to the 
breed. Huge 
polygonal environ- 

Playstation 
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E. STORM 
Thula says come git 
some, if you’ve got the 
cahones! 
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ments littered with complexity and 
metallic graphics surround you as 
you whisk along at an always 
respectable frame rate complete with 
pyrotechnics that would make John 
Woo say "hot -stuff!" (I dont know if 
he actually says that but l m sure hes 
often thinking it). 

One needs to keep in mind that Red 
Asphalt took nearly three years to 
make. lts not your ordinary slide 
into the cockpit and floor it' racer. 

Rather, it s an exercise in balance 

. i#nrr •sc'iwr.f j»' w—i > tü 

Mid pack, lap 2, I plan my 
next move... KiII ’em all and 
never look back!! 
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between your driving skills preparation techniques. Once you find the sweet 
spot, trust me people, Red Asphalt's a kick in the ass. The music is pleasingly 
assaulting, adding to the hellacious screen play which unfurls like Mad Max on 
crack. So toss all those rookie reviews you ve red aside (after noticing they 
show sereens from, like, two tracks... slackers) and take my word for it. If you 
possess patience and skill. Red Asphalt is certainly a game worth investing 
some quality time in. Oh, and I almost forgot. remember to take some time to 
check out all the goodies at your disposal, especially the commercials you can 
select for each car, ld just say stop and smell the roses but hey... They dont 
grow grow pansies in Heil!! ES 

Available at an out- 
post near you! 

You just can’t escape 
advertising. Even in the 
dark dank worlds por- 
trayed in RA, people 

gotta’ buy stuff. I won¬ 
der if they have Spice 
Girls... drink Pepsi... 

Eat Taco Bell...wear 
Depends... and take 

pictures further. 

mam 
' éwèm 

■ 

Check us out online at http://www.gamefan.com 81 
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have a veritable panoply of gaming ideas, but how 
does it stack up at this early stage? 

The engine is decent, with a steady frame rate in 
the low 20s and some nice lighting effects sprin- 
kled throughout. The characters, garbed in what 
looks like a cross between Soul Blade and Mace 
attire, move decently— although the motion cap- 
ture is a bit on the marionette side as 

After suffering the agony of Vs. last month, I 
was looking forward to a nice long holiday from 
the whole 3D fighting genre. Figuring that with 
the new year fast approaching and the traditional 
lack (OK, so it’s a total void) of games in the cold 
winter months, I actually thought I might not see 
another until next spring. Alas, it wasn’t meant to 
be as Cardinal Syn landed on my desk today. 
Muttering under my breath I set forth to preview 
the latest in 3D fighting extravaganzas. even at the 
possible oost of my always tenuous sanity._ 

This is the latest from the team over ï 
at Kronos: Va’ know, the chaps that k CHS 
gave us the unforgettable Criticom and \ 
slightly less forgettable Dark Rift on k' 
N64. Now, before you start turning the F 
page in disgust let’s give it a chance, \ • 
shall we? Good... \ 

Taking the best elements from some of \ 
the most recent 3D fighters, Kronos has \ 
made an ambitious attempt at covering 
all the bases in their < 

Playstation 

J<eeping in mind the early nature of 
lings, hopefully they can crank the 
•ame rate up to a full 30, smooth out 
he movements, and fix the terribly 
glitchy camera which MUST be 
repaired before release. 

In any event, it looks as if Sony may 
have a possibly decent title here. Of 
course the combination of blood 
(fatalities are planned... argh), poly- 
gons and Sony’s insane marketing 

magie will guarantee that it sells better than Tobal 
2 ever would even if they had the sense to 
release it here; which they don’t. Anyway, we’ll 
be back in the not so distant future with more 
artery slitting antics—you may turn the page now. 
ECM 

-- latest. Features like 
weapons based blood-letting (Mace), 

full 3D movement (a la Bushido Blade) and envi- 
ronmental hazards add to the somewhat appeal- 
ing melange of gameplay ideas. They certainly 

ECM 
Hey look! Another 3D 
fighter! 

mm httkLM 
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Now everyone 
who plays wins 

a free six 
month 

magazine 
subscription!! 
You can't lose! 

Playstation, 

ENTER ME TODAY, HERE’S MY ENTRY FEE: 
□ ($3.00) Video Game Contest 
□ ($3.00) Media Rig Contest 
□ ($3.00) Computer Contest 
□ ($5.00) SPECIAL! Enter them all (SAVE $4.00) 

WORD LIST and LETTER CODE chart 
PINCH.W PRESS.K BLAST.A WRECK.D 

BREAK.Z PUNCH.S SPRAY.C TURBO.V 

STOMP.T STAND.R PRESS.E DREAM....O 

CRUSH.I SCORE.H SLANT.L CHASE.P 
MYSTERY WORD CLUE: 

WORLD RULERS HAVE IT AND IN THIS CONTEST YOU HAVE IT 

irSP SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: € 
^ PANDEMONIUM, P.O. ROX 9045 

GRESHAM, OR 97030-9045 
V0ID WHERE PROHIBITED • ENTRY DEADLINE; POSTMARKED BY FEB.21ST, 1998 * ENTRY FEE MUST BE INCLUDED 
Only one entry per person. You must be under 30 years old to win. Employees of Pandemonium and its suppliers are ineligible. 
Judges decisions are final. Not responsible for lost or delayed mail. Open to residents of the U.S. and Canada. Offer not open to 
residents of Minnesota. You can request Winners List and Official Rules by writing Pandemonium Rules, 2870 NE Hogan Dr. 
#E425, Gresham, OR 97030. Merchandise names and models are trademarks of their respective companies who, along with this 
magazine, have no affiliation with this contest.© 1998 Pandemonium Promotions, Ine. 

You have the POWER. In this contest you don't rely on the luck-of-the Media Rig Contest. The Ultimate Gaming Environment, 60 inch monitor, 
draw. You determine if you win or not You win by outscoring others in a game of 130 watt receiver w/ Dolby Digital Surround Sound, and all components shown. 
skill. Can you solve the puzzle below? Then you have what it takes. It looks simple, Win DSS Satellite Receiver as a BONUS OPTION! This rig will blow you away!! 
but it's only the start. Each of five more puzzles get a little harder. But this time it's all We’re talldn’ GAMING H E AV EN! 

Computer Contest. Win ablazinafastcomputerwith 300 Mhz MMX ^ There will be four more puzzles at $2.00 each and one tie- 
Pentium II, 32 meg. RAM, 4 Gig. HD, 24X CD-ROM, Windows 95, modem and more! breaker at Sl qq whjch wj|| be sent t0 you b„ maj|. you will have 3 weeks to solve 
Video Game Contest. Play on the hi-tech cutting edge with this line-up: each puzzle. We don't know how many will play but typically 55% will have the 
Sony Playstation w/ ASCII controf pads; Sega Saturn; Game Boy Pocket; and highest score possible score to Phase 1,43% to Phase II, 36% to Phase III, and 32% 
Nintendo 64! Get all four or trade the ones you don't want for CA$H! bonus options to Phase IV. The tie-breaker determines the winner. If players are stdl tied they will 
include: 33 inch monitor, $1,000 in games, cash, accessories and more! split the value of the grand prize they are playing for. 
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recording equipment in hand, 
Substance D and Glitch took a drive 
down to the Neverhood to take a 

peek at a virtuall/ complete SkullMonkeys and to 
speak with the co-creator of everyone’s favorite 

anthropomorphous earthworm, Doug TenNapel. He 
graciously sat 

down with GF for a bit to talk about his 
upcoming plans and general musings on 
the state of play today from 
Neverhood’s MissionViejo office... -SliiV 

1 i1 I I 1 1 1 M jtt Xs 

Taking time out to pose rather 
attractively for the GameFan 
roving camera, may we pre¬ 
sent... the Neverhood crew!! 
Due to their increasingly 
freaky creations 
their names 

4 
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GameFan: What are your future plans on this, the 
eve of SkullMonkeys’ completion? 

Doug TenNapel: Óur next project will be dic- 
tated by whether we decide to do 3D or 2D. 
If it’s 2D, it’ll have a lot of animation and a lot 

of character and personality. If it’s 3D, you’ll 
be able to look around a lot. 

GF: Now if it’s 2D, are you going to go with the 
clay again? 

DT: Nope. We want to go back to 
cel animation. 
GF: Really? 

DT: Which we’re probably going to get 
even more flak for. They’re like, “You 

want to do 2D and cell animation? At least 
the clay animation had some dimension to „ 
it. It’s just not where our interests lie.” 
GF: What kind of theme are you look- 
ing at? 

DT: Um, it depends. If we do a com¬ 
edy, it dictates a certain kind of game- 
play. If you do an action/platformer, 
you’re speaking to a different crowd. 
I think we’re definitely going to do a 
game that’s a little better suited to 
our apparent audience. I don’t 
really know how to put it a bet¬ 
ter way than to say that we’re 
going to dumb it down a bit. 
GF: Oh? 

DT: Just because I think we’re tired of 
presenting these great things for our 

audience and V' 
they’re just going, 

“We don’t want that, we 
don’t want that.” They say it with their 
mouth, they say it with their wallets, they say 
it with how they respond to the game 

reviews and we’re just going, “You know, we 
believe in doing this, but if you’re saying you 

want something different, we’ll give you 
something different.” 
GF: It must be frustrating? 

DT: lts very hard, it’s very hard. Um, you 
know, we’re being asked by Disney and 

DreamWorks to do features for them with 

puppet animation, and we’re sitting here doing 
games for an audience that’s just kinda 

goin’, “More blood, more [breasts], 
less gameplay, that’s what we 
want.” And we kind of came to 
that realization towards the end 

Everyone loves 
:hey almost apolo- 

liking it. People are 
“lts so fun—too bad it’s 

gonna sell anything.” So, I 
don’t understand. And 
DreamWorks and EA got 

uehind Lost World like nobody’s 
business. They put a gabillion dollars 
behind it and said that it was going 
to be the highest rated game in the 
world, and we said,“Put some mar¬ 

keting dollars behind this 
game, all right.” 

GF: A game that actually 
plays well. 

DT: A game with the gameplay, that missing 
element that they say they’re all behind and all 

about. And uh, they’re not doing it. Plus, peo¬ 
ple aren’t going to like you’re product today if 
it’s not 3D, no matter how bad the 3D is! 
They don’t care if it’s good or bad. It can look 
like the most disfigured polygonal mess you 
know, but dammit, it’s 3D and look how cool 

it is. I don’t want to make any promises, 
’cause we might find that our 3D engine just 

sucks, but we’re going to try it. The other 
thing is that it’s at least an 18 month design 
Schedule, which means that we miss 
Christmas next year, and we come out possi- 
bly in the PlayStation’s last year. 

GF: And the state of 3D engines is very high now. 
DT: Yeah, we’d be competing with the best 3D 
guys in the world. 
GF: Would you have to bring in new staff or do 
you have the talent here? 
DT: Oh, they could do it here. These guys are 
brilliant. Three of the ten owners are pro- 
grammers. 

GF: Are they itching to do 30? Do they have 
ideas they want to explore? 

DT: Excellent ideas. I mean, gameplay-wise, 
l’m excited about what we could do with 3D 
and that’s the only reason we would even con- 

84 
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Éf7 sider it. It’s 

gonna be cool, 

but I just don’t 
think that we’ve 

exhausted 2D yet. 

What about a 

Pan demon ium-sty/e 
game? 
DT: Um, if we’re going 

to do 3D, we re 

going to go all the 
way and make it free 

roaming. 

GF: Will you still go for the humor if you go 3D? 

DT: Humor is something that we’ll always 

have, so if it’s action, it’ll be an action-comedy 

and that’s what part of the challenge is. I real- 
ly can’t think of much 3D that has a lot of per- 

sonality to the character. Most 3D artists 

aren’t sophisticated enough with the software 
to be able to dictate good expression with 

the polygons. It’s not an expressive medium. 

It’s made to convince you of volume. So um, 

I think we’re good at characters that have 

expression, and beingfull of personality. I per- 
sonally am just going to have to experience it 
to see how it’s going to come out in 3D. It 

might just not be there because it’s impossi- 
ble. Our priorities are always gameplay first, 
character development second, and all the 

visual whiz-bang third. 
GF: That runs counter to the way many games 

are made. 

that’s kind of our door in. That’s MUH 

how people say, “We like this game, 

we want to play it.” They get sucked . —»j 
in by the humor and l’m al most 

upset that they’re not sucked in by \ 4jm 

the gameplay. I know we could make jlJbJ 

a gorier game than everyone else if : - 
we chose to go that route. I know L 
we could make a better sci-fi game, I 
know we could out-do them, one-up 

them, but it’s a cheap shot. It’s like ff 
the comedians that see how many 

curse words they can cram in. 

They’ll [curse] as much as they can, 
but then someone like [Jerry] 
Seinfeld comes in and does clean 

humor with well written jokes, and he’s far 
better because he did his job. You know, l’m 

inspired by games like Parappa. That game 
just freaks me out how weird it is. It came 

from Mars, and I respect that far more than 
something like Blasto. And l’m good friends 

with the character designer on Blasto. We 

started together on Saturday morning anima- 

tion and his character design is excellent. I 

just don’t think the gameplay is there yet. 
GF: By the time your next game comes out, 

whatever it may be, you’re going to be dealing 
with a market where the Sega Whatever will be 
out or just around the corner. 
DT: Oh yeah, but for us as a developer, there 
was only the choice of either working on the 
PC or on the Playstation. As for the 

we barely broke even. Now in our second 

year, it depends on how SkullMonkeys goes, but 
it should do pretty well. For us, we have a low 
overhead, so we don’t have to sell tons of 

copies to be profitable. 
GF: If you decide to go with cel animation for 
your next project, what kinds of things are you 

envisioning? 
DT: Oh man, because of the compression 

ratios, we can get so many more frames of ani¬ 
mation. If it’s cel animation and 2D, I know the 

gameplay will be stupendous, it’ll be a huge, 
wonderful game. If it’s 3D, I really have no idea 
what we’re going to do. It’s gonna be dang 

good, but we’ll just have to see. 
GF: It must hurt to know that you could make 
the most awesome 2D game, but no one wants 

DT: Yeah: “We got it running at this many 

polygons per second!” 

GF: And then they think about the gameplay 

elements. 
DT: If we can get a Joey the Sandbag charac¬ 

ter working on screen in the right level, we 

can make great gameplay out of it. So maybe 
it’ll just be a sandbag, but it’s going to have 

good character and it’s gonna play well. 
GF: What are your thoughts on the next genera- 

tion of systems? 
DT: I can’t wait to get on the next genera- 

tion of systems. And if we find that these 

people just want to settle for more crap, 

we’ll probably end up going into features. 

DreamWorks are asking us, you know, 

“Please come do stuff, whenever you’re 
ready,” and we’re just going, “Well, our num- 
ber one is being in games, that’s what we 
came here to do. We came here to bring 

entertainment to games and make the games 
funnier.” The side of us that are gamers are 
just going,“Why does everything on the Sony 
have to be so dark? Why can’t people have 
fun and be fun and not take themselves so 
seriously?” People respond to the humor, 

M. 

Nintendo, as a developer, I can’t afford to do 

that, I can’t eat it that way and they don’t treat 
us well enough. And as for Sega, we were 

huge Sega fans coming off the Genesis, and 
between the 32X and the Saturn, they just 

changed. You know, I can only make one 

game, and do you think l’m going to place that 

bet on the next Sega platform? Heil, no. 
GF: Would you prefer to do PC? 
DT: l’d rather do PC. If I wasn’t doing Sony, 

l’d definitely be on PC. But l’d rather take a 
risk on a year old Sony Playstation than I 
would on a new Sega system. It just doesn’t 

make good business sense—I don’t trust 

Sega to support it. You know, they’ll come 

out with an add-on, a band-aid, and not sup¬ 

port that with games either. 
GF: It would be different in Japan, right? 
DT: Yeah, actually. Our platform games are 
huge in Japan and we’ve talked about having 

that be our lead skew and change our story 

to fit their demographic, change our charac¬ 
ter designs, and if that’s where our audience 
is, then I guess we’re going to make Japanese 
video games. It’s like they’re our fans. 
They’re dying for Neverhood I over there. 

We get fan mail that we can’t read. 

Well, I think it’s fan mail (laughs). And 
the same company that put out 
Neverhood over there is also bringing 
out SkullMonkeys. 

GF: Who’s that? 
DT: It’s a company called RiverhillSoft. 

They’re huge—I mean, SkullMonkeys is 
huge over there already. 
GF: Good to see, yes? 
DT: Oh l’m happy. There’s enough of 
a user base there to be profitable. 
We’ll break even just with the 
Japanese. With us, if we don’t break 
even, if we have one bad year, it’s all 
over. We were lucky. In our first year, 

to see it. 
DT: I sat there and waved SkullMonkeys in 

front of DreamWorks’ upper staff, and just 

said,“This game is ten times better than Lost 
World, and you’re putting less than a tenth of 

the marketing behind it. There’s something 

wrong with this company.” 
GF: How did DreamWorks react to that, a com¬ 
pany that prides itself on being talent driven? 
DT: They were actually very cool about it, 
they take a lot of crap. We have an excellent 
relationship with them. You know, they pay us, 

they don’t teil us a thing to do, they just have 
heavy suggestions, some which we follow, 

some that we don’t. Umjeffery [Katzenberg] 

and Steven [Spielberg] play every game and 

give us their critique. 
GF: So Spielberg himself has played 

SkullMonkeys? 
DT: Oh yeah, we send him burns to play on 

his blue Playstation, and he plays them at 

home. 
GF: Is Spielberg attuned to games enough to see 
why SkullMonkeys is good and something like 

Lost World is not as good? 
DT: I think Steven can teil. He has to know, 

he’s a good gamer. He’s finished Full 

Throttle and The Dig, which of course, he 
did. He loves LucasArts’ sort of puzzle 
games, he has a stand up Tempest in 
his house, he plays Descent and they |9 
had Quake set up by satellite with a 1 
bunch of their staffers while they | 

were shooting Lost World. 
GF: Well, that’ll just about do it. 
Thanks for your time, Doug. 
SkullMonkeys looks awesome and 
good luck with your future projects. 
DT: Thanks. lts always . 

a pleasure to speak m 
with GameFan. 

Two of the SkullMonkeys 



to game translations. Is the 3D power of the PS enough to 

deliver a game that Spawn fans want? Well, cinch that cape, 

rattle those chains and prepare to sell your soul... 

Spawn is a 3D action adventure straight outta the Tomb 

Raider school of game design, with some FF-style fighting 

thrown in for good measure. The basic idea is to take 

Spawn through multiple eras (prehistorie and medieval, 

among them) solving various puzzles and doing battle 

with the fools that are brainless enough to stand in the 

path of a demon on the rampage. 

While the free-roarm'ng portions are practically identical to 

many other action adventure games (find this to open that, 

and so on) the combat portions are a little different. It seems 

Sony has opted for a more fighting game style presentation 

that has the action sequences cutaway to a Kf-style 3D fight- 

er. From there you engage in your typical fighting game 

Todd McFarlane’s Spawn series is a multi-industry 

juggernaut, crushing smaller comic heroes under its 

mighty boot. Upon its debut, fickle comic book fans 

made it the number one selling title of all time. Then 

came other, more important, conquests. An animated 

series on HBO (one with a much more adult feel), an 

extremely prolific toy line (of which GFHQis riddled 

with), and even a motion picture that met with some 

limited success. This places it into the lofty realm of 

insanely successful licensed properties that spawned 

(ahem) from the comic book industry. In fact, only 

Superman and Satman have had similar success; not too 

shabby. Now we finally get his second foray into the 

realm of video games (it first appeared on the SNES, also 

from Sony), the most important test for any comic hero, 

and one that is strewn with the corpses of failed comic 

-ïj&siïï:;* :• .71**7 
Each set of levels in Spawn takes place in a different era jp ^ime, and features a differ-j/1n *Jy 

ent incarnation of Spawn. You.travel across'prehjsloric eifaS^replete with caiemèn ari 

^varidus-primates), a cool, medieval set (battle trolls and thelikè); and,of course theVhod- J 
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boss or i'ery stubborn gnemy. Mong the' • 



Along with Standard 3D adventure game elements, Spawn 

incorporates a trim downed fighfing engine, a la !F and 

many other fl fighters. Whenever an enemy is encoun- 

tered, the acgion segues into a mano-a-mano fight. Here 

you can beat thé heil (literally) out of your opponent while 

casting various sp^ïls (flame, ice, etc.) and generally just 

ca usin&ypur enemy a world of hurt. Spawn’s cape is a nice 

weaporrand those chains of his can whip out and leave 

some nasty scars on unwitting foes. 

ffliWlfUlM ifl 

fisticuffs, with life bars and so on. Vou ^ 

get to utilize Spawns necroplasmic pow- \ers with firebfclls and iceballs. And for 

those of you'that prefer a more visceral 

^ thrill, you can tear off an opponent’s ^ 

arm with a cartilage and bone shearing * 

^ (not to mention blood spraying) yank, 

and proceed 'to beat an enemy senseless 

^ with their own limb—I can just hear all 

^0 the MKfans sahVating over that prospect 

^ ' lts an interestingattempt at a decent 

fighting engine, but the ultimately ^ 

clunky control makes it really difficult 

toxome to grips with. I had quite the 

% t oxpectations for this, especially after 

Sony pulled it back post-E3 to do some 'H 

^ serious tweaking, but it looks as if the ^ 

some more time in 

Playstation 

• fighting qortibns needed 

^ thefchgp. ' * ' 

^ ^ Sóme* óther negatives that jmust be 

'addressed^: Whém Jid Jpawn *mere resemble 

the *Hu+k .than ^piderfnanJeVerybody 

f knowp hreV modeled after everyone’s 

•favorite wall-crawler, rightfj. ïn this6 game 

^he s a beast, with huge^sljigulders and no neck.- lts as if he went on a cycle of steroids, 

and was beefing upTor a body-buildingcontest. Other than th^at, the control (overall) 

needs a bit more tweaking so that it’s a lot less chgr\ky and a lot more responsive. 

Anyway, this one has been a long'time in coming, and Spawn fans will no doubt revel 

in it. The rest of you, however, should take a good hard look at this one as with a game 

like Tomk Rayier- 2 ^roupd there really isn’t room forflesser titles^in the same club. 

stick with’ the toys and comicsr-at .least they may be 

' ECM worth something in a few*years. 

ECM 
Hul... er 
smash!! 

As with the different eras in the various levels, a variety of Spawn appear down through the 

ages. There’s cro-magnon Spawn ((<Me whack silly ape with hellfire.”), Medieval Spawn (“Verily, I 

shalt wackest yon troglodyte with mine fire of heil.”), and modern-day Spawn (‘Tm gonna wack 

that ass, beatch.w). Each possesses the exact same attacks and moves the same, but is tex- 

tured differently to better fit in with his current locale. And again, it doesn’t make a whit of 

difference, it’s just cool to play with three different characters—although they all share the 

same steroid-freak look, which I (and Pm guessing most Spawn fans, right?) could do without. 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 
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StKt* 
"What are you tatkïng about? 

(he was last seen being chased around Agoura by an angry mob shouting eeing as how Nick Rox is M.I.A. 
something about ‘blue shadows’ and ‘missing frames’) and Takuhi-san is busy rearing chocobos on a 
remote island in the pacific, the enviable task of previewing Square’s latest epic has fallen to me. Final 

Fantasy Tactics is Square’s next big U.S. release, and their first in the strategy genre (for America, that is). 
Developed by some of the original members of Quest (of Ogre Battle fame) this game may very well lay daim to 
the tjtle of greatest strategy RPG of all time. 
Cast in the role of Ramza, a young squire and aspiring knight, you embark on a series of adventures taking 

upwards of 50 hours to complete. Literally dozens of battles await to test your mettle, and it is in no way a 
walkthrough. Despite only playing about 15 hours total (my 50 hr. estimate comes from Waka and the 
import version), it is quite clear that this game is going to be an order of magnitude more difficult than '0 
Vandal Hearts, its nearest contemporary. jn * ü |jf§ "f jlgSS 

The story thus far (in the most general terms, I don’t want to spoil it) has Ramza on a quest to stop 
the ‘Death Corps’ as they sweep across the land of Ivalicè leaving chaos and misëry in their 

ftgk wake. It seems that Ivalice is being torn by class warfare with the nobles on one end 
and commoner on the other, and as members of the Hokuten (a knight’s ■ 

guild comprised mainly of the upper class)^it is their job to help put down 
thjs minor insurrecJJon. What in fact happens is it sets Ramza and co. 

ÈÊP on an adventure that dwarfs all others before it Wj\ 
I The graphics are utterly amazing. Featuring a mix 

‘Living trw to your hwrt / ^ 

« th® svorrfcr's way.. j jjjj 

...tb® Beeatr® way. 
f*I beg jmhjl please help me \ f 

1 5m the Marquis* 



whaFwe need is food and a 

place to sleep, not ïdeasf 

And we need il nowf? 

Wiegraf 

"Vou only see the present 

Vou have to tix the basics? 

tT we pet a ransom for the 

Marqoij üke 6wtw planned. 

we can pet uitta this nntser?. 

iet os Me it. 

Soldier 

‘WH die aityway ^ 

if m f&llew Wügi 
you. Let roe aveege V ¥ 

)mrades' suirder? é 

Prmcess 
er OVC»^ 

of polygonal environments with sprite based characters, this title looks 
beautiful. The game runs at 60 FPS during battles and feature, by far, 
the best hardware-generated music on the PS—you’ll swear it’s 
Redbook, but amazingly, it isn’t. 
The only negative (there just had to be one) would be the rela- 

tively small size of the environments you fight in. It seems that 
in order to keep the game moving at such a high frame rate they 
had to sacrifice the size of areas. Sometimes it affects strategy, 
but overall it’s a minor complaint at this point in the adventure. 

In any event, this game is hot—no question about it. Tm only 
through the first chapter (of four) at this point and l’m having a 

hard time writing this as I want to play some more to see what 
happens next. As this is only a preview Pve barely scratched 
the surface of this intense title. Next month weTl go to 
town on this one. After all, that’s what an FFy-beater 
deserves, doesn’t it? ECM 

ECM 
Better than 

FF VII? 

Playstation 

7y2 jl 
1 i. Oor doty is to destroy the Death Corps. 

2. Saving fiim is oor priority. s I I 
£ \ '•'& t ■ 
1WÊ ■ 
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n 1‘ve always been a big fan of mech combat games: 3D, 20, and everything in 

between. I loved Battletech on Genesis; raved about Mech Warrior on PC; and 

cried tears of jog upon experiencing the might that was Eun Eriffan on 5aturn; 

so to say I had some pretty high expectations for 5ony’s first foray into the 

genre would be an understatement. On top of al! that, it sold about a half mil- 

lion copies in Japan and all the import mags raved about it. As I laid my unwor- 

thy hands on a freshly burned copy, I wondered: “Was this it, the Holy Grail of 

mech games? Would all others before it he rendered impotent in its unrelent- 

ing glory? Would I be left a quivering mass of flesh in its awesome wake?”— 

□h yeah, baby! 

AC is an all-out, hyper-intense mech combat game the likes of which has only 

been hinted at in the feverish dreams of mech-junkies the world over. Dpening 

with some hot CG, it grabs you straight away and doesn’t let go until you’re a 

drained and wasted husk (who needs women when you have games like this?]. 

The graphics rage, the music is atmospheric and the storyline is great. 

Essentially the story takes place in a post-apoc- 

alyptic world with various super-corporations 

running the world [hmm, that’s not too out 

there]. You‘re a memher of a mercenary graup 

known only as the Ravens which will take any joh 

for a price and whose only allegiance is cold hard 

cash. What’s really great is that one mïssion 

you may take a job from one Corporation and the 

next time you’ll take a mission against the one 

that previously hired 

dl of this is 

The graphics 
are utterly 
fantastic!” 

you 

4515 

Past-apacaEyptic 
mayhem! 

conveyed through CG sequences, email and 

various mission objectives. It’s certainly nice 

to see a twist on the usual post-World War 3 

cliché-ridden storyline. 

The graphics are utterly fantastic and unprecedented in the history of the genre— 

even better than accelerated versions of Mech Warrior B on PC. Featuring smouth 3D 

FP5 animation, and solid texture mapping with little to no breakup, it’s a new bench- 

mark for this class of game. Fantastic weapon effects with some hot lighting and 

‘britches hesmirching™’ [on loan from the C. Hambleton collection] details like vapor 

trails on rackets and some amazing energy attacks add to the visual feast. The actu- 

al design of the ‘bots in the game is impressive as well. Featuring a wide variety in 

type—from lowly helper robots to gigantic death machines—all scream quality and 

would be right at home in any mech-based anime. 

The music is an odd mix of atmospheric sounds and some strange pseudo-techno clat- 

ter. It may sound a bit shoddy hut actually adds to the intensity of the game. It builds 

with the onscreen action and gives you that sweaty palm feeling whenever something 

less than desirable is about to occur [like your imminent death, for example]. 

Gameplay is accomplished through strict discipline with the stock P5 pad. The 

□-pad moves the mech forward and back and turns left and right; Standard 3D 

90 Check us out Online at - http://www.gamefan.com 



operating procedure. There is also a boost button which is 

used to fly for brief periods of time and can also be used to jet 

along the ground at high speeds laging waste to all in a high 

velocitg barrage. A button a piece goes to the primary and 

secondary weapon as well as one for the all-important beam 

sword. The shoulder buttons allow strafïng and the other set 

is for looking up and down. Although everything is relatively 

easy to cope with, analog would have been much appreciated 

if only to make the look function simpler to cope with. 

The major gameplay innovation would he the sheer num- 

ber of ways you can configure a mech. By earning money 

through completing various missions, you can buy newer 

and better weapons, body parts, and engines. In fact, by 

the end of the game you could wind up with a mech that 

looks entirely different from the stock unit you started 

Sn you’re having trouble getting 

■through your latent missinn and 

neetl something more in the fïre- 

povvef dept?.r Swing by the shop and 

peruse thêfwares. Then use your ill- 

gottèn gains to purchase that new 

asséult rifle you've had your eyes 

on—and don’t forget the 5lurpee! 

SHOP 

with—and this is the best part of the game. Mg final mech 

had spider-like legs, an entirely different body, and bris- 

tled with firepower—I was a one-man death machine with 

mayhem on my mind [uh, yeah). 

There is also a Vs. mode in which you can play in a number of dif¬ 

ferent arenas against a friends customized mech. While it sounds 

like a great idea in practice, it doesn*t come off as well as I would 

have hoped. The actual action takes place in two small Windows, pre- 

sumably to keep the frame rate up, and the are- - 

nas themselves are pretty lackluster. It would Q £> 

seem to be merely a last minute addition for I 111 

hard core V-Dn fans—nice try, hut na thanks. I 

That about covers it for Armared Care. Any I 

ICREDITS_223CJ 

GARAGE 
flSSEMBlY 

Here’s where $20G/hr 

mechanics wiil place 

that new head or 

other body part on 

your ass-kickin’ 

mech. 

OPTIOUflL PfiRTS 

PERFORrWNCE 

CHARGE COLOR 

EDI7 EHBLEM 

Gon’t forget 

to pay a visit to the' 

paint shop for a new 

coat of paint and possibly your very own emblem. 

Oh. and keep an eye on the mechanics. they’re a 

shifty bunch... 

AC NfittE EMTRY 

Playstation 

to play games...heh) and piek up a copg now. For the rest 

of ya’, well, now is probably the best time to get in on 

some mech-madness, despite that it will spoil you for the 

foreseeahle future. Now give me the sequel! 

ECM 
Heavy metal 
madness! 

R/ BBC 

wx 8800 2 69400C 

XCS-9900 94!>OOC 

""
I j 

f| 
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in For your chance to win. 
Mail to San Francisco Rush Sweepstakes, 5137 Clareton Drive, Suite 210, Agoura Hills, CA 91301. 

Last Name (please print):_First Name:__ 

Street: City/State: Apartment No 

Birth date (mo./date/yr.):_ Daytime Phone No.:_ Evening Phone No.:__ 
1. No purchase necessary. Enter for a chance to win a Grand Prize trip for two (2) to see enchanting San Francisco behind the wheel of a BMW Z-3. To enter: (1) Mail your official entry forrr. found in the December issue of GAMEFAN or (2) on a plain 3"X5" 

card, legibly hand-print your name, address, ZIP code, and birth date, plus daylime and evening phone numbers. Mail your entry or 3'X5" card, with first-class postage affixed, in a hand-addressed envelope to SAN FRANCISCO RUSH SWEEPSTAKES, 
5137 Clareton Drive, Suite 210, Agoura Hills, CA 91301. Limit one entry pierouter mailing envelope. Entries must be postmarked no later than February 26,1998, and received by February 28,1998. Each envelope is considered one entry. No mechanical- 

ly reproduced entries permitted. WDVJAY/GAMEFAN and RPMC, Ine., are not responsible for late, lost, damaged, misdirected, incorrectly addressed. incomplete, illegible. or postage-due mail. MIDWAY/GAMEFA/V will not verify receipt of entries. All entries 
submitted become the sole property of sponsor and will not be returned. 2. Promotion starts December 1, 1997, and ends February 28,1998, at midnight EST. 3. A random drawing will be conducted on or about March 15.1998, in Agoura Hills, California, 
from among all combined eligible entries received by an independent judging organization, RPMC. Ine., whose decisions relating to these matters are final. Winners will be notified by certified mail within fifteen (15) days of their selection. If a selected entrant 
cannot be contacted and confirmed as a winner within ten (10) days of sponsor's initial attempt to contact them, the prize will be forfeited and a new winner may be selected. The odds of winning depend upon the number of eligible entries actually received 
for the drawing. 4. Prizes: One (1) Grand Prize: Trip for two (2) to San Francisco, California, to see the famous sights and attractions behind the wheel of a BMW Z-3. Trip for two consists of: Round-trip coach airfare from the major gateway airport closest 
to Grand Prize winners home to San Francisco, California; 4 days/3 nights first-class hotel accommodations (doublé occupancy); half-day ferry tour to Alcatraz: admission to San Francisco Cable Car Museum and 1o Cyberstation at Pier 39: and dinner for 
two for one evening. ARV ($4,496). Five (5) Second Prizes: Copy of San Francisco Rush Extreme Racing on either N-64 or Playstation. ARV ($350). Ten (10) Third Prizes: A Midway T-shiri. ARV ($100). Prizes will not be awarded to anyone not meeting eli- 
gibility requirements at the time of the drawing. Prizes cannot be assigned, transferred, changed, or redeemed for cash value except for the substitution of the programming for cash. Winner and guest must be able to travel on predetermined dates or the 
prize will be forfeited in its entirety. All meals, insurance, tips, and any other expenses not identified in these rules are responsibility of winner. No substitutions of prizes permitted. 5. Eligibility: Sweepstakes is open to legal residents of the Continental U.S. 
Operators of the BMW Z-3 must be 25 years or older and must show valid proof of insurance. Void where prohibited. The promotion is not open to employees of MIDWAY/GAMEMN and RPMC, Ine., their affiliates and subsidiaries, their agencies and their 
respective agencies, those domiciled with such employees, and members of such employees' immediate families, defined as spouse. parents. children, and siblings. 6. Participants are responsible for complying with these complete OFFICIAL RULES. 7. 
Proof of age, eligibility, and identity must be furnished upon request. Grand Prize winners must sign an affidavit of eligibility and a liability/publicity release that must be returned by the date noted on the affidavit. If the winner is a minor, the winner will be 
required to provide a signed parental/guardian consent in a form provided by the sponsor. Travel companion will also be required to sign liability/publicity release before travel. In the event of noncompliance, if the winner cannot be reached at the address 
on winner's entry, or if the prize notification is returned as unclaimed at the address on winner's entry, or if the prize notifïcation is returned unclaimed or undeliverable. the prize will be forfeited and an alternate winner may be selected. By entering, winner 
grants his/her permission to have his/her name, photograph, and/or likeness used for advertising and promotional purposes without additional compensation, unless prohibited by law. RPMC, Ine., will notify Grand Prize selected entrant by telephone and by 
mail. MIDWAY/GAMEFA/V and RPMC, Ine., their employees, agents, and officers; their advertising, promotional, and public relations agencies and certain other parties specified in the liability release are not responsible for, among other things, any injuries 
or illnesses claimed to be caused by winner's use or acceptance of a prize. All federal, state, and local taxes and duties are the sole responsibility of the winner and all federal, state, and local laws and regulations apply. Claims are subject to verification by 
MIDWAY/GAMEFAN and RPMC, Ine.; all decisions of the independent judging organization are final in all matters relating to this promotion. By participating in this promotion, participants agree to be bound by these Official Rules. All dollar amounts are in 

U.S. dollars. 8. For the names of the winners please send a self-addressod stamped envelope by February 28,1999, to San Francisco Rush Sweepstakes, 5137 Clareton Drive, Suite 210, Agoura Hills, CA 91301. In order to receive a copy of full complete 
OFFICIAL RULES please send a self-addressed stamped envelope by February 28,1998, to San Francisco Rush Sweepstakes Rules, 5137 Clareton Drive, Suite 210, Agoura Hills, CA 91301. Washington and Vermont residents may omit return postage. 

MIDWAY 
San Francisco Rush Extreme Ractng'vi’997 Atari Games Corporation. All ricjhts 
teservec. .- '997 Midway Home Entertainment Ine. Midway is o.,registered vademan* of 
Micway Games Iqc. San Franc.sco Rush Extreme Racing u» «yracemark cf Atari Games 
Corporation. Distributed by Midway Home Entertainment Ine. under license. Nintendo. 
Nintendo 64 and the 3-C loge are trademarks of Nintendo of America Ine. ‘*71997 
Nintendo of America Ine. PlayStation and the PlayStaticn logos are trademarks cf Sony 
Computer Entertainment' h*r. 5414-97 
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Don't laugh. You just might wet yours when you see the in-your-face 

3D effects the Chequemate C-3D" Imaging System adds to your video j *;*| • ïïïP 

games. Connect C-3D to your TV and game System, and BAM!—images ___3üi 

explode out of the screen while awesome visual depth sucks you right 

into the game's environment. Best of all, C-3D works on any video signal 

from any source*—so if you can see it on TV, you can see it in 3D. Think _ __ 

you're ready for something this wild? Call 1-800-889-9791 forthe 

C-3D dealer nearest you. And teil 'em the big bad wolf sent you. imaging iv stem 

© 1997 Chequemate International. All rights reserved. Visit: www.c-3d.com *C-3D is not compatible with averaging line doublers or LCD projectors. CHEQUEMATE***. 



mired in some tragic pre- 

alpha state. The camera sys- 

tem is probably the most 

finalizéd feature in the game, JmimUmmmmUmmmmmifmmtm K 

and even that tends to glitch out and go off-track. The tex- 

tures are beyond rough, the enemies are so poorly designed 

it’s not even funny (then why was I laughing?), and the frame 

rate is simply crippling to the eyes. 

Strong points? Mmn...there,s some cool weapons. The 

Venom Sword has a nice green striking blur when you swing it, 

and the Silver Sword is, well, silver. Your character has some 

incredible (uh, yeah) combos now too. Simply hold either 

towards, left, or right, and start pressing that single attack but¬ 

ton over and over. Look, a big ol* 3-hit “combo” for your skill- 

■ usually approach an 

■ Update with two goals in 

I mind: Discuss recent 

wiBTfj changes or improvements to 

the gameplay, and explore possible 

future additions. Naturally we also 

strive to bring you the best shots 

with all the latest eye candy. With 

these theories in mind, I present to 

you Eidos’ Deathtrap Dungeon... a 

game in desperate need of help. IVe 

tried my best to find solid, enjoyable 

gameplay in this latest version. IVe 

failed. And the cool shots you see on 

this page? A miracle. I pray that Eidos ful efforts! Wow, now that’s technique. On the plus side, I did- 

has some kind of emergency plan for n’t mind the puzzle elements of the Circus level, with its 

DD, because its scheduled December switches, portals, and traps. Too bad it’s so hard to control the 

release seems impossible at this point. game, look at the game, and, in effect, enjoy the game. 

Well, I suppose it’s not impossible. We could somehow lf somebody seriously operates on Deathtrap Dungeon, and 

receive an amazingly playable final version next month with weVe talkin’ a talented team of surgeons (Core, perhaps?), and 

stupendous graphics and an awesome frame rate... yeah, ifthey make it a little closer to the book series (lose the guns!), 

maybe if every AM team, Namco, Square, and Konami got there’s still the potential for an excellent 3D walk-about hack- 

together and tweaked Deathtrap Dungeon for a month or two. ’n-slasher. It’ll never be a Nightmare Creatures, mind you, but 

At this point, so close to DD’s release, the game looks like it’s it’s gotta be better than this. G 

GLITCH 
One broken 
game in des¬ 
perate need 
of hard-Core 
help! Now! 
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MAKI is proud to introducé a new 
line of gift-bundles for this 
Holiday Season! 

limited a 

International 
Professional Video Game Accessories for all the major Platforms. 
P.O.Box 399, Sun Valley, California 91353-0399, U.S.A. 
WEB PAGE: http://www.nakiusa.com 
e-mail: nakiusa@nakiusa.com 
phone: (818)252-0722 / (800)626-6254 (NAKI) 
fax: (818)252-0723 

Cl is a registered Trade Mark of NAKI INTERNATIONAL SEGA®SATURN™ is a registered Trade Mark of SEGA® Enterprises Ltd. PLAYSTATION™ is a 
ie company/ies mentioned herein. © 1997 NAKI International All Rij-hts Reserved. 
ctual Packaging Design and Colors May Vary. 

registered Trade Mark of SONY® Computer Entertainment. This is a NAKI product, it is not endorsed, manufactured and/or distributed 
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• Judqe Dredd • , \ £1 * 

GRGMLIN INTGRACTIVG • GUN GAMG • TBA 

You are the law. Take to the streets 
of Mega City One and wipe out the 
criminal scum that litter the streets 
in the 22nd century. Take on former 
Tek-Judge Royston 
Bean as he makes 
a play for control 
of the city and the 
Halls of Justice. 
Taking gun games 
blazing into the 
realm of licensed 
properties, 
Gremlin’s latest 
features an amaz- 
ing 3D engine for intense on-rails 
shooting action. Lock and load your 

choice of light guns and prepare to 
level all that are foolish enough to 
stand in you path. Featuring smooth, 
motion captured movement, we’re 

itchin’ to bringya 
'i more on this hot 
I lookin’ con- 

tender from 
across the pond. 
After you get done 
with Time Crisis you 
may want to get 
pumped for the next 

pre. pi au in line - my trigger 
finger is spasming 

just thinking about it. Oh, and the 

helmet always stays on. 

V- 

• Bloodq Roar / Bcastorizcr 
RAIZING/SCGA • FIGHTING • FGB. 

The game with multiple names has finally received an official U.S. release date: 
February *98, is the tentative date for this hot title from shooter gods Raizing and 
SCEA. This super-hot fighter features lycanthropic fighters battling it out with 
super-smooth 60 FPS action in fully 3D arenas. Each character can transform into 
a were-beast on the fly after filling up his or her power meter. It makes for some 
intensely strategie, graphically intense fighting. It’s sorta like Fighting Vipers 
meets Tekken with more intense visuals. Based on what we’ve seen of the amaz- 
ing import, Sony would be well advised to leave most, if not all of it intact. We 
look forward to blowing this game out next month (import) and then we’ll be back 

with the definitive U.S. 

-3 review in the coming 
months. With games like 
this, the usual post- 
Christmas void is going 
to be quite full. Oh, and 
please deep-six the 
name Beastorizer...urgh. 

Check us out Online at - http://www.gamefan.com 96 
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OBSERVATION 

For more GEX product and contest info, visit our website at www.crystald.com 
"”1 Crystal Dynamics, the Crystal Dynamics logo, GEX, and the GEX character are trademarks of Crystal ifpamics,; 

PQ © 1997 Crystal Dynamics. All rights reserved. Call |-800-771-3772 for Game Rating Information. 

CD-ROM Playstation and the Playstation logo are trademarkslbf Sony Computer Entertainment Ine. HBO is a regetered | 
service mark of Time Warner Entertainment Compaiy, L.R 

Playstation 

GEX is juiced with over 1 

uniq ue moves and 3,400 

frarr ies of fluid cha racter 



COM\NG SOOM. PLAYSTATION 

GREMLININTG 

Ever get that burning urge to take 
one of your old RC cars from when 
you were younger and race them 
around some really hot environs? 
Yeah, me too. And in comes 
Gremlin’s latest to provide us with 
all the thrills of competitive RC car 
racing. Featuringsome interesting 
locales in which to race, Buggy 
looks to be a pretty hot contender 
in the (very) crowded racing genre. 
Featuring some hot real-time 

1! 
* 

; jpR 

lighting effects and 3D modeled 
cars, this one has all the makings 
of a good, solid game. We’ll dig 
into Buggy more heavily in the 
coming months—it’s due in the UK 
any day now, and should hit here 
as soon as Gremlin can find a US 
publisher for it—no worries on 
that score. 

ACTIVl! 

Twisted Metal meets Interstate 76 in 
an unholy union! In this pseudo-pre- 
quel to Interstate 76, the big PC 
smash, comes the entirely arcade-ori- 
ented version for the PS: Vigilante 8. 
Take a ride in one of twelve fully 
loaded, V8-powered cars as you tear 
around the Southwest looking to put 
the big hurt on rival gangs. Featuring 
multiple play modes, including split 
screen for two player action, you rip 
across multiple huge 3D environ¬ 
ments with real-time reflection-map- 
ping, and of course the now obligato- 
ry lens flares. Cool, real-time cut 
scenes round out a pretty tight pack- 
age. Oh, and of course the rockin’ 
funk tunes which no ’70S-themed 
game should be with out. Looks like 
it has what it takes to storm the 
extremely crowded PS racing club, 
and we look forward to some seven- 
ties-intense nostalgia—where are my 
bell bottoms and lava lamp? 

Player 1 

Alien Rcsurrection 
FOX/ARGONAUT • ACTION/ADVGNTURG • TBA 

Can this game help revive the once mighty Alien name? Or will it be yet anoth- 
er example of Alien 3~\\\s (the movie NOT the game)? From the looks of things 
at this early stage it has all the makings of a movie game tour-de-force! Taking 
the good ol’ Tomb Raider 3rd-person perspective and chucking it headlong into 
a more action-oriented adventure, we can’t wait to sink our teeth into a final 
version. Choose one of five characters and go bullet to claw with the horrific 

aliens from the latest film. 
Developed by Argonaut 
Software of Starfox and Croc 

v ^ fame, this one promises to be 
k * ® an intense shoot-’em-up with 

f ' \ all the insanity of the movie. 13 
levels (unlucky for you) promise 

^ that this one ain’t gonna be an 

\ C j easy tour o’ duty, but remem- 
* ' ber: in space, no one can hear 

/i' £ you scream... 
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NINTENDO.64 

Au F1 sim»l«|jS» 
with no equal! 

- GameFan Nlagaime 

..excegtional frames 
ainmaiion... 

- EGIM a 

NINTENDO.64 

16 Tracks, 22 Drivers, 11 cars... 
Pure Pulse-Pounding Formula One Action! 

Ubi Soft www.ubisofi.com 
CONTENT RATEDBY 
ESR B ©1997 Ubi Soft Entertainment. All rights reserved. An official product of FIA Formula One World Champïonship licensed by Formulo One Administration Limited. 
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When you think of San Francisco, you inevitably imagine the Golden Gate 
Bridge, Alcatraz, illegal narcotics, free love, cool ramped downhill 
streets with a Gran Tarino weaving past trundling trams, Mamma Cass 

choking down a ham sandwich (’cept that was in London) and pan handlers smelling like cabbage. However, on the three occa¬ 
sions l’ve visited the City by the Bay, my car has never lifted off the ground and spun uncontrollably through the densely populat- 
ed streets and burst into flames. Strange supernatural forces are at work, my friends, and coupled with seismic tremors causing a 
rupture in the Earth’s gravitational pull, the results are akin to driving on the Moon; half the gravity, enabling odd, almost weight- 
less jumping from every ramp. This is the San Francisco of Midway’s SF Rush, and you’ll either fall into adoration with these com- 
pletely unrealistic antics completely, or howl in annoyed anguish at the transparent uncontrollability of it all... 

I suppose it’s all the fault of those crusty Atari programmers that Midway drafted in to help out the usual array of Midway staff. 
I for one, am glad that these wizened Atari folk got to fiddle with a video game after crafting the stellar Hard Drivin’. Yes, Hard 
Drivin had a horribly jerky frame rate that never even approached the teens and blocks on wheels that you had to pretend were 
cars, but you could catch some ‘wicked air’, and once you tired of the sheer lack of realism, there was that cow to plough down!! 
Well, sadly the cow’s been put out to pasture for Rush, and the graphics have been improved considerably, but the game physics 

are still exactly the sameü Yes, that’s rightü They’re totally unrealistic! 
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That’s not to say, however, that the game isn’t fun. 
It is thoroughly enjoyable launching your car into the 
stratosphere and watching it tumble into a fiery heap. Sure, 
the slightest thumb twitch sends your car somersaulting, but 
that’s what Rush is all about! The two player mode is fraught 
and frantic, the CPU controlled drivers sideswipe you con- 
stantly, and the graphics are nowhere near the quality of the 
arcade, but you still keep coming back for more, simply 
because the game’s rather jolly to play. At least, until the 
uncontrollability of it all sends you over the edge and into 
Crusin’ USA territory... Then (after around twenty hours play), 
you’ll be unable to take the game seriously, and the fun factor 
takes a back seat to the general annoyance at being unable to 
control your ‘craft’. The stress kicks in, you’ll shake your car- 
tridge until it rattles and you’ll plug in Top Gear Rally instead. 
Especially after you consider that the game’s ‘physics’ is the 
best feature. I’ve not even started on the aural abortion that 
professes to be the ‘music*. 

No game should have sound quite as appalling as this. It 
really defies all bounds of taste, logic and shame, and espe¬ 
cially lodges in your gullet as the laughable ‘CD player’ 
option is in there, thus enabling you to choose your favorite 
2bit 3 channel ‘tune’. Trust me; turn the music off immediate- 
ly and NEVER listen to it. You’ll thank me if you knew just 
what Midway ‘managed’ to ‘create’ with their bon tempi synth 
and a couple of coconuts. It’s as if Midway miniaturized 
Spencer Neilson (the deviant responsible for the US Sonic CD 
threnody) and sent him to rattle a few spoons inside your car- 
tridge. Congratulations to the SF Rush programmers; you’ve 
won the coveted Hambleton “Worst Music in Video Game 
History” award! Collect your Best ofYanni from the GF 

offices at your earliest convenience. 

■MN 

Bottom line: Thousands of times betterthan Shamblin’ 
USA, good and intense fun marred by fanciful game physics that 
you’ll either love or hate, sound so bad it’s shocking and a ‘sub- 
game’ too tedious to complete. I’d try out the game, as GameFan is 
evenly split between editors who love and loathe the airborne drift- 
ing car action present here. Decide for yourself if this appeals, as 
it’s definitely worth a closer inspection. Less San Francisco Rush 
and more of a San Francisco Floaty Car Tumble. CH 

In an attempt to lengthen this game’s appeal, there’s a total of 45 igni- 

tion keys to locate throughout the six stages. Find every key in the 

stage and you’re presented with two shiny new motors. Locate all the 

keys and a new track appears. Sound like fun? Yeah, that’s what we 

thought... What could have been an amusing way to prolong the longevi- 

ty has been turned into a stressful and then downright tedious experi- 

ence. The reason? The keys are too well hidden. Yeah, I don’t mind hit- 

Jing a grassy ramp at exactly 120 mph on exactly the correct trajectory 

suspended high in the sky. What I do object to is accidentally 

lÉMsceilf through what looks to be a solid wall and finding a key 

like scouring every single inch of all six tracks? 

you find... the keys could be anywhere... and 

mg with my gaming time. So I gave up. 

Get the Kevs... 
(if you have the patience) 

online at - http://www.gamefan.com 101 



lApn 

twitchïng hulk of 
wicibucu meien mal wad the Amige, Titus 

has weathered the machine’s death exception- 
ally well, and are now sailing back into the 
choppy waters of console software publishing 
with a stunning new Nintendo 64 racing title. 
And yes, yet again it has tallen on the bony 
shoulders of Chief “N64 racing” Hambleton to 
bring you gaming fiends right up to speed with 
this addition to the increasingly sprawling 
Nintendo 64 driving game library. If a game’s 
got fast cars and blurry ground textures, you 
can bet ya sweet ass that the ol’ prospector’ll 
be in the driving seat! 

I’d seen Automobili Lamborghini in semi- 
playable form at E3, and while I was struck with 
the increasingly prettier graphics on show, the 
lack of anything approaching gameplay ruined 
my enjoyment (I instead fondled the reaMife 
Lamborghini which was also present at the 
Titus booth). Thankfully, the final release has 
gone through some pretty major track rehauling 
with six winding thoroughfares available for 
perusal. What strikes you first however, are the 
graphics. During the first ten minutes of gam¬ 
ing wonder on the premiere track, you’ll be 

agape in shock 
at the sheer arcade quality 

the graphics on show here. We’re 
Sistine Chapel of the video gaming 

detailed cars, and excellently 
texture-mapped trackside detail and buildings 
combine to present gob-smackingly exciting 
evidence of the kind of graphical power that can 
be unlocked in a Nintendo 64. 

However, when you’ve halted your gaping 
and blubbering at all those polygons shifting 
about at mind-boggling rates, you’re struck by 

how bland 
the rest of the cours- 

es look. Yep, there’s a spectac- 
ular castle turret to drive by, some rather 

pleasant lens flares and a couple of ramps to 
fly over, but in all honesty, the cartridge format 
has limited the number and variation of 
scenery, leading to racers zipping by the same 
country cottage three times in one lap. And 
the scenic limitation doesn’t end there, either. 
There may be six different courses, but the last 
three tracks use the same scenery as the first 
three areas, meaning you’re likely to be see- 
ing that country cottage many more times as 
you race the ‘remix’ version of the first three 
courses. Of course, the tracks are different, 
but the scenery is all too familiar... 

&t *a the ‘Pita!! 
LAP I 

2 16—■ 

RANK 
6/6 , A really cool feature of Automobili C / Q ■ 

Lamborghini 64 s courses are the pit 

stops. Okay, you may have seen 

them before in a racing game, but 

Titus has seriously tried something ^ ’ 

different here. Shred your tires after ^ 

a particularly satisfying doughnut , 

session, and youVe warned to make V...&T ^ Tl! . ^ -Mm 

a pit-stop. Zip in, and instead of %' 4 ^ 

drumming your fingers for 20 sec- M LF af 

onds, you must choose the amount rV T\. , 

of fuel to receive, and waggle your _‘ _'' ** f 

3D stick furiously when the tires change. This turns into a Track and Field style sub-game, 

with particularly delirious back-and-forth wiggling resulting in a shorter time absent from 

the race. Of course, if you hate pit-stops, you can always turn them off... 
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— other cars present. However, in the game’s 
defense, those drone motors sure know how to 
play dirty; they’ll sway, tail-gate and generally 
weave into you at any given opportunity, thus 
leading to a swift loss of control and an alter- 
cation with a barrier. You’ll also be pleased to 
learn that those cunning enemies try different 
tactics every time you race, so you never know 
when they’ll try something underhand... 

Controlling the action is certainly easy 
enough, but for me, it never convincingly 
attempted to emulate the reai intenseness of 
wrenching a $250,000 genital-enhancer around 
a highway. Put simply, this is a left-right racing 
game; there’s no friction between you and the 
car until you yank the 3D stick to its fuilest 
extent (and then the car power-slides uncontrol- 
iabiy), meaning that once you’ve iearned the 
racing line, it just becomes a matter of memo- 
rizing the track iayout, flicking left and right at 
the appropriate moments and hoping you don’t 
receive a sideswiping. Click onto the ‘novice’ 
setting and you’li have this game iicked in two 
hours. Flip the difficulty to ‘expert,’ and sud- 
denly the previously controliable cars spin hor- 
ribly when even the simplest powerslide is 
attempted. The game turns into a fraught 
thumb-waggling war of attrition that reaiiy tests 
you, but the secrets unlocked are more than 
worth the days of agonïzing gamepiay. 

As with every other Nintendo game not pro- 
duced in a small hamlet in the middie of 
England, the sound is sub-standard. Nowhere 
near the appalling level of San Francisco 
Rush, but with one ‘techno’ tune throughout 
the entire game (save for the winning and intro 
songs), and bad enough to turn waaaay down 
after half an hour’s play and waaaay off soon 
after that. This doesn’t bother me (I just boot 
up my Playstation, switch my audio speakers 
and slap in some Crystal Method while l’m rac¬ 
ing), especially as the other sound effects are 
pretty cool (like the whirr of the auto-wrenches 
in the pits, for example). 

Automobili Lamborghini is by no means a bad 
game, but there’s an initiai iack of variety in cars 
(“You want your Diablo in magenta or puce, 
sir?”), and some pretty bad ‘fog’ effects going 
on in the ‘town’ courses (that famous mystical 
barbecue that piagued MRC is back with a 
vengeance) halted my enjoyment somewhat. 
That’s not to say I hated this game (far from it, in 
fact), it’s just that Automobili Lamborghini 64 is 
a little... bland. It lacks the longevity of Rush, 
and aithough the beautiful graphics keep beck- 
oning you back for more (aiong with a decent 
two player mode and a cooi pit-stop), the Iack of 
excitement in course design halted my excur- 
sion into high-end sports car racing. Driving 
buffs should try (or rent) before they buy. CH 

You’ll also notice a Iack of enemy drone cars 
to weave through. Yep, instead of the 12 Stan¬ 
dard cars present in any other self-respecting 
racing game, you’ve only got five other CPU 
controiled gentlemen to race against. 
Obviously our Lamborghini (and Viper)-owning 
friends are less wiliing to burn highly expen- 
sive italian rubber than their Ridge Racing 
counterparts... Another reason may be the 
siowdown. From the usual 30 fps that this 
game runs at, you’li wince when the juddering 
siowdown occurs; usually when two or more 
other cars are vying for position. It iooks like 
this 64-bit powerhouse was tested to the graph- 
icai limits here, especially when you race the 
final track and notice siowdown without any 

öcuf “SWuIti [ilciyefi 

While playing a great two-player game (albeit with some pop-up issues and a Iack 

of detail), this game tries very hard to deliver the much-touted four-player excitement 

present in previous Nintendo games. Firstly, find a television big enough to allow you 

—...-..—-- to view the four minute boxes 

I —BL . j... ~ on display here. Next,choose 

j j q 3/4 your Lamborghini and rev at 

. ' the starting grid. Then, you’re 

* . offü At least, I think that’s 

77 what happened, but every- 

^ ~ ffa thing moved at such a slow 

rate for the first ten seconds 
LAP that we thought the game had 
1/6 "4/4 stalled. four player *-■■■■■—--' 

Automobili Lamborghini isn’t that great, as the actual game graphics are cut down to the 

point of eye-squinting insanity, and the game chugs alarmingly (“Hey, are these Pintos 

in a Lamborghini shell that l’m driving here?!”). My so-called editor friends left me 

halfway through the race, remarking (rather unkindly) on the flaws present here. I’ll 

be more tactful; do not purchase this game for the four-player option. 

RANK 
6/6 

coo 

CHIEF fJ 
HAMBLETON 
Ooooo... pretty 
graphics... now 
where’s my 
gamepiay? %J 

LAP 
1/6 3/4 

é 
// 

WL r: égm 
ïta mph 

LAP 
1/6 

-- 

ai 
am 

tl* MPH 
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Ihave faith in Lobotomy 

(after Duke Nukem 3D and 

PowerSlave who doesn’t?) 

but I must admit, even I had 

doubts about their abitity to -5 

port Quake to Saturn. Trying 

to fit Quake into a Saturn is 

Uke trying to fit Doom into a . * £ 
SNES - and you know how that turned out! i \ PAULMOD! 

I was convinced that Lobotomy had bitten s 4 

off more than they could chew this time. I 

was convinced that, no matter how good a job they did, Quake would 

loose so much in the transfer that it would compromise the integrity of the 

experience. I was wrong. 

As a conversion Quake exceeds all expectations. The game may not run quite 

as smooth as Duke Nukem3D, the enemies may not be as detailed as the PC 

original, and some of the level layouts may have undergone minor surgery, but 

otherwise this is a remarkably authentic reproduction of the PC original right 

down to the ability to rocket jump and instigate monster vs monster fights. 

Lobotomy have succeeded against all odds in bringing the single player Quake 
experience to the Saturn intact, and despite what you may have heard else- 

where, that’s good news for corridor fans. 

Lets just dispel a certain myth right now: Quake 

is NOT a bad single player game. It may not be 

quite as compelling as Duke Nukem 3D fö. ^ ” 

but what it lacks in depth and interac- 

tivity (there isn’t even an open door •'"Tjjj C;-;:. ^ ^ 

button) it more than makes up for in 

action and atmosphere. Offset by ___ 

PAULMODI 

PAULMOUI 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 



Trent Reznor’s ambient 
soundtrack, Quake’s awe- 
some medieval/industrial 
environments provide the 
perfect background for a non- 
stop festival of carnage that 
takes the basic gameplay of 
Doom and blasts it into the 
third dimension. Quake is 

visceral, kinetic, brutal, and 
above all, totally compelling. 

Interestingly, the pace of 

the gameplay on console is 
slightly different 

to the PC ver¬ 
sion. Because 

you are using a 
joypad (as 

opposed to the 

PAULMDDI SEGA SATURN 

hk. X love the *nell 
of fresh fhoroWer 
Beat iB the morruBg) 

superior mouse/keyboard PC £5**2* 
setup) and because you cannot 

save during a level, you tend to be 
much more cautious. That single 
health pack you left back at the 
start of the stage suddenly 
becomes worth the trip... 
Quake Saturn is a technological 

marvel. Lobotomy have pulled out 
the stops to bring this baby home 
and the end result is nothing short of stunning. My only real complaint (and you’re going 
to hear this everywhere you go) is that the game has no multi-player mode. I’ve been 
saying this since the beginning, but without deathmatch Quake loses 90% of it’s appeal. 
It’s still a great game, but as a single player quest I just don’t think it’s a better purchase 
than Duke Nukem 3D. Still, if you have the money for both I do recommend you check it 
out. Lobotomy have single handedly turned the Saturn from a ‘corridor free zone’ into a 
‘corridor-rich environment’. If I were Sega l’d be doing everything in my power right now 

to keep Lobotomy very, very happy. K 

KNIGHTMARE 
Quake. .on..Saturn..do- 
es..not..compute..bzzzt 

..error..error.. «BOOM!* 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 



IIXïIM) of ggft GOBBOS 

It seems that the 3D action/adventure/platform genre has been growing like wildfire 
everywhere but on the poor old Saturn. Perhaps most developers are simply afraid 
(or lack the resources) to tackle the daunting task of creating an engine robust and 

clever enough to handle a free roaming 3D environment on Saturn. But long time 
European 3D pioneers flrgonaut took on this challenge and produced Croc for both Saturn 
and PS (See Vol.5 Issue 10 for The Guvnor’s take on the PS edition). 

Like its Playstation cousin (which incidentally started its development life after the 
Saturn version), the game opens with a great little real time intro showing baby Croc as 
he is discovered by the Gobbos and taken under their care. Ril is well until the gigan- 
tic and scary Baron Dante crashes the scene and spirits away a number of frightened 
little Gobbos. Now fully grown, Croc embarks on a magical journey to release his furry 
friends from their cages and restore peace to Gobbo Land. You know, it’s your typical 
game reality. 
Surely by now, people have come to expect the Saturn hardware to surprise on occasion, 

and it does so here in great form with Croc. It easily holds its own against the PS ver¬ 
sion, suffering just slightly in texture res and subtlety of shading. flrgonaut’s 3D Saturn 
engine is clean, fast, and smooth, rendering the little mini environments and characters 
with aplomb. No complaints in the graphics department. 

fis you begin playing and moving Croc around in the nicely designed world, you’ll 
undoubtedly fall in love with the little guy. He’s so cute! He’s got his little backpack on 

and as he runs his little 
butt goes back and forth 
and it’s just so dam cute I don’t know what to do. Then a 
slight problem rears its head. Croc has what Knightmare likes 
to call '"corridor control”, meaning that when you press right 
on the control pad, Croc doesn’t run to the right (a la Mario 
64). Instead, he turns in place and pressing up makes him run 
forward. There’s nothing really wrong with this control 
method, but it makes platform jumping a slightly nerve racking 
experience at times for it’s often difficult to teil exactly which 
way Croc is going to run when you press up. You get used to 
it, but it forces you to play more carefully than what feels nat- 
ural whenever the camera isn’t directly behind your character. 
But beyond this slight hiccup (and the enemy’s annoying habit 

of regenerating seconds after you kill them), Croc is all 
gravy. The levels are well designed, the graphics and 
boss encounters are excellent, and the insanely 
happy, high quality tunes will ring through your 

head for hours. Croc is a game that simply 
screams to be loved. You won’t find any- 
thing else like it on Saturn. SD 

in 

09. 
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SUBSTANCE D 
Croc is a cute’s cute! 
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R E A D Y T O W E A R 
For the Playstation'" game consol 

" RealityQuesf'sTheClove... 
will change the wayyou 
ploygames. " 

- GamePro 
July 1997 

" The Glove does 

give the dedicated 

gamer a competitive 

control advantage." 

" The coveted Glove 
is a truly revolutionary 
controller." 

- PSM 
October 1997 

E 

License Pending 

- Ultra 
GamePlayers 
July 1997 

100% Compatible 

with the Standard 

Controller for the 

Playstation™ 

Game Console 

Digital, Analog, and 

Simulated Analog 

Modes 

Plug 'n Play 

+ho VIDEO GAME CONTROL 

REALITY QUESTtm 

For more Information and availability, check out 

http://www.theglove.com 
^^2- and Reality Quest are trademarks of 

Reality Quest Corporation. 
Licensed by Sony Computer Entertainment America for use with the Playstation game console. 

Playstation and the Playstation logo are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Ine. 



Imust admit, I was a little disappoint- 
ed when I learned that Sonic Team's 
last Saturn project wouldn't be a 

NiGHTS or Sonic sequel. Burning 
Rangers sounded like a cool enough 
concept, but I was really hoping for the 
return of my two favorite Sonic Team 
characters. But hey, that was before I 
actually played Burning Ranger. Now 
that l've had a chance to get a feel for 
the game, Tm looking forward to it 
even more than I would a new NiGHTS 
or Sonic. Yuji Naka's done it again! 

and extinguish fires. 
I believe there is a / i iflk 
common thread r . W 
linking all the 1 — 7* * 
locations, but * 
don't quote me. This bèta contained 
only the first location—The Energy 
Plant—but it was enough to get a feel | 

for what Yuji Naka and his J 
team are aiming at. 

Control of the Rangers is a ! 
lot like the 'children' section ^ 

of NiGHTS, with the d-pad or -éÊ 
analog cup controlling the direc- | 

tion of your character and the L and 
R shoulder buttons rotating the camera. 

Both Rangers can doublé jump to 
extreme heights (and glide for short 
distances by holding down the jump 
button) and there are also some ter- 
tiary moves to master, like strafe 
jumps and mid air flips. Even at this 

earlY stage (30% complete) the control 
feels incredibly intuitive, and it makes jj 

playing the game an absolute joy. 
The levels are broken down into a string of WBB 

multi-story rooms and corridors, divided up by ^ 
interlocking doors and elevators. As you might 
imagine, the fire has dramatically re-structured 

IBEWÊLOPEB■ SEGA | |#DFPLflYEBS -1 KNIGHT/WARE 
Yuji Naka 
is Sega’s 
Miyamoto! ^ 

SEGA SATURN 
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are different kinds of 

ears open. Occasionally, you will hear a 
whooshing sound, indicating that a back draft 

is about to explode nearby. This often hap- 
-o) pens as you go to collect items and requires 
\ emergency evasive maneuvers! Jump! 

expect from Sega's black box (the lighting is particularly impressive) and although this ver¬ 
sion didn't feature any music, you can bet it will be up to Sonic Team's usual high standards, 
Just writing this is making me itch for another game, and that's always a good sign. We'll 
be back with more info the moment we get it. K 
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Tecmo’s Dead orAlive has received its fair share of notoriety. First, the game was unique in its original arcade 

guise as the one and only non-Sega game to use the vaunted Model 2 board, a move which put DoA squarely 

in the linie light. And as if that didn’t bring enough attention to the project, Tecmo went and gave the female 

characters these massive, bouncing breasts, much to the delight of a fair number of players I would imagine. Sexist? 

Maybe. Of course, no such claims could be leveled if the male characters had their own little bounce, but ril just 
leave that well alone. 

Like it’s arcade counterpart, Saturn DoA profits from Sega technologies. In this case, it’s none other than the incredible l/F2 

engine. With that alone, DoA is as nice looking as anything else on the system. You simply cannot beat hi-res, 60 fps for sheer 

visual impact. Sure, the backgrounds are 2D, but they’re drawn with enough skill as to sufficiently compensate for this slight 

graphical compromise. In short, a beautiful game. And I appreciate Tecmo’s contribution of well designed textures and fantas- 

tic movement to truly bring the engine to its appreciable climax. 

A bunch of cool little ideas are sprinkled throughout the somewhat VFV 

(Virtua Fighter/Fighting Viper) three button style play. By relegating block to 

the comfy “hold back” method, a counter button is added in place of the Guard 

in the GPK button configuration. Whenever you see the beginning of an oppo- 

nent’s attack, you can counter it and give a quick hit back. Some counters also 

lead into throws and even grapple combos with certain characters. Then you’ve 

got your explosive rings instead of ring outs and hey, you’ve got a fairly different 

feeling game. 

And now for the moment some of you have been waiting for... the breasts. Mammary 

enthusiasts of the arcade version will be pleased to hear that the bouncing bundles 

of joy are fully intact here. It’s a great little bit of physics actually. And if you want to 

enjoy the game itself without the potentially offensive (but harmless, I think) move- 

ments, you can turn the bounce off in the options screen. That’s fair, isn’t it? 

DoA is set for a stateside release in January to coincide with the forthcoming PS ver¬ 

sion (yes, we’ll finally get to see what Model 2 could like on Sony’s little gray 

machine). This preview was based on a complete Japanese version, and I doubt 

there’ll be any changes at all made to the game in its period of hibernation. 

Nonetheless, we’ll return with a full-on GF review once it’s set for release. But 

in case you can’t teil, I like it! Don’t change a thing Tecmo. SD 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 112 
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Respect on the side to Tecmo for endowing the characters with a great 

number of costumes. Some have up to nine different outfits! 

RQUMQ 

Knock the opponent down onto this the energy 

grid and watch as their body is blasted upward, 

prone to a bundubar juggle session! 

SUBSTANCE D 
In case you were 
wondering, the 
bounce is in. 

SEGA SATURN 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 
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JOE 
KIDD 

JOE KIDD 

0' 

Iright, alright, I admit it, ,, 
Somebody opened a can of 
whoopass when I wasn't look- 
and sprayed it all over my 

NFL predictions, Somebody told me 
Emmitt only had 2 touchdowns 3/4s 

way through the NFL sea¬ 
son, ,, get outta here,,, Barry 
Switzer just said they were ready 
to make a run at the 
Championships, yes,,, even at 5- 
5,,, uh, Barry? Can you leave the 

door open for Mr, Seifert on your way out? Ok, so 
my prediction of the Boyz in Big D takin' the Super 
Bowl this year hasn't exactly been accurate, So I 
wasn't exactly on the money, when I said Cal's once 
beloved coach Mariucci came out way too early, Ok, 
so the Raiders weren't exactly the surprise team of 
the AFC,,, now you know why I couldn't wait til 
hoops seasonl I'll teil you one thing though, when 
I play GameDay, Madden, QBC and all the rest next 
year, Napolean Kaufman will be my man! 
Representin' the Pac-10 with authorityl Oh how the 
mighty have fallen,,, the Pack got a little satiat- 
ed, Brett made one too many commercial, and Reggie 
conducted too few sermons to save the posse in 
Wisconsin. Now mere mortals, the like of 
Indianapolis march over the green and yellow, The 
only question that seems to remain, is who can stop 
the Niners, and if it's Denver stepping to the plate, 
how many yards will 1 (Garrison Hearst) and IA 
(Terry Kirby) run up on the Bronc's? Was I wrong 
about Kordell though? Slash came out to a slow 
start, but started tearin' and wearin' guys down, on 
the ground, in the air, down the sidelines, up the 
middle,, • the man is All-Everything, 

Tis the time for basketball though, Barkley's 
huckin' punks through Windows,,, Rodman argues 
about his contract all season, then 3 games into it 
he says he's lost his enthusiasm,, • Garnett is prov- 
ing to be worth the big dollars, makin' everybody 
his beotch, •, Lakers are lookin' dope,,, people are 
getting shot over whether or not Iverson's the best 
point man in the NBA,,, Tarpley makes a cameo by 
burning a lady with an iron (after partying with 
Bam Morris no doubt), • • Tim Duncan is doing his best 
Mt, Mutombo impression, by sending shots back by the 
handful,,, MJ’s gettin' worked by the likes of the 
Celtics,,, Penny? Injured again,,, Webber? Injured 
again,,, Barkley? Injured again,,, Fantasy bas¬ 
ketball GM's are heard slapping their foreheads col- 
lectively across the nation. •, and the Warriors are 
sure to send Sprewell and Joe Smith packing in an 
effort to be the most ridiculed franchise in NBA 
history, 

That's life in sports as I see it, Bundle up for 
Nagano, 

Joe Kidd can be reached for questions or conments at; 

rlee@zietropolisciedia'Coci 
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THE JACQUES ECM 
ROOKIE STRAP 

Sega has found some- 
thing in NBA Action 

. with the most solid 
gameplay oi any bas¬ 
ketball game to ever 

hit the Saturn. Players are a lit¬ 
tle chunky. (compared to PSX 
counterpart NBA Fastbreak) but it 
adds to the physicality of the 
game. Great transition game, as 
well as nice low post action. 

g c EBBE [SKI 
7 8 8 5 9 |PO| 

NBA Action 

Sega 
Sega Saturn 

Finally a good hoop 
title, for the Saturn! 
Oeveiopers, VisuallL A 
Concepts. have deliv-BBk'dfEil 
ered Sega one of the most enjoyable 
basketball games, of the season. 
Solid graphics and sound compli¬ 
ment the tight control and deep stat 
tracking. A fresh start for Sega 
Sports. 

G C P M 0 PC 
78879 00 

A ground breaking 
hoops sim, in an ever 
growing world of 
arcade-style NBA 

titles... the irony of it all? Midway. 
the proud owners of NBA Hangtime. 
are the guys behind it. Whowoulda 
thunk it? While it lacks the TNT 
presentation of a lot of today's 
games, the gameplay will impress. 

GCPMO pp 
88859 00 

NBA Fastbreak 

Midway 

Sony Playstation | 

This is a great game. 
What was NBA Action, *1 g 
on the Saturn, turns^L^Jj, 
into NBA Fastbreak, on^» '^» 
the Playstation. Visual Concepts 
has firmly established itself as a 
real contender. in the basketball 
genre. More depth and realism 
than most of the competition. 

G c p o P7 
88879 Mi 

When you’re NWO. 
you're NWO for life. and 
that’s exactly what you 
will be saying with 
THQ's wrestler. The 
overall package is 

excellent, offering jjlenty of charac- 
ters that mimic their real life counter 
parts to the tee. If you love pro 

game in the category. and great fun 
against yourbuds. 

HEEM o pc 
99955 OS 

|É * \ 

\ - v. 

wcw vs7nwo 
ThQ 

Nintendo 64 

While 1 prefer the harti-core JE) 
precision of Japan Pro * c>' 
Feahiring Mia. it's currently 
very stuck in Japan. 1VCw 
v.s. NWO is the best you can ■ 
hopefor onttieseshores. All your pro faves 

cialties are animated^v/ith^^aEfe 
detail. The music BLOWS, the graphics are 
above average, and the control is a little slip- 
py. Great choice for fans though: all the best 
wresöeis are riglit here. Next? 3D WWFÜ! 

GCPMO 7*3 
7 7 (7) (?) (7) 

Coming from a guy who 
thinks NFL GameDay 98 

• is the best sports game 
. of the year. you gotta 

expect. GameBreaker to 
be pretty close behind. You get the 
same solid graphics and that signa- 
ture sense of impact, combined with 
an Al based on each of the individual 
112 Division 1 schools. The Niners 
can have Mariucci. because l m in 
charge of the Bears now! 

HE®[m o p7 
8 8 8 8 8 O# 

NCAA GameBreaker 

Sony 
Sony Playstation 

It's college GameDay, 
plain and simple. The^? gj 
same engine, withBL^'^, 
comparable sound andHv-'^Kil 

graphics make this a good football 
sim, but not a good buy, if you 
already own GameDay. The addition 
of fight songs and the college play- 
book do add some extra flavor. 

G C P M 0 p/l 
9 8 8 6 5 0 ■ 

Ha ha... 1 knew this 
engine was too power- 
ful to admit defeat in 
only a year. Once 
again M/M/S blows 

away every other soccer sim. 
with the best motion. finest 
options. and killer animation that 
SOJ can offer. Let it be known 
that not much has changed this 
year cept for some unexpected 
fweaking...so what? Just enjoy! 

G C P M 0 QC 

9 9 9 7 8 
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WoMd^A/We^occer 
Sega 

Sega Saturn 

The first update of the 
greatest soccer game 
ever. Sega fine tunes 
the control and ever ’* ‘* 
so slightly upgrades the graph¬ 
ics. The big question being: Do 
you really need this in light of 
admittedly minor upgrades? OF 
COURSE YOU DO! All soccer 
junkies NEED this—go get it! 

G C P M 0 q/l 

9 9 9 7 7 W“t 

The Rooide knows wtiere it's 

c~t at. Gretzky'98 triesa little too 
hard to implemert sim-a- 

- c lidous features into its pre- 
exisöng arcade engine. The result? A half- 

assed hockey sim. Now. fake it as an arcade 
button masher and you're in heaven! Great 

playability. hot graphics. real players. and 
astounding multj-player modes make itso. 

G C P M 0 pp 

87747 OC 

NHL Gmllk, H.di,, 
Midway 

Nintendo 64 

This is a tough read. 
While the playability^ vf 
and graphics are Bk f Au 
superb. it is not a game iml 
for sim-heads. but is too far 
removed from the original to be a 
fave amongst the NBA Jam crowd. 
But then again. when you're a N64 
owner, beggars can't be choosers. 

GCPMO pp 

97768 UW 

Video tennis? 1 can't 
remember the last time 
that happened. But 
Tennis Arena proves 
that the classics are 

Tennis Arena re lies on 
gameplay rather than^‘ « 
licensing or heavy sim-gy^T^. 
ulation. Ten characters, 
secret players and power strokes 
make this a ton of fun to play. Not as 
tedious as tennis titles. in the past, 
Tennis Arena makes a great 1 or 2 
player experience. Check it out. 

G C P M 0 pn 

68857 ÖU 

intense, the setting is not... it's not 
often you play this country club sport 
against a bare chested Samoan. 
amongst the pyramids of Egypt. All 
in all though, a fun multi-player 
game, that's good for a laugh. 

G C P M 0 74 
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__u_\. 
Tennis Arena 

Ubi Soft 1 
Sony Playstation 



Sure, Satum Nascar'98 
plays really welL.and the 
analog support is verynice. 
The modes are fantasüc, 
and the mass of reaHife dri¬ 

ves rocks.Sadty the engine just isn'tuptD 
parwiththe Satum's hot arcade racers, bul 
this is due to the nature ot real-life tracks: 
you canljust make upanewcomertohide 
pop-up, ya’ know? Ultimatety NascarWs 
unotfensive. Note: CCFstill destroys iL 

fagflPRÏWW® 

d&i\\ The tact is, nobody but 
*■ r nobody (‘cent freaks like 

me) buys TWO soccer 
games, on the same Sys¬ 
tem, the same year. And 

if you buy FIFA 64you re just not get- 
ting the best N64 footy game. The 
control suffers due to tne fluctuating 
frame rates, and there’s definite lag 
between your thumb and the screen. 
Somethin this ambitious needs better 
hardware, period. Go for Superstar. 

Slowly, but surely, the 
FIFA franchise is return-^ sSv-j 
ing to its old torm (ohBLP1 
how I miss 3DO F/ftJ!).** ^ 
Responsive control and some good 
sound make this a solid soccer title. 
Is it as good as International 
Superstar Soccer, though? Heil no, 
so don’t fork out the coin unless your 
a FIFA follower. 

G C P NI O 7*5 
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NASCAR 98 
EA Sports 

Sega Saturn 

What we have here is 
an inferior version of 
an OK game to begin 
with—not the ideal • 
starting point, I sup- 
pose. Glitchy textures, draw-in 
probtems and frame rate issues, 
although it does play alright. Just 
not my cup o’ tea, really, but some- 
one must have liked it to warrant an 
update. 

IGlIC P M Oi 7B 
(7) (8 7 6 5 * » 

On the horizon with Actua Sports 

ACTUA TENNIS 

FANS OF NUMBER ACTUA GOLF HAVE SO MUCH 

MORE TO LOOK FORWARD TO THIS YEAR, AS 

Gremlin WORKED HARD TO TRKE THEIR 

flCCLRIMED GAME TO THE "NEXT LEVEL”. 

YOU’H DISCOVER fl NEW PLRYER MODEL, WITH 

NEW RNIMRTIONS RND MO-CRP REFINEMENT. 

flLL OF THE GRAPHICS HAVE BEEN UPDATED, 

INCLUDING WATER REFLECTIONS, IMPROVED 

TEXTURES AND LOTS OF NEW SCENERY. flLL OF 

THE CONTROLS HAVE BEEN CHANGED AS WELL, 

SO YOU’RE NOT STUCK WITH THE SAME GAME 

AS LAST YEAR... NOT THAT THERE WAS ANY- 

THING WRONG WAS LAST YEAR... ÏHE FAIR- 

WAYS OF 6 NEW COURSES WILL BE OPEN TO 

YOU, TO HIT THE LINKS TIL YOUR HEART CON¬ 

TENT. 3 REAL-WORLD COURSES HAVE BEEN 

ACCURATELY REPRODUCED, AS WELL AS 3 FAN- 

TASY COURSES MADE FROM A CULMINATION OF 

SOME OF THE MOST CHALLENGING HOLES 

RROUND. flVAILABLE NOW IN EUROPE. 

flCTUR IS JUMPING ON THE TENNIS BAND¬ 

WAGON, AS THEY INTRODUCÉ THEIR VER¬ 

SION OF SERVE AND VOLLEY ACTION. fl LL 

OF THE PLAYERS HAVE BEEN MOTION CAP- 

TURED, AND THEY RALLY ON TRUE 3D 

COURTS. flCTUA TENNIS REPRESENTS 

YOUR FIRST CHANCE TO EXPERIENCE 

Actua Sports 3D engine, giving them 

THE CUTTING EDGE IS SPORTS GAME 

TECHNOLOGY. LOOK FOR IT IN EASTER OF 

'98 on the Playstation. 

flCTUfi SOCCER 2 

The Actua Soccer series will attempt 

TO MAKE A STRONG RETURN TO THE 

FiELDS with Part Deux. This year 

Gremlin used real motion-captured 

"footballers”, which are captured 

IN AUTHENTIC SOCCER STADIUMS. 

Gremlin went straight to the expert 

IN GETTING THE ACTIVE INVOLVEMENT OF 

English captain, Alan Shearer. 

SHEARER NOT ONLY CONTRIBUTED TO THE 

AI, MAKING IT UNDOUBTEDLY GENUINE, 

BUT ALSO CHOSE HIS F AVORITE, AlL-TiME 

TEAM, WHICH FEATURES PELE HIMSELF! 

64 International teams are avail- 

ABLE, WITH 24 TEAMS OPEN FOR YOU TO 

customize. Available NOW IN Europe. 

flCTUfl ICE HOCKEY 

With Nagano Winter Olympics right 

AROUND THE CORNER IT’S TIME TO STRAP ON 

THE SKATES AND HIT THE RINK. THIS YEAR, 

Actua Ice Hockey will be the official 

HOCKEY GAME OF THE NAGANO WINTER 

Olympics. As with the rest of the solid 

line of Actua Sports, Gremlin put an 

EMPHASIS ON ON GAMEPLAY AND REALISM. To 
GETTHAT EDGE ON ICE, THEY BROUGHT OUT 

THE PROS AND SPENT TIRELESS HOURS ON PER- 

FECTING THIS 100% MOTION CAPTURED ICE 

TITLE. THEIR USE OF THE LATEST 10 CAMERA 

MOTION ANALYSIS SYSTEM ENABLED THEM WITH 

A MORE EXPANSIVE CAPTURE AREA, AND THE 

ABILITY TO REPLICATE MORE BODY MASS AND 

VELOCITY. Available February, 1998. 



Le* Luger 
6M* 270lbs. 

W lf wrestling war- 

riors; the Enquirer here, 

with the scoop on the 

only grappler available ' m 

this year on N64— WCW 

vs. NWO. And just 

because it has no compe- < 

tition in the ring doesn’t mean iyisrï 
------.™--7--Vonna ; / 

grab ya’ by the short and curliés/ Hang onto your seats, freaks, we’re goin’ ringside... 

The gameplay, for the most part, is a breeze to get used to and moves are basically the same for all of the characters 

(no moaning, please). It’s child’s play to bust out all the signature moves, like DDP’s Diamond Cutter and Hogan’s leg 

drop. The only thing that was a little ridiculous (and most wrestling fans plus 2»Skoopz™ will agree) is that Eric Bishoff, 

as a playable character, is a crime against wrestlers and Marles alike. Eric Bishoff has no skill (read, ZERO) and should 

have been replaced with Curt Henning or even Virgil from the NWO (ANYTHING but BishofL.oy). Anyway, the four play- 

er mode is a blast and one thing that’s really great is that you can piek different outfits for each brawlen-Hogan has three 

outfits: old school yellow and red; NWO hulk; and NWO hulk with glasses (kinda’ like{Bfarfep for wjtfftng fans, heh). 

Some complaints (besides that Bishoff nonsense) are that you can’t play in the tourrtfFftent mode, finish your match, 
and push a button to pass the next four matches till you go » f 

again. Instead, you have to sit and watch three to four 30 x ' 
minute matches which gets aggravating very quickly—what 

the heil is the point of that?! I guess I have more time for 

reading now...(yeah, right). As for the music, well, T*HQ ' .r -. ^ ‘<r 

should have told the developers,Asmik,towell...let’s just say 
I was praying for someone to show up with a chalk board and J ^^-4 TTT? 
some nice, sharp nails. j.'. 

That about does it from down at ringside. WCWvs. NWO is ' ^ I 

an excellent wrestling game that has some minor problems ^ * 
here and there, but the overall product is simply the best 

wrestling game out there for the N64 (not that it was exactly •' k 

a heated competition). Oh, and remember, life’s just too F 
sweet. Quoth the Raven... E 

ENQUIRER fj 
Nobody beats 
Mr. Perfect! 
NOBODY!! 



Win a fastbreak 
to the NBA. 

PRODUCT www.nba.com The tastest way into the NBA. 

N^A'^astbreak°'9f™1©1997^Mkïway^omente rt ai n me nt'fnc .^\il^ijfhtsVeserved. Midway is a registered trademark of Midway Games Ine. Used under license.>he NBA arifi thejindivWual NI 
are trademarks, copynehted designs and other forms of intellectual property of NBA Propertjes. Ine. and the respective NBA member teams and may not beused, m tohole or in part, witPtgu 
Propertjes Ine All righfs reserveer Developed by Visual Concepts Entertainment. Playstation and the Playstation logos are tradematks ofSony Computer Entertainment-Ine. 
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1 Grand Prize 9ff/: 
Trip for two to any regular season 1998 NBA 
game of your choice. 

10 Second Prizes '; 

y'**’>-* 

The all-new NBA Fastbreak '98 Playstation game 

20 Third Prizes 
A Midway T-shirt 

Here’s your entry into the NBA Basketball Game Sweepstakes. Just fill it out, dunk it in the mail 

and yoü could win an all-expenses-paid trip for two to any regular season 1998 NBA game. 

Mail to NBA Fastbreak '98, 5137 Clareton Drive. Suite 210. Agoura HllsXAJ913Q1-s- 

First Name:• -{ v 

isini: 
Last Name (please print); 

Street:_ Apartrnent No.: City/State:_ 

Birth date (mo./date/yr.):_ Daytime Phone No.: Evening Phone No.: 

Middle Initial: . 

_ ZIP Code:_ 

,Bn t n . rj. ,Wfm found in the December issue of GAMEFANör (2) on a plain 3"X5: card, legibly hand-priot, 

card- witn first-clasè pbstage affixed.' in a hand-addressed envelope. tö.NBABASKETBALL GAME SWEEPSTAKES+5t37 ClaretomDrivé, Suite 
January 8 1998 and ;eceived by January 10’,' t998.‘ .Each envelope is consid^red.one entry. No fnechanrcally’rëprödüced ëntries permitted, MID- __ 

incomplete, illegible. or postage-due mail.- MIDWAY/G/tiWEFA/V will notverifv ranetet-QLeüiuas-AtUft^^ E 
S l>-y.-'A:random drawing will be conducted on br about January 15,1998, in Agoüra Hills,,Galifbrnia, from,>OTong-all cQn3p!0pareligibt%..-l 

VAAnnorc win Kp hntifip'HAu oflrtififtri mailwithin fifteenTI51 davs of their selection. Jf a selected-ëhtrant•carihöt’becontactedand fconfirmeau | 

1. No purchase necessary. Enter for a chance to win a Grand Prize trip for two (2) to any regular _seasp.n.|i 

your name, address, ZIP code, and birth date, plus.daytime and evening phone.numbers. Mail7ö'yrëntöpf;> 
210; Agoura Hills, CA 9130lVÜmit one entry per outer mailing envelope. Entries must be postmarkèd nö later than January 

WAY/GAMEFAN and RPMC, Ine., are not responsible fór late, lost, damaged, misdirected, incorrectly addressed, incompl 

-^^f-8penso^and^lH^o^fae^ret^rned:-2; Promotiuirstarts Deceinben,'1397rantl~gndS,Jan!Jafy'hu,«■»V",r; rrry.vr’'?’—.'"T'• ar.r~ ' : 
• enS rweived by an independènt judging organization, RPMC, Ine., whose decisions relating to these mattere are Wal. WinnërsW.11 «ë r^pge'd.ty certified mairwfhin ftfteehTT5) days pf 
as a winner within ten (10) days of sponsor’s initial attempt to contact them, the prize v/ill be.forfeitedand a new winner may be selecfed: Thp odds of winning^depend uppn the.npmber of for tl^ drav^ng^^Prrzes. Q«^ (1^ 
Grand Prize- Trip for two (2) to any.regular. season 1998 NBA game (does not apply to All-Star, playoff, and/or championship games).'Tnp:for two consists.of: Round-tnp coach airfare from the major gateway airport ciopst te. Grand ^nze winner sjiome to 

any U.S. city of their choice: 4 days/3 nights first-class hotel accommodations (doublé cccuparioy); full breakfast daily: tickets.to a regular season 1998 NBA game; transportation to and from the game; post-game r for twp. ren^ ^ates and des' 
I antravèl-relateds'ales taxésandiervtees; RPMCcrëativëconceptsincludlng research andclevefopment; RPMC winner managemenfservices.including tejephonecontact;and corres^ndence secüring of lidblityreleases, sch®du''n9' °fn,»£pi 

tination and 24-hour toll-frèe number assistaricë; RPMC professional travel coordln'ation iricluding a dedicated travel specialist,,booklog of $ir, hotel, activitjes,- day-by-day-itmerary, ^nd.p9i^ ^vpldTCUiTiefit wSe including all necess^ry vpy^ere ter travel 

and activiües. ARV ($3,378). Ten (10) Second Prizes: The all-new NBA Fastbreak ’98 Playstation game or any other avaitable Midway title. ARV ($700)-.Twenty-(20) Third Prizes: A MidwayiT-êhirt. ARV ($20Ó). Pnzes not 1JJ^on^edeSnLTdatesor 
ing eligibility requirements atJhe time of the drawing. Prizes cannot be aséigned, transferred, changed, or-redeemed for cash valup except for the subst.tMt.on of.the prögramm.ng for cash. W.nnerand gpest 

the prize wilt be forfeited in its entirety. Al! meals, insurance, tips, and any other expenses not identified in these rules are.responsibility of Winn^-No substituUons ^.^'^ Permitted. 5. aridSh'èir 
Operators of the rental car must be 25 years or older and mü$t show validprobf of- insurance. Void whereprohlbifëd: The promotion is not.open to employees of MIDWAY/ GAMEFAN and RPMC, Ine their aff liajes and subs'd'aries.th^ragencies and their 
respective agencies, those domiciled with such employees, and members of such employees' immediate families, defirietf as spouse, parents, phildren, and siblings. 6. Participants are responsible for complying with^^these romple e OFFICI^R^ES.^^^ 
Proof of aae eliaibilitv andldentitv must be furnished.uDon reaüesl. Grand Prizs winners must siQP an affidavit of p.liqibility and-xtiatulity/oubliatv-roloaco that muot-be returned-by .tl'ie date huIeJ-uh lliu dlfiUavIl. If lirev/mner is a minor, ihe winner wil be 
- .9.. --:--Tni'^Pform provided*by the sponsori-TraveLcompanion wilt also beur.eqy.ired to sign 1iabilTty7pu6tfcif^Yêïë^e tefbrèTravel. In the evént^of nphcp(5pfarwe^^e-wini,te^n^be^^^é^fc-a^es&. 

'' Sil'  "j ' i_’ _Ij    . nMn nnfilwvntinn in roli imoA-ftnnl^n-rvarl-rvr. itnrlaln/arahlo -u/ili hp fnrfpitpri and an alterriate 
norm provioea Dy me sponsor.-uavBLuuiiipaiiiuuwiii disu uai.eMUMcviu o'yi'...... - - y. . . -v- 

on winner's entry, or if the prize notïficaiion is returned as unclaimed at the address on winner s entry, or it the prize notification is returned unclaimed or undeliverable, toe prize vyill be forfeited and lfnna.tf^a'erivl^^ ï^entmnt'bv teteohone and bv- 1 
grants h.s/her permission to have his/hername, phótbgraph, and/ór likeness used for advertising and (xwwttort^purposes-wrthOBt^ttonaJcompensanop^nte^pCQ.hjbrt^by.tew.RPm 
mail. MIDWAY/GA Af EF/W and RPMC, lnc:(their employees, agents,-and öffieërs; tfieir advertising, promotidrial, andp^llc^relatton? agencies and certain other padjes specifredm the Iiabilify release are not r®^nsible - I 

or illnesses claimed to be caüsed by winner's use or acceptance of a prize. A« federal, state, and lócal faxesTahdcfüfies are toe sole responsib.lity Obthewinne^nd 
. -. éi-*-**, .**«**^-—* nrnanbatrnn ^ra finai irr flU'fnaftArR.rAlatmn tb this oromotion. Bv oarticiDatina ift-this Dromotion, oarticipants agreeito bè boundlDy these Official Rules. All dollar amounts.^are in I MIDWAY/Ó/M^EF/W^ind RPMC, IneT^tt'dëclstOrTS^f'tttsfintfèöSntJënt^dg^if^nSfy^aüCÖ^tii^are to this«oromótion By pariicipatmg n\t^lpwSiotion, par^cipants agree,to^i^nd^r tttese Official Rules..All ëollar ^ 
U.S. dollars. 8. For the names of the winners please send a self-addressed stamped envelope by January 15.1999, to NBA Bas)<ël6airGameSweepstakes,.5137 Clareton Drive, èuite-210, Agoura Hills.lG^ 91301. In order toreceive a copy o(ful1compfete | 

OFFICIAL RULES Dlease send a self-addressed stamped envelope by January 1Ó', 1998, to 

y 15,1999, to fvIBA BasfóibairGème Sweepstakes, 5137 Clareton Drive, Suite-210, Agoura Hills,ïG^ 91301. In ordi 
Ball Game Sweepstakes Rules, 5137 Clëfeton Drive,' Suite 2T0,-Agbüra Hills, cA-913^1.|Washjngtott^d Verwoht rësidents may omi| returmpostage, 



[| DIFFICÜLTY flOJUSTABLE 

Goal by #19 VZERMflN 
Assistpd by #14 SHflNÖHftN 

BOSTON 

Cool, the new Gretzkijl This year we'll be enjoying, 
well, updatet! stats and...and new licenses! 8.K., nat 
terribly exciting, but if yau lïked last year's yau'll 
enjay the same balls-out Open Ice type of intensity. 

And if yau're new to Gretzky, the '98 versian shauld be a 
fïne place to start! 

The NHL and NHLPA are tagging alang this year bringing 
the full support of over 6DD players and two dozen teams 
to the rink. Stats are updated, based-on last season, and 
rasters consist of the current, 1997 team stock. The 
Season options are in, create plager is there for you to tin- 
ker with, and stat-tracking [by initials) is in effect. Heek, 
with all these options, and the new license support, 
Gretzky '38 seems to be taking itself a little too seriously! 
Honestly, the engine is still too arcade-based for them to 
be attempting any serious stab into the realm of, let's say, 
the IMHL or Faceaff games, but it's good to see the weak 
inclusion regardless. 

Til let that one go, quietly, because while Gretzky ‘98 
mag be only decent as a serious 5 on 5 game, it still 
excels, explosively, as a 3 on 3 arcade button masher. 
Shrink the rink size down from pro to arcade, slap in the 
pads, and grab your buddies! Ah...the ensuing festival of 
thrills, spills, grunts, and elbow smashing should explain 
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everything! Speed-bursting flip-checks, racket pucks, bricked-up goalies...ah 
yeah, it's mindless, manie, and all good. üpot-on control, too. Gretzky is 

the sole contender in the hockey genre to offer a solid, immediately 
accessible arcade-type game, and for all intents and purposes it 

Is it just me or is the engine a little faster this year? Yep, 
it's faster, but unfortunately the frames per second 
increase brings with it a few "herky-jerky stops and 
starts". For example, a mid-rink camera sweep aften 
shifts into lavely GD fps and then oops! A plager or 
two enter the screen and it farts and sputters into 
the 20 to 3D range. Oh well. Everything else is 
cool, including fine plager animation, cool trans¬ 
paranties, and those classic mip-mapped "only a 
mother could love 'em" mugs 'o doom. The music is 
really, really bad, but graat sound effects and good 
voice-over should keep your ears busy when it 
counts. Streak a wicked one-timer through the five 
hole and the beer-swillin' puckheads shall sing your 
praiseü! 

O 

hockey void! 

JACQUES 
STRAP 
Midway fills 
the N64 

full support af over EOO players 
and two dozen teams..." 

ril put it to you this way: Dwning Gretzky 38 is fine by me. I like 
this style of arcade gameplay, this game does it and does it well, 
and you can't find this type of action anywhere else. I guess it all 
depends on if yau're loaking for it! -JS 
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After a flurry of tennis titles on the Genesis (alt of which basically sucked), developers have grown bashful and decided to 
cut down the flow of tennis sims to the 32-bit systems. Despite the minimal Al needed, and straightforward gameplay, 
tennis remains one of the most difficult sims to develop properly. Most of the time (Ocean’s game is a prime example) the 

quest for a realistic tennis match results in a game so tedious and difficult, that you end up heaving the controller in frustra- 
tion. It would seem, with the exception of l/-Tennis, there is nowhere to turn for a good tennis sim... 

Not so fast. UBI Soft will be delivering a new tennis title just in time for Christmas. Discarding unnecessary licenses and bor¬ 
ing real-life personalities (if one more person tells me how great Yenus Williams is, Tm gonna puke), UBI 
Soft has concentrated on refining the playability. This comes as a major relief. ^ 

Looking much more like V-Tennis, than anything else, Tennis Arena is a great deal of fun to play. For 
starters, learning to volley is relatively easy, which is saying a lot, considering most tennis titles never even 
allow you that much enjoyment. Responsive Controls, easy to master strokes and a generous racket surface 

Rating ’**£} Rating 

during play, you are hardly 
allowed the luxury of a wandering 
eye. Sound, too, is not very note- 
worthy, but this is tennis. Be 
thankful FOX hasn’t gotten a 
chance to add in a rock soundtrack 

Some 

make the matches exciting and spare 
you the high-blood pressure attrib- 
uted to other tennis games. 
As far as options go, all you are pre- 

sented with are the basics. You’ve 
got singles, doublés and tournament 
play, while there are ten pros to 
choose from, initially. Obviously 
there are the different court sur¬ 
faces, too, which each have unique 
effects on ball movement. 

Graphically, Tennis Arena is ade¬ 
quate, utilizing polygonal characters 
and 3-D courts. The backgrounds 
won’t wow the veteran gamer, but 

Playstation 

L-—M-\ and raucous crowd chants, 
/ \ t i more “ooohs” and “aaahs” would 

be nice, though. 
Tennis Arena is neither groundbreaking nor original. What it is, is 

pure gameplay and that is all you can ask for. Competitive tennis 
awaits all in both i-player and multi-player modes, without the 
usual tedium which accompanies most tennis title. JK 
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g! Konami has 
I clearly proven its 
Ü ability to devel- 
1 op sports titles 
Sjj for the N64 
| (anyone who !doesn't think 

that International 
Superstar Soccer 
isn't the best soccer 
game for the system is 

ij completely high), as well as for the 
| Playstation, so speculating on the out- 
I come of the product is, more or less, triv- 
I ial. With the N64 version about 80% 
I complete, I can teil you that most of the 
% events control beautifully, and the graph- 
I ics and speed of play, are nominal. 
% Surprising, too, is the sound. Both effects 
| and music are exemplary, sounding less 
Ij like a canned, cartridge game, and more 
^ like a CD. The Playstation version, while 

less complete, likewise shows promise. 
Like IT&F, the key to success lies in the speed 

at which you hit the buttons (for some 
events), as well as your timing and strategy. 
Nagano Winter Olympics '98 does have the 
same problem, as its sister opus, in that it is 
easy to master the game, when you are 
matched up against the computer. But these 
games truly shine in their multiplayer mode... 
Nagano 64 will feature 12 events; three more 

than its Playstation counterpart. The events 
range from such Winter Olympiad classics as 
speed skating and bobsled, to eye-popping 
crowd favorites, such as freestyle aerial and 
snowboard half-pipe (exclusive to N64). 

Other events include luge, curling (my personal favorite), ski jump (you can 
get that whole "agony of defeat" thing going if you screw this one up), and 
alpine downhill, alpine slalom and snowboard slalom. 

Nagano Winter Olympics '98 will be hitting the stores before the middle 
of January - just 

r scoop on” how good ^ ^ 
these titles are, will 

show up in our next p ^1|ÉÉ 

Baffling is about the only word I can come up 
with which describes the lack of Olympic 
titles, on the market. Considering that the 

bulk of sports sims, for the 32-bit, focus on the big 
five (golf, hoops, football, hockey and baseball) and 
offer little, if any, originality, you would think 
developers would be all over the Olympiad. You 
know, it is the biggest, most glorious sports contest 
in the world... 

Thank the Lord that at least one company, out 
there, is capitalizing. Konami, the folks that wowed 
the eighties audience with the button-pounding, 
Track & Field, are continuing their support. 

Last year, Konami released a sequel, of sorts, in 
the guise of International Track & Field. A phenom- 
enal title (not to mention a relieving break from 
the monotony of stat-based simulation) that had 
the gamer relying on speed and timing, as well a 
strategy, IT&F was a monument to the by-gone, 
Olympic classics, such as Summer Games, Winter 
Gaines and Decathlon. 

QUQL1FV 

PSX 
Version 

THE ROOKIE 
Just in time for the 
Winter festivities! 

NAGANO 
WINTER OLYMPICS ‘98 



F' ans of the hardcourt have got to be excited. 
The high top action we all love has finally 
been unveiled on the N64, thanks to the 

minds of Konami. Konami already demonstrated 
their mastery of the console with their mammoth 
hit, International Superstar Soccer. Now we can 
all look forward to the exciting 
saga of the In The Zone series in 
’98. 
The challenge that IT Zone faces, 

is not so much beating Live, 
ShootOut, NBA Action and 
Fastbreak, because they own the 
N64, but rather it must defeat the 
challenge that arises from the 
N64 controller itself. For 
instance, the default button for switching players 
is the furthest yellow button on the right... not too 
cool. Of course you can adjust the controller con- 
figuration to match your style of play, but the bot- 
tom line is that there are just a whole lot of but¬ 

tons. As much as it frustrates me, being such a 
PSX enthusiast, I really believe the number of 
buttons and on-the-fly options can enhance the 
game. It may very well have taken my most 
favorite sport to force me to see the positives in 
this behemoth of a controller, but the end result 

is what’s important. 
At first glance, the speed of 

the game really seems slow. 
The court spacing, the relative 
size of the players and the over¬ 
all depth is very true to life. 
The speed of the players how- 
ever maintains the necessity to 
constantly be holding down the 
Turbo button; I knowthe NBA 

game has slowed down over the years, but 
come on... You’ll notice that you can’t just run 
through players, as you normally can in other 
games, but instead, come to a complete stop 
until you either change directions or go around 
the player in question. Other aspects of the 

life* ® 
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game are also taken quite literally, like passing. In most 
games, if you just pass up the court, you’ll most likely 
hit somebody on your team, nine times out of ten. But if 
you throw a random pass in IT Zone *98, you’ll find it 
quickly becoming an errant pass. 

Visually, l’ve heard complaints of “that N64 fuzziness”, 
a haze which seems to rest upon the screen. Personally 
however, I wasn’t bothered at all by it, it’s just a different 
look. In fact I thought the animations and motion capture 
are in some ways the most realistic Pve ever seen; ones 
which if viewed peripherally, could actually be mistaken 
for the real thing. I am very impressed with the overall 
look of the game, and love the player stat overlays shown 
throughout the game; very thorough, very clear. 

It’s quite obvious the long wait is over for N64 owners 
and sports, as we can all sit back and watch them start to 
rollllllll on in. JK 

“The animations and motion capture 
are in some ways the most realistic ever 
seen...could actually be mistaken for 

the real thing.” 

_ _. JOE KIDD fj 
Hoops on the 

N64!? 

Hoorayü 
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-|-he first time I played Midway’s NBA Fostbreak, I thought to myself, “Pretty cool, but kinda gimpy at the same || 
I time...” It just seemed to me, the self-proclaimed master of hoops, couldn’t get a grip on this game -1 couldn’t get 
I a steal whenever I wanted, I couldn’t grab every rebound, couldn’t even swat the ball into the bleachers -■ in fact what 

I was faced with was the most real life hoop simulation, so real, I didn’t know what hit me. So after further investigation, I thought 
back to myself, “Man! This is a damn good game!” IWhat’s the big idea? I mean the nerve of Midway puttin’ out a game where you have to actually be facing the ball handler to get a steal, 

or go face to face with the shooter to get a block... You mean it’s not just about timing, but positioning too? I never really liked games that 
made me work, I thought the game was being lazy. But this is a sports title right, and what better way to 

translate the vigors of the actual sport, than to make the user work? Ingenious! NBA Fastbreak is the No 
Free Lunch game, we’ve all been needing. It’s been a long time since a basketball game has broken the mold, 

one that didn’t cheat and give you every chance to run up the score; one that made scoring effortless. Scoring 
isn’t effortless in the NBA, nor should it be on your game System, and the minds at Visual Concepts have been 

perceptive enough to include this. 
What you won’t get is the usual fanfare that you get from the “other guys”. You don’t get the N BA hip hop tunes, 

the fancy interfaces and halftime shows, but what you do get is some hardcore hoops. I admit, I love the fanfare, 
that’s part of the NBA appeal, but when you clear it all off, what marters most, right? You’ll love being able to draw 
charges, sweet behind the back moves, real time running and dribbling animations, and seeingguys pull up lame 
with injuries, hoppingoffthecourt. Yourabilities (and inabilities) as a player are extremely close to the real thing. 
If you’re too far under the basket, your shot will dank on the rim, and if your shot isn’t released at the perfect height, 
your completion percentage declines. 

One thing that’s questionable however, are the players’ hangtime. The players don’t “hang” as long as I see fit, 
l mean I might jump three times for a regular rebound, before I lay my hands on it. Sure that has something to do 
with my timing, but it’s hard to find a rhythm when the players land so quickly. Thus, blocks are equally difficult. 
The bottom line is that there isn’t much play above the rim. The Garnett’s, Webber’s and Kobe’s of the world get 
the big money for the big play... ATR baby! Without that aspect, you lose the most exciting aspect of today’s NBA 
game. Now, l’ve already stated there’s a learning curve involved in this game, but I think this goes slightly beyond 
that to where it needs to be adjusted for next year. One of the things partially responsible for this “problem”, are 
the players’ attributes l’m thinkin’. You’ll find stiffs like Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf light you up for 35, or shot blockers 
like Mutombo walk away with goose eggs for rejections. Players need to play a little bit more to their strengths, 
which would add to the overall believability. 

This is a very solid basketball title, aside from the fact that this is Midway’s first shot at a real sim. If you’re a 
hoopaholic, you won’t want to let this one slip by. JK 

This is a damn 
good game!” 
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jaded of arcade dwellers. 
The four new cars include a taxi- 

cab and pickup among others. Each 
of the new tracks is pegged at an 
advanced or higher difficulty level, 
catering strongly to pros of the pre- 
vious rev. The best of all the tracks 
being the Rock itself. All you have to 
think of is a cross between Hard 
Drivin’ and Race Drivin’s stunt tracks 
and you’ll get the idea. Featuring a 
corkscrew, loop, multiple jumps 
(Dukes of Hazzard style!), and a 
bunch of shortcuts makes this the 

best of the new tracks. 
So what are ya waitin’ for? Get 

ye to your nearest arcade and 
pump a few quarters into this 
Voodoo-powered beast (or debit 
cards if you go to one of those new- 
fangled arcades). This one is worth 
at least a go, and probably more 
than that, once you get going and 
cruising through the stunt track— 
just don’t eat before ya attempt 
it...passersby may get more than 
they bargained for! -ECM 

After becoming the biggest 
arcade racing game in Atari Games’ 
25-year history, theyVe back with the 
sequel: SF Rush: The Rock. Featuring 
a number of new tracks, cars and 
shortcuts, this one is set to burn up 

arcades all over again. 
It has all the ingredients that 

made the first such a hit as well as all 
new additions that’ll have vets flock- 
ing to it as well as first-timers. Rush: 
The Rock features four new tracks, 
four new cars, and a clutch of new 
shortcuts and all new tunes. They’ve 
also made the wise decision to add a 
mirror-mode that technically gives 
the game fourteen tracks in all (3 
original, 4 new, 7 mirrored). Enough 
racing madness for even the most 
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What once was so captivating now 
stands only as a reminder that tech- 

nology, no matter how good it seems 
at the time, will always move forward. 

White that familiar Y's music still sends /i 
shivers down my spine (although the remix ’ 

leaves much to be desired) and seeing it 
spiffully recolored sent me on a trek to see it 

all one more time, it certainly has no where near 
the impact it once had. Sadly only Ys one is on the 
disc and so there's really no more than two dun- 
geons. Still, just the teeling ot the 16-bit era in its 
infancy sends me reeling. That was probably the 
greatest time of my gaming life... so far. Xanadu 
and DragonSlayer (both pre Ys) are also featured on 
the two disc set which also includes a bonus GD 
packed with nifty excerpts. Classic refreshment. es 

Return to a simpler time 
t When a man named 

Yuzo entranced us all 
and became a legend 

Falcom Classics Volume 1 

Ancient Ys Vanished 

j . 
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^00109I0o the PS version, like CG intermis- 
sions, but match it nearly poly to 
poly, save some transparencies 
(which still exist although in 
“Saturn screen” form), but that’s 
what exactly what we’ve got. 

Had WD and SOA not broken up, 
l’m sure many a Saturn fan would 
be enjoying this choice export 
straight away, however, that divorce 
seems mighty final and Sega does- 
n’t seem real keen on the whole 
shooter thing, so I reckon if you’ve 
really got the itch it’s time to board 
the next shuttle to import town. 

rrtnu 
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Not so long ago, in a galaxy not 
so far away, Taito’s Raystorm 
had a major impact as one of best 
second generation Playstation 
shooters. A marriage of fluid 
polygonal battles, sweeping cam- 
eras and Zuntata-riffic tunes 
Taito’s latest is a thrill ride joy- 
pad pilots will want to take over 
and over, tweaking up the vari- 
able difficulty (set in increments 
of 1-8 per leve!) slightly on each 
pass. It’s a remarkable shooter to 
say the least, originally appearing 
as a high priced coin-op through- 
out Japan and at finer (er, I mean 
richer) U.S. arcades as well. 

The PS version eventually made 
its way Stateside (via Working 
Designs new “Spaz” division) and 
for a shooter is enjoying quite a 
run. One thing I personally never 
expected was a Saturn version of 
the game that would not only 
encompass more good stuff than 
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But is it worth an E ticket you ask? 
Oh yah, l d say definitely so. This 
and TF5 only months apart marks a 
fitting close to what is likely the 
Saturns last shooting stand before 
Dural comes fourth and rewrites 
the rules yet again. Do partake in 
the joy. 
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V Amakusa, the forever evil-doer of the 
Samurai Shodown world, is once again at 

- * ï. his old tricks. His menacing castle has 
S returned, he has imprisoned the demon 
\ Zankuro in stone, and he has kidnapped the 
fe female ninja Hazuki to drain her of her ener- 

wO LL gy. Growing stronger day by day, the dark 

' v\ fll! c*ou<^ °f his power begins to totally engulf ail 
\ BI of Japan. The toughest warriors from around 

wf* the world, a band of expert fighters joined 
/ ^ ' together by a common cause, set off to 

Amakusa castle. Their mission - destroy the 
. 7 * evil magician before he can become unstoppable. 

Samurai Shodown 4 is an excellent progression of the 
'j historical SNK fighting game series, and corrected many 
ƒ gameplay aspects that were a bit lacking in the previous 

titles. The storyline was once again beefed up for each char- 
acter, taunts and little touches were thrown back in, and the 
feel and control of the game was smoothed out greatly.With 

all of those updates, and the much-needed return of three older 
characters, the game once again had that classic Samurai 

Shodown “feel” to it. While it still couldn’t beat the exception- 
al SS2, as far as being the better game, it’s no doubt a close sec- 
ond. The only disappointing aspect of the game itself was that 
while many portions of the game were improved, some actu- 

I ally went down in quality; two examples of this are the back- 
1. grounds and character color choices (which are no where 

near as good as the ones in SS3). 

SHIDOSHI 
I did it! My 
first layout! 
Victoly! 
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One of the complaints made about Samurai 

Shodown 3 was that it cut out about half of the 
cast from the previous game, induding some 
characters that were thought of as important r 
ulars. To help rectify that, SNK brought 
back three of the most popular missing 
characters; the heart of stone merce- 
nary Yagyu Jubei, the wildman from ‘****Wï, 

Green Heil,Tam Tam, and the beautiful 
Rosé ofVersailles, Charlotte Christine 
Colde. All three characters look excep- 
tionally stunning in the new art style, 
and fit back into the mix with no real 
problem. It's good to see that SNK | 
noticed the fan demand for these char- 
acters back, and that they brought gppH 
them back with style. It is a shame, m_ ™ 
however, that the character’s therne 
music didn’t. return along with them. 

Up until this point, Pve been very, very mpressed with SNK’s 
Saturn translations; unfortunately, Samurai Shodown 4 hits a bit of 
rough road. Now, please don’t get me wrong - SNK worked hard 
to produce a quality version of Samurai Shodown 4 for the Saturn, 
and it shows. The graphics, while “squished” horizontally a bit 
(making the characters look skinnier), are just as good as the Neo 
version, and character animation is stil! at it’s insanely high level. 
As welljt’s been given the typical SNK CD-remix soundtrack, with 
some of the tunes coming out really cool in their redone state, and 
others being just plain odd. The problem comes in the game’s 
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NUK m M jrfthout a doubt, the Panzer Dragoon games are two of the brightest stars 
’ m^fcMshining in Sega's gaiaxy. Zwei in particuiar is probably my favorite 3D 
I V V shoot-'em-up of ail time (I am Winged Death baby!). So when I first 

heard that Team Andromeda's next Panzer game was going to be an RPG with 
j number-based combat I was initially suspicious. A Panzer without shooting? 
1 Hmmmm. But after playing through the first disk of Panzer Dragoon Saga (one 
I of a total four) I realize that the shooting action was just one of the many ele- 

ments that made the previous Panzers so enjoyable. Just as important (to me 
i at least) is the world in which the games are set: the Moebius influenced art- 

\ i work, the pseudo-German culture, the Nausicaa-style organic machines and 
€ steam-based technology, the unique language—it's a universe I find extremely 

compelling. And whereas the previous Panzer games were just a quick ride 
through this world. Saga is more like an extended vacation. 

Tm not quite 100% sure of the story yet (in our version none of the CG had sound) but 
I think it goes something like this: You play the part of Edge, a young hunter who is 
assigned to protect a colony of resistance miners from the Empire. One day the miners 

are attacked by a giant bio-mechanical insect, and in the ensuing skirmish Edge 
is knocked down a mine shaft. He falls into an underground lake and 

■ v climbs out in a cavern that Panzer Dragoon fans will recognize as the 
\ chamber from the end of Panzer Zwei. After a brief bit of exploration, 

VJjV Edge finds himself once again under attack, but this time he is rescued 
by a very familiar dragon. After befriending the dragon, Edge learns 

- of an evil Empire plot and his true destiny begins to unfurl.. 
^ On the next page you will find a more detailed breakdown 

various V °f how the 
^ paris of the game fit 

together, but for now let 
me just say that Panzer 

Dragoon Saga is going to be AMAZ- 
ING. The graphics are not only a mar¬ 
vel of technology but, as with previous 

beautifully realized. / Panzer games, 
/‘V; The character and creature designs are 

41 second to none, and the soundtrack is 
simply stunning. It's projects like this that 

further the notion of videogames as a legit- 
imate art form. Prepare yourself... K 

KNIGHTMARE 
I am counting the 
days till this one. 



access both new levels, or individual 
areas of levels you have previously 
visited. An individual area could be 
either a town or a landscape. When 
attempting a new 'level' for the first 
time you must play all the way 
through that level (norvnally that 
means defeating the boss) before 
you return to the world map. Sega 
claims there will be more than 12 
levels in the final version, compris- 
ing over 100 hours of gameplay. 

DRAGON RIDING SECTIONS 
This is where the majority of the 

game takes place. When riding your 
dragon you will explore a variefy of 
landscapes, some of which are nar- 
row valleys and some of which are 
vast open arenas. 

Control in this section is both intu- 
itive and straightforward. You adjust 
the angle of your dragon with the d- 

pad/analog cup and 
move forwards and 
backwards with L and 
R respectively. You 
are granted 360 

degrees of freedom 
and can explore 

anywhere in the 
environment you 
choose. While fly- 
ing pressing A or 
C will bring up 

your lock-on target 
and the d- 
pad/analog cup 
will then switch 

, control to the 
movement of the 

target. Pass over an active object 
and the target will lock on, giving 
you one of several messages that 
inform you how you can interact with 
that object. These messages include 
'access' (examine the object), 'break' 
(shoot the object), and 'enter' (pass 
through portal). Examine everything 
in the environment as many objects 
will often yield helpful items. While 
flying on your dragon you are also 
susceptible to attack, which leads to 
combat. 

GOMBAT_ 
The battles in Panzer Dragoon 

Saga take place in real time, mean- 
ing you can't just wait around for 
your turn and then spend hours 
deliberating over how to attack. 
Time is of the essence! 

At the bottom of the screen you 
will see three bars, which fill up as 
time passes. When at least one of 
the bars is full, you can attack. While 
on your dragon you have four main 
forms of attack: pulse cannon, track- 
ing dragon laser, item use and 
berserk (magie). The pulse cannon 
and dragon laser both take one bar 
to perform, and are identical in 
appearance to the previous Panzer 
games, though this time they have a 

more strategie function. 
The pulse cannon can be 
targeted at an individ¬ 
ual enemy for a single 
focused blast, while the 
tracking laser will auto- 
matically target all 
nearby enemies up to 

dragon's max lock 
then fire. Berserk 

attacks take two bars to 
perform and in addition 
cost a certain number of 

Berserk Points (basically magie 
points). You gain more Berserk 
attacks as you go up levels. 

Although the combat system is 
number based, you are free to 
maneuver your dragon to one of four 
locations around your enemy when- 
ever you wish. By moving at the cor¬ 
rect time you can avoid certain 
attacks and position yourself to take 
advantage of an enemy's weak spot. 

ON FOPT_ 
You access the 'on-foot' sections 

either directly from the world map or 
by flying to that location on your 
dragon. When you enter one of 
these areas you take control of Edge, 
and the joypad set-up is slightly dif¬ 
ferent. The d-pad/analog cup now 
Controls your movement (use B to 
run), and the L and R buttons control 
the camera. A and C still brings up 
your lock-on target, and you must 
use it to examine items, enter doors 
and converse with other characters. 
If you target a character from a dis- 
tance you will even overhear what 
they are saying! One interesting 
twist is that you can visit any pedes- 
trian location (be it town, caravan or 
camp) by either night or day. 
Different characters will be around 
at different times, and different 
events may take place. 
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s Square continues its frantic attempts at conquering each and bility to ‘death to all that stand in your way’ proportions. Some pick- 
every non-RPG genre out there, it was only a matter of time ups are betterthan others, especially the Riot cannon which fires out 
ibefore they had to do a shooter. That means Square bas run lighting strikes of immense, boss-annihilating power. For the most 

head-long into my territory: lf there is a single genre that I would con- 
sider a favorite, it would be the forgotten-by-the-American-public 
shooter/twitch game. Remember back in Vol. 5, Issue 4, pages 96-99 
(the one with Castlevania on the cover, for the illiterate out there), how 
Storm went on a rant about the sorry shape of the American shooter 
scene? Well, I echo those thoughts by a factor of 10, and l’m ecstat- 
ic that maybe, just maybe, this could be a sign of their imminent inva- 

sion of American soil in huge, planet-smashing 
numbers. Enter Square’s Einhander, their long- 

part, the gameplay is reminiscent of the best that horizontal scrollers 
represent, with some added perspective changes to boot. 
Furthermore, and thankfully, the game is also far from a cakewalk. 
It requires lightning reflexes and deft hand-eye coordination—point- 
and-click and RPG fans may want to sit this one out. 

Featuring graphic madness with white-hot intensity to burn, 
Einhandergrabs you by the brain stem and bombards your eyes with 
retina-flaying visuals that WILL send you into spasms of frothing 
ecstasy (special thanks to Nick Rox for the inspiration behind that 

awaited venture into “non-break” shooting. 
Taking a page (well, maybe the whole book) 

from Sony’s Philosoma, Square has created a polygon-based 
shooter with some nice camera shifts and graphics that destroys 

the aforementioned Sony offering. Take control of one of three vari- 
ations on the basic Endymion craft, and prepare to face the usual 
gigantic enemy armada bent on destroying the world. 

Each of the three variations on your basic craft can carry a differ- 

sentence). Fantastic polygonal 
'•«■fe ■mui, é backgrounds scroll by at speeds 

approaching 60 FPS, with 
w é intense transparency effects 

'J and amazing lighting through- 
’ mSf JR out the game. All the 

enemy crafts are polygon 
models and are practically flawless, with NONE of that aggravating 
PS breakup. Heil, even when the screen is engorged with engine- 
stultifying (break out Webster’s for that one) numbers of sprites, the 
game shows only the slightest hint of slowdown. 

And as wondrous as the graphics are, the music is right there bat- 
tling it out for the single most impressive aspect of the game. Raglng 
techno music accompanies the maddening graphics and just serves to 
stimulate the release of copious amounts of adrenaline in your soon- 

ent payload of weaponry which are stolen from various foes as you to-be-burned-out nervous system (uh sorry, it’s getting a little late), 
send them to a twisted, smoking ruin (much like Okay, out of room big-time... Go and buy this as it seems that it 
Renovation/Telenet’s classic Gaiares on Genesis/MD). After may never make it here (Toba/2 syndrome-NOOOOO!!!!). This is 
destroying certain enemies, a weapon will appear that can be as good as shooting gets on the PS. Let the world know we want 
attached to the top or bottom of your shlp upgrading offenslve capa- our shooters!!! ECM 

One-handed? 
Hmmm...don’t 

like the sound 

Playstation 

[PUBLISHER - SQUARE IPIFFICULTY - HABD | 
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g te 2 a S! lo peg EEE 
Just when it looked like Victor’s awesome Steep Slope 

Sliders was going to spend the winter in Japan, SOA 
suddenly followed SOE’s lead by authorizing a US ver¬ 
sion. The release has been slated for late December, 
though. We happen to have the final import version in 
our hands right now, so why hold back? Right, onto the 
review we go! 

SSS looks very, very similar to Cool Boarders 2 at first, 

but when it comes down to gameplay, there’s no question: The snow- 
boarding’s just more fun in Steep Slope Sliders 

(face it Reubus!) But why? After-all, SSS’s 
paltry nine courses certainly can’t compare 

to CB2’s sixteen. Nor can it compare to 
CB2’s dedicated trick modes, expert 
modes, and its handy, appreciated 2 
player split-screen mode. SSS has only four, 
albeit beautiful, main race courses (called 

“extreme”); an alpine course, complete with gates 
to navigate; and the “Snowboard Park”, a great 
wide open course with plenty of opportunities for 

killer tricks. Four other bizzaro tracks (Space, 
South Pole, Wire-frame, and Asteroid) are 

accessed through some kinda’ crazy button input. 
So what makes SSS such a contender? It’s all about 

course design and control—the slopes are perfect. Whether 

you’re in the mood for intense extreme racing through gigantic rocky moutain 

passes, towns, or underground tunels; a deep half-pipe; or a wild-frolic in the 
Park, all the courses are HUGE. Each is packed with trick-happy obstacles, air, 
and incredible graphics. The control is a thing of beauty! For once, somebody 
uses the L and R buttons effectively, as a sharp turning/switch stance method, 

instead of a single button. Also, L and R is used in the air for spin tricks, making 
for great transitional control between turning and tricks. Oh, and get this: There’s 
a JUMP button. No more crouching down (losing all control in the process) to get 
ready for a jump as in CB2; SSS Iets you jump anytime you damn well please. 
Tricks are accomplished with a Flip button, a Grab button, and as mentioned, the 
L and R buttons. You can also complete huge aerial flips using up or down on the 

d-pad. Naturally these jumps, flips, and grabs can be combined in a number of 

ways, producing the masses ‘o tricks that win you the prizes! 

That’s all the space I have! Steep Slope Sliders is the perfect little one-player 
snowboarding game, kinda’ like the way Rage Racer is the perfect single-player 
racing game. Plenty of secrets, a dozen cool characters (including aliens, pen- 

guins, and UFOs!), and an amazing techno/drum ‘n bass soundtrack round out 
the package. Saturn owners simply must check this one out. G 

EMS mm 

REVIEW 
Check us out Online at - http://www.gamefan.com 



Truth be told, ini- 

tially I wasn’t that 

fond of GoldenBoy. 

Leaning^more 

(Kintaro is played perfectly by ADV graphic artist Douglas 

Smith on a sugar high - true story) and the sound quality is 

excellent throughout. Mostly, though, in 

episodes 4 & 5 you get more of what I 

GB is famous for; beautiful babes and big t"d,h'y'J°,h,n°v^h',rhe7‘» 

boobs,along with great one liners you’ll gf \ Jf V 

want to use over and over. For ^ gy mSÈÊ'Èèm 
instance, when Kintaro spots a sexy 

biker, he exclaims,“Baby, my kickstand is 

up” or “I wish I was a motorcycle seat!” 

Both episodes are genuinely funny and 

keep with the GB tradition of high quali- 

ty animation and superb production val- 

ues. I highly recommend them both.The ft i* mm uv * 
ultimate over 17 stocking stuffer?You be ^ 
the judge. - E.Storm ..Th,<*^,lo” 
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In Doublé Trouble, Doublé Jeopardy, one of the first and 
most notable modern anime characters to reach American 

shores (and everyone’s favorite Devil Hunter) returns in her 
sixth dubbed ADV feature. In this episode, which features the 
usual doses of school girl comedy, mystic drama and epic bat-1 

tles (and the usual touch of nekidness),Yohko must battle a 
Devil Hunter doublé bred from a grudge of the grannys! 
Grandma’s got a twin sister who’s been training a devil hunter 

of her own, and this imposter shows up and begins infringing 
on Yohko’s earthly territory. All heil breaks loose, literally, as 

their epic battle unleashes a furious demon in stunningYohko 

style. The action packed, exceptionally animated climax is one 
of the best in Devil Hunter history as Asuza 2, Ayako, and 

Yohko struggle for answers as they fight a demon who can 

freeze them in their tracks one at a time. Having grown 
accustomed toADV’s Yohko dub, I rate this one as very good, 
(forgiving the gratuitous Highlander and X-Files references). 

Piek up parts 2, 3&4-ever, 5 (Heil on Earth) and 6, and have 
yourself a Yohko-a-thon! Now’s the time! - EStorm 

animatïon 

dubbing 

story 

musie eviUiunterJfohkoS. 

GOLD 

'hadow-SlalMkirtö IF HORRIFIC 
BOX ART 
AND THE 
WORST DUB 
EVER CAN’T 
KILLIT... 
WELL, 
MAY BE YOU 
SHOULD 
CHECK IT 
OUT! 

Talk about your doublé edged swords... On the one hand, Shadow 
Skill is an excellent action series, combining flashes of great animation, 
inspired art, and a strong story. On the other.it is so poorly dubbed that 
it’s nearly impossible to watch and take seriously at the same time. The 
story follows Gua (pronounced Gow),a boy orphaned at 10 after ban- 
dits killed his family, and his adoptive sister, Élla. Ella is a true warrior of 
the Shadow Skill, an ancientfighting technique developed by female slaves 
using only their legs (as their hands were shackled). In part one (avail- 
able now at a video retailer near you), Gau became a great warrior after 
confronting his fears, and Ella. 

Part 2 picks up 10 years later, and now Gau (known as Gau Ban of the 
Black Howling) is a mighty warrior. He sets out on two adventures after 
an initial flashback sequence, which chronicles Gau’s earlier days when he 
feared even speaking. Next, alongside Spellcaster Fowari, the siblings 
take up with Quo in a battle againstThe King of the Moon to avenge her 
slain people. And finally, rounding out the 90 minute part 2, Ella and 
Fowari are turned against each other by an evil nemesis from the past. 
Shadow Skill’s look and feel is one of adventure and pride. The series has 
excellent music, phenomenal fight scenes.and an art style all its own that 
I find extremely appealing. If not for Gau’s pseudo New York accent and 
demons that talk like news anchors, Pd score the dubbed version a full 
grade higher. - £. Storm 

SHADOW SKILL 
V- > Pa r t 2 * 
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animation 
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story 
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ms Dubbed - $11*111 SRP 

HS Subtitled - $1411 SRP 

Laserdisc - $29.98 SRP 

Hiiyuuirall 1 TV Seri** 
•agonball Z - Arrival ■all Z - The Saiyans 

all Z - Snake Way 

ïï.11 Sip iich 

the Cóllectable Card Gam 

Starter Deck: $8.98 SRI 

Booster Pack: $1.98 SRI at least Utree TV episodes! 

Unedited 
Original Movie! I/ilIJililJü ]jj j'JuiL)JJ iijij iijjjü iJJJ7jjfJJiJJ-*ij 

THE MOVIE - DEA 
Approx. 45 min. running time 

öö PIONEER 
The Art of Entertainment 

Call Pioneer Customer Service at 800-421-1621 for more information or check out our website: www.pioneer-ent.com 
©1887 BIRD STUDIO /SHUÉiS HA, T 8 E I ANIMATION l I c e n s e d Uy H N I in 8 I ! 8 n Productlons, Ine. All RlgHts Beeersed. 

Dragon Bal! ZIM Toys BAN 
Available from DAI FUNimation 

Productions Ine. 



WÉM 

'ij Stay with me now... All 

1 things were created by 

The Great Mother. She 

loved her humans, but 

| è ! lM|teach them how to fight, 

Ilshe created fierce 

Mb ÉÉK I jdemons. But the demons 
0 ^^j|| jproved too strong and 

j The Great Mother cre- 

, A i J: ated guardians to act as 
anaiil —3k^mIfl^Ba||jes for the humans 

against the demons. Now, the battle lines have been drawn 

between demon and guardian, linked forever by a bitter hatred 

with mankind hanging in the balance. The year is 2089, only 

one race will survive, and you get to watch. This is the essence 

of the story, which unfolds and finally climaxes with such poetic 

drama, that among the blood-stained debris of 50 minutes of 

bloody carnage you may just shed a tear for Agie and Shizuka, 

two humans who lay at the heart of Twilight. The animation 

quality is well above average, the art, a blend of old and new 

styles (kind of aWicked City meets Armitage) is wonderful, 

and the soundtrack is excellent. With art direction reminiscent 

of Blade Runner, a cast of exotic, interesting characters, excel¬ 

lent acting, and a hardcore story,Twilight is one of ‘97’s biggest 

surprises. I can’t recommend it highly enough. P.S.This sure 

would make on heil of a video game.! - £. Storm 
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McFarlane Toys presents manga interpretations of the Spawn legend. 

The Goddess is one of six 

action figures in Spawn Series 9. 

Available on toy shelves 

everywhere in mid November. 

To receive your FREE full color 

1 997 McFarlane Toys catalog 

send a postcard with your 

name and address to 

McFarlane Toys (MT9-GF2) 

P.0. Box 27228 Tempe, AZ 

85285-7228 Manga Spawn character names and likenesses are TM and 

1997 Todd McFarlane Productions. Ine. All rights reserved. 



That’s right anime fans, it’s time to speak up and let us know what yoiTre watching! List 
your top 5 favorite anime and send it in, attention Anime Fan! As always, we would- 
n’t dream of asking you to go to all the trouble of writing, mailing and stamp-lick-^^^ 
ing for nothing: We’ll enter you in our bi-monthly drawing (one entry per per- 
son, per month) for the 20-inch Eva model pictured below and Evangelion 1 ttfru /// f 
6!! Two additional prizes will be given away each 
month. Ist prize - a full set of Burn Up W and a 
Burn Up W T-shirt and 2nd prize - a full set of 

Here’s where 
vou throw 

— down!_- And the 
winners are 
Grand Prize 

Linc Fain 
Powder Springs, GA 

First Prize 

Kristine Ben 
Conoga Park, CA 

E Storm Shidoshi 

1 Evangelion 
2 Venus Wars 
3 Peacock King 
4 Saber Marionette J 
5 Burn Up W 

1 Tenchi Muyo! 
2 Neon Genesis Evangelion 
3 Kiki’s Delivery Service 
4 Graveyard of the Fireflies 
5 Koy: The Metal Idol 

1 Shinseiki Evangeliën 
2 Kaze no Tani no Nausicaa 
3 Tenkuu no Shiro Lap^ta 
4 Tenkuu no Escaflowne 
5 Top wo Nerae! Gunbuster 

To register simply send your top 5 anime picks along with your name, age, atad addross- 
to: Anime Fan Top Five, 5137 Clareton Drive Ste. 210, Agoura Hills, CA 913®i^Gf^nd 
Prize: EVA Model (the big red one) and episode 1-6 of Evangelion. Ist Place prfeè: com 

plete set of Burn Up W anime and a T-shirt. 2nd place prize: set of Devil Flunter Yohko 
anime. For a free AD Vision catalog write to: AD Vision 5750 Blintiff #217 Plouston, TX 
77036. No purchase necessary, void where prohibited, yada, yada, yada. 
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Happy Holidays!!! Welcome to another segment of 
the industry’s most covert (and downright litigious) 
rumblings... 

FinalFantasv8Finished? Done. that is... 
Yes, according to reliable sources at Square Los 

Angeles, the team responsible tor FF 7is in the stages 
of putting the finishing touches on Final Fantasy 8 in 
Hawaii. Oddly enough it appears that it has been 
done for more than four months, and is now under 
going bug testing and translation of the text for the US 
version. The only question now is when will the game 
be released. My best guess would be Summer 1998, 
and expect Square to drop this bomb on Enix as they 
unveil Dragon Questto a frothing public. Most impor- 
tantly, it would seem that Square is shooting for a 
simultaneous launch in the US and Japan (though ril 
believe that when I see it). Last, but certainly not 
least, the same sources also state that Final Fantasy 
9 is already undergoing preliminary design. The big 
question of course being: For PS or PS2? If I had a 
basket and some eggs they’d all be on PS2... 

More Capcom Seauel Mania? 
Final Fight EXwhich sounded like a very respectable 

sequel to the greatest side seroJIing fighting game 
ever made (ed’s note: Streets of Rage 2 was the best, 
actually) could have some problems... if you don’t 
own a Playstation. It appears that the game is being 
developed solely for the Playstation, skipping 
arcades and an oft-rumored Saturn rev entirely. We’ll 
keep ya posted on this one. The next announcement 
is that Street Fighter EX 2 is heading for the 
Playstation and not Model 3 as previously expected. 
The new characters that we know of for sure are: 
Skullomania Stronger ( Skullomania has a hook now) 
and Hokuto’s sister, Nanase, are in the game. It will 
ship to arcades in Spring of 1998 and will be released 
for the home in July or August of 1998 in Japan. 
Resident Evil 2 is on its way to the US, set for a 
January 20th release. Word on the motion picture is 
that the script is not even finished and the movie wont 
be out until late 1998. Take yourtime, guys; we don’t’ 
want another Street Fighter. Some more good news 
from the fight-meisters at Capcom is that the team 
responsible for RE 2 is already working on another 
game (not RE 3), and it should be out sometime in 
1998. RE 3 is said to be on the drawing boards for 
Play Station 2. 

Nintendo’s 1997 Space World show report part 1.... 
by Yoshi 3:16 
F-Zero X 
Even though Nintendo uh, misinformed us about the 

release of this game (the date changed from 
December of this year in Japan till June in Japan) it 
looks utterly amazing. F-Zero Xis only 60% complete 
and will be whopping 128 megs in memory size. As 
well, a 64DD version will be released late 4th quarter 
1998 in Japan. The game was playable and featured 
24 tracks and over 30 vehicles to choose from. The 
game runs at a screaming 60 frames, but the music 
needs some heavy work (perhaps a larger cart is in 
order). 

The Legend of Zelda: The Ocarina of Time 
Zelda 64 was pushed back to an April release in 

Japan (the US release is July) and the price was 
announced at being only 6800Yen ($59 in the US). 

140 

The game will be 256 megs in siztTTSZmegabytes) 
and runs at a smooth 30 frames per second. Zelda 
had a revolutionary new camera system that was 
much better than Mario 64 and the music was very 
impressive (see, an extra 128 megs does make a dif- 
ference). Alas, the 64DD version has been to pushed 
back to a ’99 release date at best. 

Super Mario RPG 2 
Even though it won’t hit until late 1998, Mario RPG 2 

for the 64DD looked stunning. The environments are 
now fully 3D polygon worlds but Mario himself looks 
like a 2D sprite. The game itself is still like the first 
game, an isometric adventure. Mario RPG 2 will be 
released for the 64DD and will not be made for car- 
tridge N64. 

Here’s a list of all the games at the show: 
Nintendo: Playable 
Banjo & Kazooie -128 megs 
Diddy Kong Racing -128 megs 
F-Zero X-128 megs 
NBA Basketball -128 megs 
1080 Degree Snow Boarding -128 megs 
The Legend of Zelda: The Ocarina of Time - 
256 megs 

Yoshi’s Story -128 megs 

Nintendo: On tape 
ÉarthBound 3 - 64DD 
Jungle Emperor Leo -128 megs 
Mario Artist- 64DD 
Picture Maker- 64DD 
Pikachu Genki de Chu - 64DD 
Polygon Maker - 64DD 
Pocket Monsters - 64DD 
Pocket Monster Stadium - 64DD 
Sim City- 64DD 
Super Mario RPG 2 - 64DD 

Third-Party Playable: 
Aero Fighters 
Augusta Masters 
Bio Tetris 
Chameleon Twist 
Clay Fighter 63 1/3 
Dual Heroes 
Dentry Ira tra Bou 
Etale 
Extreme G 
Famista 
FIFA Road to Victory 98 
Fighting Cup 
Gasp 
Greztky 98 
Hexen 
In The Zone 98 
Kiratto Kaiketsu 
Lamborghini 64 
Morita Shogi 
Nagano 
NFLQBC98 
Pachinko 356 days 
Pro Baseball Stadium King 2 
Rev Limit 
San Francisco Rush 
Sim City 2000 
Sim Copter 
Snow Speeder 

Sonic Wings Assault 
Space Circus 
Super Robot Spirits 
Sumo64 
Tamagotchi World 
Top Gear Rally 
Wild Choppers 

At the Space world show Nintendo debuted four new 
peripherals for the N64. The first is a Capture 
Cartridge. With this device you can screen capture 
images from a VCR, any game system, or a cam¬ 
corder. Basically any device that outputs a video sig- 
nal can be grabbed with this cartridge. The Capture 
will be released in July around the same time as the 
64DD. The Nintendo Mouse was shown for the Mario 
Artist games, which will make it much easierto alter 
all those pies you grab. The Mouse will be released 
in July 1998. The 64 Gameboy add-on is exactly that, 
a Gameboy add-on that fits on the back of your N64 
controller. With it you can send data from your 
Gameboy to your N64 and vice versa. The first game 
that uses the 64GB is Pocket Monsters Stadium. 
Again the 64GB will be released in July 1998. The last 
device is the Voice Recognition Headset. With this 
piece of kit you can talk to directly to your game. The 
first game that you can communicate with is Pikachu 
Genki De Chu and should be released in the 2nd quar¬ 
ter of 1998. The 64DD was delayed till July 1998 and 
the US version won’t hit until 4th quarter. 

Sega Chanqes Dural Specs Aqain... 
Yes, they’ve changed again. The Dural specs have 

been modified just a little and may not reflect what the 
gamer will get in September of 1998 in Japan next 
year-in other words, take it all with a truckload of salt 
until Sega debuts it at E3. Here are the specs: 

CPU: MIPS R5000: 80%-90% probability this will be 
the CPU in Dural for one reason: it’s very inexpensive. 

Hitachi SH4: is looking more and more unlikely due 
to prohibitive cost. 

RAM: 8megabytes of main RAM 
2 megabytes for video RAM 

Res: 320 x 224 - 640 x240 
Graphics chip: Power VR2 capable of displaying 

1.8 million polygons at 30 frames per second 
Operating System: Based on Microsoft’s Windows CE 

and Direct X 
Modem: Sega wants to include it but it may be too 

expensive since they want to use a 56k modem (bah, 
give me a cable modem, or give me death). 

Memory Card: Yes, and Sega’s memory card will 
have an LCD screen right on the card. 

Controller: Analog stick with a D-pad, no word on 
how many buttons, though. 

WhenUS: 1999 for $199.99 
When Japan: September-November 1998 for 

$299.99 

Plenty of games are in development: Scud Racer, 
MetalGearSolid, Virtua Fighter 3, Virtua0n2, Virtua 
Striker 3, Daytona 2, Power Slave 2, Lost World, 
Nights 2, and a fourth foray into the world of Panzer 
Dragoon. 

Well there goes another Other Stuff. It’s all 100 per¬ 
cent true, with no wild speculation whatsoever. Join 
us next time when we’ll have even more juicy tid-bits 
for your delight and delectation... Until then... 

Check us out Online at - http://www.gamefan.com 



GameFan and Ubi Soft Entertainment present 

GameFan’s official F1 Pole Position 64 contest 
VIP Treatment At One of Racing’s 

Most Spectacular Events: The Toyota 
Grand Prix of Long Beach! 

Grand Prize: A Trip to the Long Beach 
Grand Prix with A Visit To GameFan 
Headquarters April 3-5,1998 
Ubi Soft will fly one lucky winner and a friend or 
guardian from anywhere in the US to Los Angeles 
for an expense-paid, once-in-a-lifetime event! 
You'll visit the GameFan offices and visit with its 
editors. Then the scene shifts to Long Beach, 
where you'll enjoy practice sessions, qualifying 
races, race previews and finally, the Toyota Grand 
Prix of Long Beach! In this amazing race, many 
of the world's fastest cars and drivers show their 
stuff on the streets of downtown Long Beach. 

REGISTER TO WIN!! 
Register online by going to the Ubi Soft website at www.ubisoft.com 

F1/Game Fan Contest Ubi Soft 625 Third Street, 3rd Floor San Francisco, CA 94107 

GameFan’s official F1 Pole Position 64 contestj 
Name -—-—- 

Address 

City State ZiD 

Day time phone Work phone 

Aae E-Mail address 

1. No Purchase Necessary To Enter: To enter, mail the attached entry form or a Standard sized postcard, contain- 
ing your name, address and phone number, F/1 GameFan, 625 Third St., Third Floor, San Francisco, CA 94107. No 
purchase or payment of any money is necessary to enter. One entry per household. All entries must be handwrit- 
ten. All entries must be received no later than January 31,1998. All entries become exclusive property of Ubi Soft 
Entertainment and will not be acknowledged or returned. Ubi Soft Entertainment and GameFan assume no respon- 
sibility for lost, mutilated, late, illegible, incomplete, postage-due or misdirected entries. Only one prize perfamily, 
organization or household. 2. Prizes: (1) Grand prize winner will receive a trip to the Long Beach Grand Prix with 
A Visit To GameFan Headquarters April 3-5,1998. (The Grand Prize has an approximate retail value of $1,500.00). 
(1) First prize winner will receive a Nintendo 64 and a F1 Pole Position 64 game. (5) The second prize winners will 
receive a F1 Pole Position game. (Second Prize has an approximate retail value of $70.00). (10) The third prize win¬ 
ners will receive a F1 Pole Position pigment-dyed pocketed T-shirt. Third Prize has an approximate retail value of 
$12.95. Winners are responsible for any and all federal, state and local taxes. Sponsor reserves the right to sub- 
stitute prize of equal value if prize is unavailable. Prizes are non-transferable and no substitutions allowed. 3. 
Winners: Winners will be determined by a single random drawing of all valid entries received by the Sponsors, 
whose decisions are final. Drawing to be held on or about February 15, 1998. Winners shall be notified by mail 
and/or telephone. 4. Odds of Winning Sweepstakes: The odds of winning depends on number of valid entries 
received. 5. Eligibility: Promotion open to residents of United States only. Winners may be required to sign an 

affidavit of eligibility/release of by Formula one Administration Limited. (c)1997 Ubi Soft Entertainment, Ine. All 
rights reserved, c 1996 Nintendo of America Ine. All other trademarks are the property of their respective holden 6. 

Winners List: To obtain list of winners, send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to GameFan “F1” Sweepstakes Winners List, F/1 GameFan, 625 Third St., 3rd floor San Francisco, 
CA 94107. Requests for winners list must be received by March 15,1998. Please allow 4 weeks for delivery of winners list. 7. Restrictions: Void where prohibited by law. All fed¬ 
eral, state and local regulations apply. 8. Sponsors: This sweepstakes is sponsored solely by UBi Soft Entertainment. F1 Pole Position 64 is an official product of FIA Formula One 
World Championship licensed by Formula one Administration Limited. ©1997 UBi Soft Entertainment, Ine. All rights reserved, c 1996 Nintendo of America Ine. All other trademarks 
are the property of their respective holden 1-800-UBI-S0FT 

First Prize 
Nintendo 64 console and F1 Pole Position 64 game! 
Nintendo 64 and F1 Pole Position put you in the cock¬ 
pit of a high-performance F1 racer! Relive all the 
excitement of the 1996 Formula One Championship! 

5 Second Prizes 
F1 Pole Position 64 game: The ONLY racing simula- 
tion for the N64! Rocket through 16 race courses and 
battle the world's toughest drivers! With 22 drivers, 
11 teams and all the circuits from the 1996 season, 
this is the only complete racing simulation you can get 
for N64. 

10 Third Prizes 
F1 Pole Position pigment-dyed pocketed t-shirts! 



FROM A (RATHER UN-FESTIVE) CAVE 

DEEP INSIDE AGOURA.. 

' B' 

CHRISTMAS??!!! I HATE CHRISTMAS!!! Great 
swathes of mail to wade through, back-breaking 
sacks to drag into the van, me hernia’s playing up, 
and lil’ Jimmy must’ve been a kiss-ass little boy this 
year... I’ve got the entire contents of Toys R Us to 
deliver to his friggin’ house!! But... ya know what 
saves me from goin’ POSTAL again?! Letters trom 
the wide variety of FREAKS who read this journal. 
There’s people almost as mad as me out there! Don’t 
believeme? Then read on... 

< TOMB RAIDER... FROM THE TUNDRA 
Dear Postmeister, 

Due to the tact that we already have a president that 
has difficulty distinguishing between fantasy and 
reality, l’ve decided to do my part in preventing this 
from happening again, by writing you this letter, with 
the hopes that it will prevent you from running [for 
president]. 

I am an incurable Tomb Raider addict and am won- 
dering if the musical tracks, from Tomb Raider, were 
created specifically for the game, or if they were cho- 
sen from pre-released material. More importantly, 
can we expect to hear the same god-like quality 
music in Tomb Raider 2. 

Finally, l’ve heard nothing of plans for a PC version 
of TR2. Would it be too much to hope for a PC ver¬ 
sion, any time soon? Oh Postmeister, show me your 
wisdom. 

Perry Canfield 
Ketchikan, Alaska 

Dear Perry, 
Show you my wisdom?! Why I oughta... oh wait, 

that's a good thing... heh. Anyway, Tm not sure how 
this letter will help prevent anymore unchecked 
dementia, but seeing as you know our address, I 
won’t push the matter. Even though I can’t help but 
wonder how a person, from Alaska, can be any more 
grounded than our President. Sure, he’s from 
Arkansas, but Alaska?! Co me on, isn’t it dark for six 
months at a time up there? Add in that kerazy light 
show ca lied the Aurora Borealis and you’ve got a 
sure-fire recipe for psychosis. 

Anyway, enough with the insults. As far as the 
Tomb Raider and Tomb raider 2 music is concerned, 
it’s all original. Mery talented programmers spent 
many hours giving Lara’s adventures the best in 
background music (and backsides, <ahem>). 

And yes, Tomb Raider 2 will be putting in an 
appearance on one of those evil machines with 
some intense 3D accelerated madness. Of course, 
getting it to work on one of those devices is a com¬ 
plete ly different can o ’ worms. “General profeet ion 
fault?” “Invalid page fault?” Hooohaarrü! 
Where’s my AXE?! 

CROFT CRAZY 
Dear Postmeister, 

I am an owner of a Playstation, and darn proud of it, 
but I have a question that has been racking my brain. 
Why don’t Playstation games use their 32-bit power, 
to the fullest? Now l’m not saying that Playstation 
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games don’t kick mega-butt, but I do feel that the 
games could be a bit smoother. For example, Tomb 
Raidefs scene that shows Lara and the Mexican 
guide walking through the Alps, is spectacular! So 
why doesn’t the rest of the game play that way? Also, 
I have some questions that I would like to ask: 
1) Does Lara Croft have a boyfriend? 
2) Is Goldeneye coming out for the Playstation? 
3) Could you give me some information on 

Metal Gear Solid? 
4) Is Goeman 64 coming out for the Playstation? 

Matthew Fox 
Milford, Connecticut 

Dear Matt, 
True, we haven’t seen the best that the Playstation 

is capable of, but that is something that will take 
time. Developers need time to learn how to utilize 
the tools they are given. It took years for Genesis 
developers to get a handle on what the Genesis could 
do; you can’t just wake up and start developing 
Earthworm Jims am/Vectormans. Besides, there are 
other issues here... 

Get over this Lara Croft thing; it’s unhealthy. When 
Roger Daultry sang of Pictures of Lily or when Peter 
Wolf belted out Freeze Frame, they were thinking 
more along the lines of flesh and blood, not poly- 
gons. And when it comes right down to it, Lara ain’t 
all that—Tm more a Mai Shiranui man, myself. And 
who knows, maybe Lara doesn’t even like boys— 
didn’t think of that, did you? I suggest talking with 
Perry. He, apparently, has a firm grasp on reality. As 
for the answers to your other questions: 

2) HAHAHAHAHAH A Rare game on a system other 
than Nintendo’s?! Why that’s like Shidoshi swearing 
off Sailor Moon and taking an interest in the opposite 
sex; it ain ’t gonna happen. 

3) Certainly! It comes on a small optical disc capa¬ 
ble of storing in excess of 600 MB of information 
which is then read by a laser housed in your PS con¬ 
sole and then translated by the various processors in 
said console into a fantastic game that millions will 
enjoy for years to come (Read all about MGS last 
issue). 

4) Well, the answer to this question follows along 
the lines of those given in answer 2. Point being: 
Don ’t hold yer breath (especially about Shidoshi). 

DISTRAUGHT IN DILLONVALE 
Dear Posty, 

I want to get to the point. I must ask why all of your 
personnel have a problem with Ultra 64 games? Or 
better yet, think Playstation games are the best thing 
since sliced bread? Everyone at GameFan should 
start giving Ultra64 some respect. I think that the 64 
is far better than the PSX, but that is my opinion. All 
I ask is that you give the 64 a fair shake!!! 

James Perdue 
Dillonvale, Ohio 

Dear Jimmy (can I cal! you Jimmy?), 
Bef ore we go about showering Nintendo’s 64-bit 

machine with respect, I suggest you, at least, show a 
pebble of your own by at least calling the machine by 
its actual name: it’s the N64, chief, not the Ultra64. 

We here, at GameFan, have plenty of respect for the 
N64. But a machine is only as good as the games 
that come out for it. The fact of the matter is the N64 
has very few games. On top of that, many of them 
don’t even come close to utilizing the strength of the 
machine. Last time I checked, we rated Goldeneye, 
Extreme G and Top gear Rally quite highly. l’m not 
even going to get into our obsession with Diddy 
Kong Racing and the upcoming Zelda 64. The fact 
is, Playstation is putting out the most games right 
now, and if you read our mag, you’II notice we 
hammer many of their titles, too. Now I can ’t wait 
to get a boatload of letters complainin’ that we 
don’t cover enough Genesis stuff, and that we’re 

biased towards Gameboy, sheesh! 
And for the record, I took a poll, and discovered that 

many GameFan employees weren’t all that thrilled 
with the notion of sliced bread... Reubus in particular. 

MORE GAMING DEVIANT SCRAWLINGS 
naar Pnctmaictar 

HOW ARE YOU!!! OK, ENOUGH WITH THE NICE 
TALK!!!! LET ME GET STRAIGHT TO THE POINT (DID I 
TELL YOU GUYS, THAT YOU ARE ONE OF THE 
COOLEST MAGAZINES OUT THERE, AND l’M NOT 
JUST SAYING THIS FOR YOU GUYS TO PUBLISH MY 
LETTER)!... ANYWAYS, ON THE OCTOBER ISSUE, 
MR NICK ROX HAD A REVIEW FOR RE TRIAL VER¬ 
SION \NH\CH I MAY SAY AND I CAN BET MY WEEKLY 
ALLOWANCE THAT IS GOING TO BE ONE OF THIS OR 
NEXT YEAR’S BEST! ANYWAYS, WHEN I HEARD 
THAT THERE WAS A TRIAL VERSION WITH THE RE 
DIRECTOR’S CUT, I HAD TO GO OUT AND MAX OUT 
ALL MY CREDIT CARDS AND HAD TO TELL MY PAR- 
ENTS TO STOP GIVING ME ALLOWANCE, LOCK ME IN 
MY ROOM OR SHOOT ME ON THE LEG SO I WOULD- 
N’T GO OUT AND BUY THE DIRECTOR’S C/7TCAUSE I 
DIDN’T WANT TO SPOIL THE FUN OF PLAYING RE 2 
TRIAL VERSION UNTIL THE REAL ONE CAME OUT... 
BUT MR ROX WROTE IN HIS REVIEW THAT THERE 
WAS A ONE HOUR PLAYABLE DEMO OF MEGAMAN 
NEO INCLUDED WITH THE DEMO I LIMP TO MY 
ROOM , BROKE MY SISTER’S PIGGY BANK WITH MY 
GOOD LEG, BORROW MY PARENT’S CAR AND RAN 
(WELL, NOT REALLY) AND BOUGHT IT ONLY FOR 
THAT REASON, I WANT TO PLAY WITH THE LITTLE 
BLUE GUY! AND GUESS WHAT?!!!!!! GIVE 
UP?!!!!!!!!! THERE WAS NO LITTLE BLUE GUY THAT I 
COULD PLAY WITH. WHERE DOES ROX GET HIS 
GAMES??? WISH GAME HEAVEN??? HOW DARE HE 
DECEIVE US 22 YEAR OLD, STILL LIVING AT HOME, 
STILL GETTING ALLOWANCE FROM MOMMY AND 
DADDY BEGGING FOR MONEY EVERY TIME A GOOD 
GAME COMES OUT, A COLLEGE DROP-OUT, INSPIR- 
ING [youmean ‘aspiring’l U.S. PRESIDENT... NEED I 
SAY MORE?? [no, please don’f] I WAS MISLED TO 
BELIEVE THAT I COULD PLAY FOR AN HOUR WITH A 
LITTLE BLUE GUY IN 3D. NOW I GET TO PLAY WITH 
LEON FOR 20 MIN!!!!!! ARGHHHHHHHHÜ! <snip!> 

Joseph Herrera, 
Morristown, New Jersey 

Dear Ranting Half wit, 
Turn the Caps Lock off, and STEP AWAY from the 

computer... this is the GRAMIV!AR POLICE. Please 
ensure you utilize all forms of basic grammar - 
including (but not limited to) periods, paragraphs, 
actual sentences, lower case lettering - in your next 
missive (not that we’II be prihting any more of your 
rantings). Regarding your game-related problem, I 
suggest you I o ca te a Game Shark and check D/lr Rox’s 
Hocus Pocus section... that’ll really ruin your enjoy- 
ment of the game!! 

The ‘blue guy’ is available in 3D polygon demo form 
in the IMPORT version of DC. Got it?!! Sheesh, I did 
some covert Morristown water-supply contamination 
missions back when I was on the Force, but I was told 
the virus I planted would only lead to mild hair-loss 
and derangement, and not dementia and inane waf- 
fling. Oh well. 

Okay, send me some turkey, l’m off to bury all this 
extra Christmas mail in a field. VU be back in 98 
ready to take you all on!! ArroooogaaaaaHU 

e to 58e öjJ Ml jjun /oJJ /^jge#/dent! 

he P S e ff 
5137 Clareton Dr. Suite 210 

Agoura Hills, CA 91301 



Fax us your needs »Pre-books *New Releases «Japanese Imports 
•Fast same-day shipping our specialtyü! 

Fax (305) 507-0852 EÜH 
San Francisco Rush 
by Midway 

MK Mythologies 
by Midway 

&OMBAT MYTHOLOGI ES MORT; 

TPI7A 

MIDWAY 

Lamborghini 64 Duke Nukem 
mmxmwmmmmmmMMmmsmsm 

by GT Interactive 

sssss» 
•ss* 

esr*? 

International Superstar Street Fighter IX 

rMMvffl 

Playstation SEGA SATURN 

•Raise your sales and profits with our low prices, quick service and extensive invento- 
ry«Fax (305)507-0852 *Just minutes away from the Miami International Airport All 
rights reserved. Any and all character names are trademarks of their respective companies. 



DISTRIBUTORS 

'Your #1 sovrce 
forsvpplyof 
video gaines" i 

"Yovr best sovrce for Rare 
and Hard To End Games!" 

• We have a huge selection of all types 

of games, from the 8-bit NES to N64! 

• New & Used—We buy Games 

• Try before you buy at our retail location 

• Excellent service ESSEI 
uESll 

• Low Prices P^BI 
• We also buy & sell 

CD-roms for PC & Mac SÊh 

Gfre uf o colli! 
12104 Sherman Way, North Hollywood, CA 91605 
Tel: (818)764-2442 • Fax (818)764-4851 
Business hours Mon-Sun 11am-7om PST 

We ship UPS, FedEx, DHL and Airborne 
All ground orders delivered in 3 days 

5995 Malburg Wayr Vernon, Los Angeles, CA 90058 
Tel: (213)581-8118 * Fax (213)581-8111 
E-mail: mascoent@earthlink.net 
E-mail: mascodist@aol.com 

Check out our 
web site! 
www.gamefan.com 

Visit the GameFan Online Mali for Great Deals from these advertisers 

PlayStalior 

•Nintendo 64 «Sony Playstation «Sega 
Saturn «GameBoy games and all kinds of 
accessories from Naki, Nyko, ASCII, 
Interact, Innovation, Madcatz, etc. VERY COMPET1 

> WE ACCEPT MAIL ORDERS-CALL FOR CATALOG 

> KNOWLEDGABLE CUSTOMER SERVICE REPS 

> Bl-MONTHLY PRIZE DRAWING [ONLINE ONLV] 

SEE WEBSITE FOR MORE DETAILS 

> VISIT OUR RETAIL LOCATION OR CHECK US OUT 

Dealers, Wholesaiers and 
International inquiries welcome! 

WWW.STlCKJOYGAMES.COM 

113A HEBRON AVENUE • GLASTONBURY CT 

PH 860Y,57.4343 • FAX 8<S0.659.4500 

STORE HOURS MONDAY - FRIDAY 12-7:30 PM 

SATURDAY 11-7:30 PM & SUNDAY 12-6 PM 
www//game-source.com 

www//mascodist.com www.gameilude.com/gameduile 
'WHEN REAL1TY SUCKS. COME VISIT STICKJÖY 

Import and Domestic 

Call today to place 
your ad here! 

Contact Julie Segal at: 



LooiTTor daily game tips on our wessite 

800-992-6588 
Information Line 

818-917-5414 
FREE 

Classified 
section 
Online 

P&L 
VIDEO GAMES 

I Established in 1990 I 

orders only please 

Open 7 Days 
a week 

Daily Tips 
& Tricks 

www.pnlvideogames.com 

O W; Pf. 

Check out our web site! 
www.gamefan.com 

The #1 Jaguar, Lynx, 3D0 Source! 

P» AtariJaguar 
CD system 

$59üe« 
*49used 

♦ 7WtA1>\ 

> Atari Jaguar CD/Cart games 
from s5-00 

* Atari Jaguar 64 system from $20°° 
> Lynx II system $5400 new with 4 
games (Bill&Ted’s Adventure, Klax, 
Ishido, Chip’s Challenge) 

* Lynx II System used $2000 
► Lynx games siO °°each 
* 3DO games from $3°° 
»3DO system from $6900 
► Sega 32X, Sega CD games 

P:818-505-1666 Fax:818-505-168f 

vuww.vglq.com 

____;___m 
AD VISION 133 

ASATSU AMERICA 73 

ASC GAMES 25,57,75 

ATLUS 59 

CAPCOM 19,29,31,33-35 

CHEQUEMATE 93 

CORNER DIST. 149 

CRYSTAL DYNAMICS 97 

EIDOS 8-9,50-51 

ELECTRONICS BOUTIQUE 21 

FUNCO 151 

GAME BROS. 144 

GAME DUDE 144 

GAMES EXPRESS 148 

GAMETREK 149 

GT INTERACTIVE IFC-1,42-43 

INNOVATION 147 

INTERACT 14-15 

JAPAN VIDEO 150 

LUCAS ARTS 36-37 

MASCO 144 

MIDWAY 5,63,100-101,117 

NAKI 95 

NINTENDO 160-IBC 

OCEAN 69 

PANDEMONIUM 83 

PIONEER 135 

PNL VIDEO GAMES 145 

PSYGNOSIS 27 

REALITY QUEST 109 

SAMSUNG 6-7 

SEGA 2-3,12-13 

SIRTECH 23 

SONY 2-3,18-19,INSERT 

STICKJOY 144 

THQ 11,105 

TITUS 71 

TODD MCFARLANE PROD. 137 

UBI SOFT 99,141 

UNIVERSE VIDEO 149 

VIDEO GAME LIQUIDATORS 145 

W.I.T. 143,159 

WORKING DESIGNS 67 

P&L Video Games 

P&L Arcade Stick 
available for PC, Sony 
Playstation, Sega 

■ Saturn & More 

Is Your Game 
sVstem oMd? Too Cheap 

Collecting Dust? fa PdSS Up! 
SEE OUR 
ONLINE 
CLOSEOUTS 

Online Hassle-Free Ordering 
Visit our Retail Store of over 4000 square Feet - 

Filled Wall-to-Wall with Import & Domestic 
Video Games (every format), PC Games, 

Computers, Accessories, Toys, and More. 
1655 N. Haciënda Blvd. La Puente, CA 91 744 
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Books 

Address 

Make checks (US fiinds) payable to: GameFan. 
5137 Clareton Drive, Suite 210, Agoura Hills, CA 91301 

STRATEGY GUIDE 

GameFan Killer Instinct 2. .@ $8.95. $ 
Night Warriors. .@ $8.95. $ 
Darkstalkers. .@ $8.95. $ 
Street Fighter 3. .@ $9.95. $ 
Super Mario 64. .@ $9.95. $ 
MK Trilogy.. .@ $9.95. $ 
SouiBlade. .@ $9.95. $ 
Persona. $ 
Die Hard Trilogy.. .@ $9.95. $ 
Independence Day.. .@ $9.95. $ 

Turok: Dinosaur Hunter.. . @ $9.95. $ 
Ace Combat 2. .@ $9.95. $ 
Treasures of the Deep. . @ $9.95. $ 
Resident Evil 2. $ 
Shipping & Handiing. $ 

(Foreign add $3 ea.) TOTAL $ 
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til 860-395-3090 or fax 860-388-0084 to order or locate the store nearest you, write us at Innovation PO Box 360 Old Saybrook, CT 06475 
trademarks and reqistered trademarks are properties of their respective owners. 

Other INNOVATION products available at a smart store near you 

N64™ 256K Memory Pak 
8 Colors With Battery Replacement 

N64™ 1 MEG Memory Pak Plus N64™ Virtual Wheel 
In 8 Colors With B4ttery Replacement Steering Wheel/ Flight Yoke With 2 Foot Pedals 



Quake Ul\PlavStation Titles 
Clock Tower 

rash Bandicoot 2 rest 

3X0 O i ï 

f3 1/3 

west 

W m Croc % 

DX Hird 1 
" Dead or Alive * 

Enemy Zero 
Fighting Force 

Last Bronx 
Madden ‘98 

Maximum Force 
Nuclear Strike 

Quake 
Resident Evil 
SF Collection 

Sega Ages 
Sega Touring Ca* 

Sonic R 

ra l ^üperstar Soccei 

M^nVlRC Racing\ \ 

iL Quarterback Cluö^ 

^Nagano Olympics 

Quake 64 

Quest 64 

San Francisco Rush 

Tetrisphere 

Top Gear Rally 

Yoshi’s Island 

\xmdk} % ; 

Metal Gear Sojid 
Nuclear Strike^ 

ightmare Creafure 

inkers Quest' 

PlanPI^^B 
Resident Evil Direcrors’s Cut 

Tomb Raider 2 
Wild 9’s 

DarkStafkefe 
Saturn Titles 

Castlevania X 

Dark Stalkers 3 

Grandia 

Japan Pro Wrestling 

Marvel vs. S.F. 

Panzer Dragoon RPG 

Phantasy Star l-IV 

Sakura Wars 2 

Samurai Shodown4 

Sonic Fighters 

Soul Hackers 

St. Fighter 3 

$ *XjMen vs. S.F. , 

Itation Titl 
JHJpattle Formatic\\^S 
^ Bloody Roar ^f||| 

Breath of Fire 3 
Critical Blow 

Dragon Ball Final Bout 
Front Mission 2 

Moonlight Syndrome 
Panzer Bandit 
Project Gairay 
Resident Evil 2 

St. Fighters Ex plus Alpha 
Speed Power Gunbike 

Tactics Ogre 
TEKKEN 3 - call for details 

X-Men vs. St. Fighters 

Titles 
■ Buggie Boogie, 
■ Chameleon Twist, ■■ 
gB Dracula 3D, Dual ■ 
•feroes, F Zero 64, ■ 

Holy Magie Centur\^l 
Entale, I 

■KKirby’s Air Ride, 1 

^■Mother 3, Quest 64] 
Rev Limit, 

■ Robotech 64, 
Sumo 64, 

Tonic Trouble, 
rR Golf, Wild Choppers* 
. Zelda 64 A S.F. EX plus Alpha S.F. Collection 

Reach us 
online at: www.gexpress.com 

I I —- —n«;x~r~ Dragon Ball & DBZ Anime. starting at $12.99 ei 
Ho JlL Posters:1st Poster $7, e 

par ^ additional poster $5.1 
rpfi 1/ÜiK WW? fSj IUL.E Suppues Last... 8 \ 
A . ^Uj^gÊKE STICKERS ^ _ 

1^^ jjjffDBZ Full Action Kit or ' r ' Ém 

t MMkliË 2 Figures. )*/ 

Sailormoon 
11" Polls (#1-9 shown right) $29.99 ea. 
4t!Fffl»TuxedO Musk 11” Dolls (nol shown) 

$29.99 ea. 

<2B3>Super SailorChibimoon 8” Dolls 
(not shown) $29.99 ea. 

Star 6” Dolls v.1-4 (not shown) $19.99 ea. 
Petite Figures v.1-9 $19.99 ea. 
Mini Play Set (shown beiow) $29.99 ea. 
Animation Movies from $12.99 ea. 

FF VII 6 pc. 
Keychain Set $29.99l 

Action Figures: Qotan 

STICKERS 
when you 

K buy any 
FF VII 

t action 
% figure 
- or puzzie 

’ile Suppues Last... Christmas 

KE POSTERS 
^ when you buy any Sailormoon 

Puzzles: 108 pc. $19.99; 

500 pc. & 1.000 pc. aval 

ea. addit.poster $5.00 

New Figures!!! 
Vincent & 
Sephiroth 

OVER 2500 TITLES IN STOCK, LOWEST PTOCES EMAIL US AT: ord 
Dealer lnqutries:212-290-0426 Mega Showroom: (send all payments to:) 126-128 W. 32nd St., New York, NY 10001 Fax. 212-290-0432 

Get $6.00 off 
when you 
purchase 

any 3 FFVII “assembly required 

16” Giant Actioi 

$29.99 ea. 

rigures 

Showrooms:167 Glen Cove Rd., Carle Place, NY 11514 Tel. 516-248-4911 • 163-18 Jamaica Ave., Queens, NY 11432 Tel. 718-739-5045 • 1464 Rockaway Pkwy., Brooklyn, NY 11236 Tel. 71&-272- 
2981 
Price and availability are subject to change without notice. We accept all major credit cards, Money Orders and C.O.D. Allow 14 business days for shipping when paying by personal check. All sales are final, we will only replace defective items with thesame title. Games Express Ine. is not responsible 
for mispnnt. NY residents add 8.25% sales tax to your order. All tradenames/trademarks are the properties of their respective owners. 



Import and American * 

Nintendo 64 
Playstation 
andSatum 

Now you can buy at the lowest 
unbeatable prices.Think of it! 
Saving $10, $20 or more * 

' UniverseiideO'Games 
Ligfif Years flfiead Of The Compefifion Wiffi Domn ïo Earfh Prices 

Q.A ^REE game converter w'^ purchase of selected titles. 
Ninienao 04 Play Import or American N64 games on any NB4 system. 

Bomberman Super Robot Battle Top Gear Rally Legend of Zelda 
Master’s Golf Olympic Games ‘98 Snowboarding 64 Dual Heroes 
Wild Choppers NFL Quarterback Club Chameleon Twist WCW vs. NWO 
Diddy Kong Racing Aero Fighters Famista Baseball Madden Football 

Playstation 
Dragonball Final Bout Phantomile 
Critical Blow Evangelion 
Bloody Roar Fighting Ranma 1/2 
Tails of Destiny Sailormoon 
Rurou Ni Kensnin ' Einhander 

Free universe adapter with 
purchase, play any ps game on 

almost any ps system 

Bronstream Saga 
Front Mission 2 
Sidewinder 2 
Real Robots Attack 
Breath of Fire 3 
Dead or Alive 

Gundam Z 
Armored Votoms 
Cyberbots 
Speed Gunbike 
Crime Crackers 2 
DBZ Legends 

_ FREE Saturn converter with purchase of select Satum titles. 
SEGAI/GTiJKN Play import or domestic Satum games on any Saturn system. 

X-men vs. Street Fighter Evangelion Sega Touring Car Macross 
Samarai Shodown 4 Dead or Alive Shining Force 3 Gundam Z Volume 2 
Virtua Fighter Wrestling Cotton 2 Layer Section Anarchy in Nippon 
Dragon Ball Legends Fake Down GT 24 Racing Panzer. Dragoon 3 
Super Robot Wars F Sailormoon Pro Wrestling Tenchi Myou 

* Guaranteed * 
Lowest Unbeatable Prices In The Universe 

Import Games starting at $1499 

★ 
24 HOUR VIDEO GAME HOTLINE 

CALL FOR TITLES 919-872-2440 
MasterCard, VISA and COD accepted 

Instant cash for select systems and games. * 

★ Nintendo 64, Playstation, Satum, PC CD ROM, 
NEO*GEO CD, Jaguar, SFC, Animation, MD, Game Music, 

^Wallscrolls, Toys, PC Engine and much more. 

Overnight delivery. Call today. Play tomorrow. * 
★ Monday-Sunday 1G:00 am-7:00 pm E.S.I 

919-872-2440 FAX 919-872-6701 
Dealer and Wholesale Inquiries Welcome. 

All rights reserved for all parties mentioned. We reserve the right to ★ 
refuse any sale, trade or purchase. Games are subject to availability. 

Dragon Ball Final bout lïWTminiMkJk 
We carry a large selection of import games for the 
Playstation, Saturn and Nintendo 64. We also sell a 
large selection of Domestic title^ 

Saga Frontier import Playstation 

import Playstation 

Are The Lad Monster Game import PlayStati 

iikM 1 rnport ...NM_ 

Whizz import Saturn 

import Saturn 

We'aCCEPtS' lfA/^lsTERC^Rlf AN[f fiS/Fs 



«I NINTENDO 64 TON/ PUymTION 

Powerful Pro Baseball $79 

DQRAEMON $79 

SEGA SATURN 

FINAL FANTASY 5 $59 

DBZ HYPER $79 % RANMA 1/2 $39 ^^SÉCRiïiMANnSHY^BAGON’QST 6 $69 

PRICE EROM. 
$13 TO $18 EA 

NEO CD $339 WITH ANY GAME OHQUR CHOICE. 
We cany Neo-Geo CD and Neo-Geo «fifridge gaines. 

order hot UNE: Dealer & Wholesalers Welcome tfè, m 
636-381-9383 710-1W. Las Tunas, San Gabriel, CA 91776 / Fax: 626-458-6845 |JÖD 

Famista 64 
Sonic Wing Assault 
Tomagotchi World 
Super Robot Spirits 
Hiryu-No-Ken twin 

Front Mission 2 
DBZ U.B. 22 $49 Gundam Battle Master $$9 Dragon Ball Z Legeng $49 

WCW VS World 
San Francisco Rush 
Duke Nukem 
Diddy Kong Racing 
Wayne Gretzky ‘98 
Mortal Kombat Myth 
Mission Impossible 
Clayfighter 63 1/3 
Top Gear Rally 

Einhander Salamande DLX Pk $59 TOBAL NO.2 $75 MACROSS D.M. $69 

mmAtmciAi MDK \ 
Tomb Raider 2 
Street Fighter Collection 
Street Fighter EX 3D 
San Francisco Rush 
C&C: Red Alert 

IMPORT 
Bloody Roar 
X-Men vs Street Fighter 
Choro Q Plane 
Door to Phantomobile 
Tales of Destiny 
Gensou Suikoden Wars 
Xeno Gears 
Altakute 

Saga 
Frontier $59 
Free F.F.7 

Sticker 
with 

Purchase 

Bio Hazard 2 

DRAGON 
BALL Z 
FINAL 
BOUT $59 
Free Poster 
& Sticker 
with 
Purchase 

WILD CHOPPER GOEMON 5 $79 Bomberman 64 $69 

Now you can play import N64 games on U.S. N64 systém with IJ64 converter $15 
‘Please Call for any titles nof listed above. 

Real Robots Final Attack 
DRAGON BALL] 

SFC/SNES 
CONVERTER 
$15 IMPORT U.S. 

Grandia Magie Knight Ra 
Sonic R Sonic R 
Gotha World Quake 
Dead or Alive Duke Nukem 3D 
Tactic Fighter CROC 
Japan Pro Wrestling 
Zero Divide Final Conflict 

Bomberman 5 
Dragon Quest 3 
Dragon Ball Z 3 
Yu Yu Hakusho 2 



Funco Mail Order 
Nintendö~^^T" SNES SEGA "^^^"pïavStation^^r^GameBov 

10 Yard Fight 2 Mega Man 2 9 7th Saga 29 NBA Live 95 9 AfterBumer2 19 NFL 95 1 2Extreme 35 NFL Game Day 15 Alleyway 12 NFL 7 
1943 9 Mega Man 3 13 Aladdin 19 NBA Live 96 15 Aladdin 13 NFL QB Club 2 Alten Trilogy 29 NFL Game Day 97 25 Baseball 9 Operation C 13 
Adv Byu Billy 2 Mega Man 4 19 Aliens/Predator 15 NBA Live 97 35 Alien 3 13 NFL QB Club 96 5 Andretti Racing 29 NFL QB Club 97 15 Batman 15 Pac-Man 24 
Adv Island 7 Mega Man 6 19 Batman Forever 9 NBA Showdown 9 Altered Beast 4 NHL Hockey 2 Area 51 39 NHL FaceOff 9 Battletoads 12 Paperboy 19 
Antidpation 2 Metal Gear 2 Batman Returns 15 NCAA Basketball 3 Bamey’s Hide Seek 19 NHL Hockey 94 2 Battle Arena Tsh 9 NHL Hockey 97 25 Bo Jackson 9 Power Rangers 18 
Arkanoid Game 15 Metroid 5 Battleclash SS 2 NHL Hockey 95 9 Batman Forever 13 NHL Hockey 95 4 Battle Arena Tsh 2 19 PGA Tour Golf % 29 Bugs Bny 

Casino Fun-Pack 
17 Qix 7 

Astynax 2 Mickey Mouse 4 Beavis & Butthead 15 NHL Hockey 96 18 Batman Returns 9 NHL Hockey 96 7 Beyond the Beyond 35 Pwer Moves WRST 25 29 Ren & Stimpy-SC 
Revenge cf GTR 

15 
Back to the Futr 2 Millipede 13 Big Hurt Baseball 19 NHL Stanley Cup 9 Beavis & Butthead 13 NHL Hockey 97 29 Contra Legacy War 29 Project Overkill 25 Casttevania Adv 9 8 
Bad Dudes 2 Monopoly 15 Boxing Legends 9 Paperboy 2 19 Bill Walsh Ftbl 1 NHLPA93 1 Crash Bandicoot 39 Rally Cross 39 Donkey Kong 25 Simpsons-Escape 29 
Baseball 2 Nare 3 Breath of Fire 29 PGAGolf 35 Bill Walsh Ftbl 95 2 Pat Rily Bsktbl 1 D (3CDs) 25 Resident Evil 39 Donkey Kong Land 29 Solar Striker 7 
Baseball Stars 19 NFL 2 Breath of Fire 2 59 Pilot Wings 9 Boogerman 19 PGA Tour Golf 19 Dark Forces 29 Ridge Racer 19 Doublé Dragon 15 Solitaire Fun Pack 33 
Bases Loaded 3 Ninja Gaiden 3 Bubsy 25 Pitfall Harry 9 Bubsy 13 PGA Tour Golf 2 19 Dark Stalkers 29 Ridge Racer Revltn 29 Doublé Dragon 2 17 Space Invaders 18 
Bases Loaded 2 3 Ninja Gaiden 2 3 Bulls vs Blazers 4 Populous 9 Bulls vs Blazers 2 Phantasy Star 3 18 Destruction Derby 25 Road Rash 38 Dr Mario 12 Spiderman 17 
Batman 5 Operation Wolf 2 Castlevania 4 9 Power Rangers 19 Bulls vs Lakers 2 Pitfall Harry 13 Destruction Derby 2 35 Soul Blade 39 Duck Tales 13 Star Wars 27 
Battletoads 5 Pac-Man 19 Chessmaster 29 Primal Rage 9 Buster Douglas Bxg 3 Pitfighter 4 Die Hard Trilogy 39 Soviet Strike 29 Empire Strikes Back 28 Supr Mario Lnd 15 
Black Bass 15 Paperboy 7 Chrono Trigger 45 Ren & Stimpy-Vdts 9 Coach K Bsktbl 9 Power Rangers 7 Doom 35 Star Wrs-Rebel Aslt 2 29 F 1 Racer 15 Supr Mario Lnd 2 19 
Blades Steel 3 Pinball 5 Contra 3 19 Robo Trek 18 College Ftbl 2 Power Rangers-Mov 13 ESPN Extreme Gms 29 Street Fighter-Alpha 19 Final Fant Adv 43 Supr Mario Lnd 3 25 
Blaster Master 3 Pinbot 4 Cool Spot 18 Samurai Shodown 9 College Ftbl USA96 4 Primal Rage 7 Fade To Black 19 Suikoden 35 Final Fant Leg 39 Supr RC Pro Am 17 
Bubble Bobble 15 Platoon 2 Daffy Duck 15 Secret Of Evermore 25 College Ftbl USA97 18 Prime Time NFL 2 „ Final Fantasy 7-Demo 9 Tekken 19 Fortress Fear 8 Tecmo Bowl 9 
Bugs Bny Castle 9 Play Act Ftbl 1 Desert Strike 25 Secret Of Mana 39 College Slam 7 Quackshot 7 Jet Moto 35 Tekken 2 39 Heianko Alien 5 Tennis 8 
Capt Skyhawk 2 Popeye 4 Donkey Kong Cty 19 Separation Anxiety 15 Columns 18 RBI Basbl 4 4 John Madden 97 19 Tobal No. 1 29 Home Alone 13 Terminator 2 9 
Castlevania 5 Pro Am Racing 5 Donkey Kong Cty2 28 Shadowrun 19 Comix Zone 13 Ren & Stimpy 9 Kings Field 15 Tomb Raider 35 Home Alone 2 12 Tetris 7 
Casttevania 2 4 Pro Wrestling 

Punch Out-MT 
3 Donkey Kong Cty3 45 Shaq Fu 5 Contra Hard Corps 15 Revenge Shteobi 

Road Rash 
4 Legacy of Kain 29 Tripte Play 97 19 Hyper Lode Runner 7 Tetris 2 24 

Castlevania 3 9 4 Doom 19 Sim City 15 Cool Spot 13 18 Loaded 19 Tripte Play 98 39 Jurassic Park 19 Tetris Attack 27 
Commando 3 Q Bert 9 Earth Bound 39 Simpsons-B Ntmr 15 Desert Stnke 19 RocketKnighlAdv 5 MLB Pennant Race 15 Twisted Metal 29 Killer Instinct 15 Tetris Blast 27 
Contra 9 Rad Racer 5 Earthworm Jim 19 Spawn 19 Earthworm Jim 18 Samurai Shodown 9 Mortal K-Trilogy 35 Twisted Metal 2 39 Kirbys Drmlnd 19 Tiny Toon 22 
Crystalis 15 Rad Racer 2 7 Earthworm Jim 2 19 Star Fox 9 Ecco The Dolphin 19 Shadowrun i5 Mortal Kombat 3 19 War Hawk 19 Kirbys Drmlnd2 27 TMNT1 FFC 7 
Dick Tracy 2 Rambo 2 F Zero 9 StarWars 15 Ecco Tidesof Time 13 Shaq Fu 2 NBA In The Zone 15 WCW Vs World 39 Kirbys Pinball 18 TMNT 2 17 
Donkey Kong 3 13 RBI Baseball 3 FIFA Soccer 15 Street Ftr 2 3 ESPN Baseball 7 ShSf»bi3 9 NBA In The Zone 2 35 Wild Arms 38 Mega Man 1 25 Wario Blast 22 
Donkey Kong Cis 15 Rescue Rangers 5 Final Fantasy 2 39 Street Ftr 2-Trb 9 Etemal Chmpns 3 Sonic 3D Blast 29 NBA Live 96 9 Wing Commander 3 19 Metroid 2 15 WWF Superstars 9 
Doublé Dragon 5 RoboCop 2 Final Fantasy 3 49 Stunt Race FX 15 Evander hlyfld 5 Sonic & Knuckles 13 NBA Live 97 25 Wipeout 19 Mortal Kombat 17 Yoshi 15 
Doublé Dragon 2 3 Rush N Attack 3 Final Fantasy MQ 9 SunsetRiders 9 F 22 Intercptr 9 Sonic Hdghog 4 NBA Shootout 19 WipeoutXL 35 Mortal Kombat 2 15 Yoshi's Cookie 15 
Doublé Dragon 3 7 Sesame St 123 5 Final Fight 5 Superman/X-Men 9 FIFA Soccer ’ 5 Sonic Hdghog 2 4 NBA Shootout 97 35 WWF Wrestlm-Arcd 19 Mortal Kombat 3 22 Zelda Link 19 
Doublé Dribble 2 Sesame St ABC 9 Final Fight 2 19 Supr Doublé Dragon 15 FIFA Soccer 95 13 Sonic Hdghog 3 19 NCAA Gamebreakers 15 X-Com UFO Defense 19 Motor Cross Mniac 15 
Dr Mario 4 Silent Service 2 Flashback 9 Supr Empire Strks 15 General Chaos 19 Sonic Spinball 7 Need For Speed 35 Ms Pacman 28 Game Boy 27 
Dragon Warr 4 Simpsons-B vs SM 4 Gradius 3 9 Supr Ghouls 9 Golden Axe 7 Spiderman 13 Need For Speed 2 39 Playstation Deck 124 Nemesis 8 Game Boy Pocket 49 
Duck Tales 5 Simpsons-B vs Wrid 4 Griffe/s Baseball 19 , Supr Mario Allstars 19 Golden Axe 2 9 Spiderman/X-Men 9 
Exötebike 5 Skate Or Die 1 3 Griffe/s Winning Run 39 SuprMrio Allstr/SMW 28 Greatest Hvywts 9 Sports Tik Bsbl 3 
Faxanadu 
Festeris Quest 
Final Fantasy 

4 
2 

18 

Snakes Revenge 
Spy Hunter 
Supr Contra 

3 
5 
5 

Home Alone 
lllusion of Gaia 
JohnMadden92 

: 9 
15 

2 

Supr Mario RPG 
Supr Mario Wild 
Supr Metroid 

35 
7 
9 

Hard Drivin' 
Joe Mntna 
Joe Mntna 2 

13 
1 
1 

Street Ftr 2 SCE 
Streets Rage 
Streets Rage 2 

5 
13 
9 

Saturn Game Gear J 
Friday 13th 2 Supr Dodge Ball 13 John Madden 93 2 Supr Off-Road 15 Joe Mntna 3 1 Subterrania 4 
Galaga 19 Supr Mario 2 , 4 John Madden 94 3 Supr Play Act Fb 2 Joe Mntna 94 1 Supr Street Ftr 2 9 
Gauntlet 4 Supr Mario 3 V 4 John Madden 95 9 Supr Punch Out 19 John Madden 92 1 Taz-Escape from Mars 19 Area 51 39 NHL Allstar Hockey 7 Aladdin 18 Power Rangers 9 
Gauntlet 2 3 Supr Mario/Dk Ht 1 John Madden 96 15 Supr R Type 9 John Madden 93 1 Tazmania 13 Astal 13 NHL Hockey 97 25 Batman Forever 12 Power Rangers-Mov 12 
Ghost Busters 4 Supr Off Road 7 John Madden 97 29 Supr Return Jedi 25 John Madden 94 1 Tecmo Super Bowl 2 Bttle Arena Tsh-Remix 13 Nights 15 Batman Returns 9 Pro Baseball 4 
Ghosts & Gblns 3 Tecmo Bowl 3 Jungle Bock 18 Supr Scope (6in1) 1 John Madden 95 2 Terminator 2-Arcd 5 Black Fire 13 Panzer Dragoon 13 Beavis & Butt-Head 19 Ren & Stimpy 9 
Golf 2 Tecmo Bowl 2 9 Jurassic Park 19 Supr Street Ftr 2 9 John Madden 96 7 TMNT Hyperstone 18 Bug 19 Panzer Dragoon 2 25 Choplrfter 3 22 Road Rash 25 
Goonies 2 2 Tetris 5 Killer Instinct 9 Supr Tennis 13 John Madden 97 29 TNMT Toum Ftrs 7 Bug Tool 29 Rayman 27 Columns 9 Road Runner 15 
Gotcha 3 Tiger Heli 2 Kirbys Avalanche 19 Tecmo Super Bowl 9 Jungle Strike 19 Toe Jam & Earl 29 Clockwork Knight 13 Robotica 7 Desert Strike 22 Shining Force-Swrd 15 
Hogan’s Alley 7 Tiny Toons 9 Lemmings 19 Tecmo Super Bowl 3 29 Jurassic Park 9 Toe Jam & Earl 2 18 Corpse Killer 17 Sega Rally Champ 17 Donald Duck 13 Shinobi 8 
Hoops 2 TMNT 1 Lethal Enforcers 9 Tetris 2 29 Kid Chameleon 7 Tom Lasorda Basbl 2 D 15 Sonic 3D Blast 24 Earthworm Jim 39 Shinobl 2 9 
lee Hockey 3 TMNT2 3 Lion King 19 Tiny Toons Buster 9 Lakers Celtics 1 Tony La Russa 2 Dark Savior 25 Street Fighter-Movie 8 Ecco The Dolphin 12 Sonic Chaos 13 
Ikari War 4 TMNT 3 5 Lufia 45 TMNT 4 9 Lethal Enforcers 9 Toy Story 29 Daytona Champ 19 Street Ftr-Alpha 17 Ecco Tidesof Time 13 Sonic Drift 2 19 
Iron Sword 2 Top Gun 2 Lufia 2-Rise 69 Top Gear 25 Lion King 15 Tripte Play 96 19 Daytona USA 5 Tomb Raider 29 GLoc 9 Sonic Hdghog 13 
Jackal 3 Top Gun 2 3 Magical Quest 9 Top Gear 2 39 Maximum Camage 7 Tripte Play Gold 29 Doublé Switch 13 Ultimate MK 3 25 GP Rider 19 Sonic Hdghog 2 4 
Jaws 5 Town & Country 1 Mario Is Missing 13 Toy Story 35 Menacer Game 1 Ultimate MK 3 35 Dragon Force 39 Virtua Cop 5 Incredible Hulk 9 Sonic Spinball 19 
Jeopardy 7 Track & Field 2 2 Mario Kart 29 Ultimate MK 3 29 Michael Jackson MWK 7 Vector Man 9 Fighting Vipers 19 Virtua Cop 2 27 Joe Mntna 4 Sonic Tripte Trouble 17 
John E Qback 1 Vegas Dreams 15 Mario Paint Game 2 Uniracers 15 Monopoly 19 World Series Bsbl 7 Gex 24 Virtua Fighter 3 John Madden 95 9 StarWars 29 
Jordan vs Bird 2 Wheel Fortune 5 Maximum Camage 9 Vegas Stakes 19 Mortal Kombat 5 World Series 95 9 Ghen War 8 Virtua Fighter 2 4 Jurassic Park 17 Streets Rage 13 
Karate Champ 2 Wheel Fortune Fam 7 Mech Warrior 19 Wing Commander 9 Mortal Kombat 2 9 World Series 96 19 Guardian Heroes 25 Virtua Fighter Remix 5 Lion King 13 Streets Rage 2 13 
Karate Kid 2 Wheel Fortune Jr 5 Mega Man X 19 Wrestlemania 9 Mortal Kombat 3 19 WWF Raw 19 Iron Storm 45 Virtua Racing 9 Mickey MsCstl 15 Supr Columns 15 
Kamov 3 Wizrds & Warrs 3 Mega Man X2 45 WWFRaw 25 Ms Pac-Man 19 WWF Royal Rumble 15 John Madden 97 19 Virtual On 29 Mickey Ms Legend 17 Supr Monaco GP 15 
Kid Icarus 13 Wrath Bik Mnta 1 Mickey Mania 19 WWF Royal Rumble 13 Mutant Lg Ftbl 7 WWF Sup Wrstmnia 9 Legend of Oasis 25 World Series Bsbl 17 Mortal Kombat 9 Surf Ninjas 6 
Kirbys Adv 15 Wrestlemania 2 MLBPA Baseball 9 WWF Wrestlm-Arcd 19 NBA Action 3 WWF Wrestlm-Arcd 25 Myst 9 World Series Bsbl 2 29 Ms Pacman 25 Tazmania 15 
Kung Fu 3 WWF Challenge 3 Mortal Kombat 9 X-Men 13 NBA Jam 4 X-Men 7 Mystaria 

NBA Action 
29 Woridwide Soccer 7 Mortal Kombat 2 15 World Series 7 

LegacyofWiz 2 Yoshi 9 Mortal Kombat 2 9 Yoshi's Island 29 NBA Jam-Tourn 5 X-Men 2 15 25 WWF In Your House 35 NBA Jam 9 WWF Steel Cage 17 
Litl Nemo Dream 3 Zelda 5 Mortal Kombat 3 9 Zelda 3 15 NBA Live 95 4 NBA Jam-Toum 15 WWF Wrestmna-Arc 24 NBA Jam-Toum 17 X-Men 8 
Major Lg Bsbl 1 Zelda 2 5 NBA Give & Go 19 Zombies Ate Nghbr 15 NBA Live 96 9 Sega Genesis 1 Deck 19 NFL 97 19 X-Men-Child Atom 29 NFL 95 8 X-Men 2-Legacy 12 
Marble Madness 4 NBA Jam 9 NBA Live 97 29 Sega Genesis 2 Deck 25 NFL Qb Club 96 8 Pacman 25 

.Mega Man 1 19 Nintendo Deck 29 NBA Jam-Toum 15 Super NES Deck 35 NBA Showdown 2 Nomad Unit 119 NFL Qb Club 97 17 Saturn Deck 89 Poker Face Poker 6 Game Gear 45^ 

Holiday Hours: Mon-Fri Oct 27 thru Dec 19 9am to 9pm. Saturdays: Nov 1 thm Jan 3 10am to 4pm. 
Sundays : Nov 30 thru Dec 28 10am to 4pm. Closed: Oct 31, Nov 27, Dec 24-25, Dec 31, Jan 1. 

Holiday Deadline: Be sure to place 
your orders by Dec 22,12 pm. 

We Accept: 

Personal Checks and Money Orders 
Are Also Accepted. 

RUSH V . 
DELIVERY! 

is available on all in stock items. 

These are Partial Lists 
More Titles Available! 

We also offer: Sega CD & 
Nintendo 64 

Want Something? Can’t 
Find lt? 

WE’VE GOT IT! 
We Sell Previously Played 

Video Games and 
Accessories at Great Prices. 
We also Sell New Product! 

CALL FUNCO TODAY! 
612-946-8117 

Funco Order Form 

Address 

All Games Come With a 90 Day Warranty! 
ONE YEAR Warranties are Available 

Hours: Mon-Fri 9:00am to 7:00pm Central 

612-946-8117 
System Title Qty Price Online Ordering!! 

http://www.funcoland.com 

[win a $25 Funco Gift Certificatef] 

Shipping _ 

Handling $4.00 

To purchase: Call for Current Prices, send check, 
money order, or credit card number to Funco, Ine., 
10120 West 76th Street, Mpls, MN 55344. Add $1.99 
per item ($3.99 per control deck) for shipping and $4.00 
handling charge. For Canada, Guam, Puerto Rico, and 
Virgin Islands please doublé the per item charges. 
Please call for all other international orders. CA, CT, IL, 
IN, KS, MA, MD, Ml, MN, MO, NJ, NY, OH, PA, Rl, TX, 
VA, WA & Wl residents please add applicable sales tax. 
All prices based on US funds. Most games delivered 
within 7-10 business days. Generally games don’t 
come with boxes or manuals. We are sorry but we can’t 
accept requests for them. Rush'delivery is available. 
All sales are final. Defectives replaced with same 
item. All prices are subject to change. We reserve the 
right to refuse any purchase or sale. OO 

1. In Final Fantasy 7 the 

hotel is a_house. 

3. A doll with video game 
connections._ 

2. Star of Desert Demolition. 
_ Runner 

4. Yoshi’s Cookie takes place 
in a cookie_. 

5. Arch enemy in Batman 
Forever._ 

Contest Rules: No purchase necessary to enter. Complete the crossword puzzle, cut it out and then 
mail, along with your name address and phone number to : 
December Mail Order Contest, Funco, Ine., 10120 West 76th Street, Mpls, MN 55344. All correct 
entries will be entered in a drawing. Entries must be postmarked no later than December 30, 1997. 



VOU HAVE WAITED ALL 
YOUR LIFE FOR TH IS!” 

“Yi 

A REUNION OF FRIENDS ! Remember this 
CD? After the outrageous demand hit, the dis- 
continuation became a re-release, welcome 
back. Final Fantasy Dear Friends music CD 
back just in time tor the holidays! $17.95 

FINAL FANTASY 4 GAME AND MUSIC SPECIAL 
Get FF4 import PS. you know, the version 
with the breathtaking CG cinematics and the 
original score $64.95 

FINAL FANTASY 7 U.S. PS WITH THE ORIG 4 
CD SET Stack those presents under the tree. 
For all those who have yet to experience the 
most epic video game in history, get it now 
with the original musical score 4 CD set $87.95 

RT OF miDGHR 
Final 
Fantasy 
Mania nas 
spread! 

FINAL FANTASY 7 
“NEW” SERIES KEY CHAIN SPECIALS 
Imagine having action figures in your pos- 
session that don’t even exist. When you 
see Cat Sith and Yuffie that’s exactly how 
you will teel. The detail on these prizes 
must be seen to be believed! $12.95 each 
or the whole set of 7 for $64.95 
Other key chain specials: 
Key chain with poster $15.95 
Key chain with wall scroll $24.95 
Key chain with single CD music CD $29.95 
Two key chain combo (Anychoice) $19.95 

FINAL FANTASY 7 “REUNION” MUSIC CD 
A reunion of purity and musical belle. FF7 
main themes re~orchestrated by a real 
orchestra. Absolute etheralism. $33.95 

FINAL FANTASY 7 TOP 3 WALLSCROLL SPECIAL 
Choose from either the Aerith shot, Multi 
character shot, or Cosmo Canyon shot, nor- 
mal price $19 - $25, Dec only $16.95 ea. 

FINAL FANTASY ANIME 
AND AERITH SPECIAL 
Get any FF anime and the 
lovely FF7 aerith figure 
together $34.95 

I0T “NEW” 
INAL FANTASY 7 
iCTION FIGURES 
he killing crew is 
ere! Your two 
avorite characters 
i masterful detail, 
erfect for those 
tockings! $19.95 
ach, buy both 
nd get a FREE 
F7 sticker set. 

FINAL FANTASY ANIME AND KEYCHAIN SPECIAL 
Purchase Vol. 1 or 2 FF anime and receive 
any FF 7 first series key chain for only $4.50 

SPECIALS ARE LIIVIITED TO STOCK ON HAND. AND IN MOST CASES QUANTITIES 

ARE LIMITED. ARTWORK COPYRIGHT THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES. ALL 

RIGHTS RESERVED. IMPORT PLAYSTATION GAMES ARE NOT COMPATIBLE 

WITH NEWER SYSTEMS, CALL FOR INFO. SHIPPING AND HANDLING ARE 

EXTRA. CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITH¬ 
OUT NOTICE. RETURNS ARE SUBJECT TO A RE-STOCK FEE. 



DIDDY KONG RACING NINTENDO 64 
The race of the year has just begun. Ladies and 

Gentlemen introducing Diddy Kong, Conker, and Banjo in 
their first ever racing extravaganza. Call! 

BANJO AND KAZOOIE U.S. And we thought that Mario 64 

was the end it all game when we first witnessed it... 
Wrong: Banjo & Kazooie introducés a new beginning. 
CALL! 

HYPER OLYMPIC 
living room. The N64 is really 

that real snow??? $83.95 

CHAMELEON TWIST IMPORT 
Mr. Chameleon you have 

done what was undone, hav- 

ing fun while you run in the 

bristlemis sun! $83.95 

WILD CHOPPERS IMPORT 
The most realistic flight con- 
trol ever to hit home. 

(Finally) Military action and 

bullet carnage galore. $89.95 

lf you haven’t met my friend 

yet, now is the time.$79.95 

AERO GAUGE IMPORT As the 

anticipation grows daily for 

the ultra cool F-Zero 64, 

Aero will ease the pain nicely. 
$93.95 

YOSHI’S ISLAND IMPORT 
Yoshi has been in gaming 
hibernation for a while 

until now. Introducing the 

new Yoshi, in a world 

beyond words. $93.95 

Insane prices on some 
insane Nintendo 64 games! 

STAR WARS SHADOWS OF THE EMPIRE U.S. $39.95 
MARIO KART 64 U.S. $39.95 
YUKE YUKE TROUBLE MAKER IMPORT $39.95 
WAR GODS U.S. $39.95 
BOMBERMAN 64 IMPORT 
BLAST DOZER 64 IMPORT 
NINTENDO 64 CONVERTER 

Super Famicom 

DRAGON BALLZ HYPER 
DIMENSION SFAM Enter the 
literally dimension with 
Bandafs last installment on a 
16 bit format. Enhanced 
graphic force and 2D blister- 
ing abound. $83.95 

FINAL FANTASY 5 SFAM 
Experience the twisting 
story of the FF that never 
landed on our shores. 
$69.95 

one of the top selling Sfam 
RPG series of all time. 
$83.95 

SAILOR MOON SUPER S 
SFAM Sailor Moon scouts 
join together for one final 
female pound. $79.95 

AEROFIGHTERS ASSAULT 
U.S. Nothing can prepare 

you for this N64 assault. 
CALL! 

DORAEMON IMPORT Based 
on one of Japan’s most lovable 
anime characters comes a 
3D Mario-esque style action 
game. Choose from 1 of 5 
different characters. Never 
coming to the States. $79.95 

REV LIMIT IMPORT I think we 

have waited long enough for 

this game don’t you think? 

Actually it was worth the 
wait, GOOD STUFF! CALL! 

SUPER ROBOT SPIRITS 
IMPORT Leave it to Japan to 

bring over a Gundam fighter 

to the monster 64. A series 

that will never die, thank God! 

This game rules. $89.95 

SUPER FAMICOM SPECIAL! 
The two top companies of 
the RPG realm created two 
masterful titles in the 16bit 
arena a few years ago. If you 
never pickea these titles up, 
now is the time. 
ROMANCING SAGA 3 
Square soft SFAM $44.95 
STAR OCEAN 
Enix SFAM $59.95 

G F 0 0 1 2 

Your 
**= C.O.D. 
0’“*vt Welcome 

Info 
Line: 1-626/930-1300 

Open Monday thru Friday Sam-Tpm, 
Saturday and Sunday 8am-5pm PST 

Game Cave Welcomes All 
Dealer & Wholesale Accounts! 

Visit üur Web Site: http:/www.gamecave.com Call Toll Free, ~For Orders only: 1-888/Game Cave 



CRIME CRACKERS 2 IMPORT PLAYSTATION The first 3 titles 
released for the import PS were Raiden Project, Ridge Racer and 
Crime Crackers. For myself CC is still one of the best games 
ever produced in history, if you never played it, big big mistake. 
Make sure not to miss the sequel, 4 years in the making. $73.95 

BLOODY ROAR IMPORT Absolute innovation! A 3D polygon 
one on one fighter with killer characters that can morph into 
monstrosities beyond belief. YES! $78.95 

TOMBA IMPORT Hopefully 
Silhouette Mirage has sparked 
a new interest in insane 
action platformers. Tomba is 
unbelievable! A must have 
for all PS owners. $78.95 

CRITICAL BLOW IMPORT 
Similar to Fighters Impact, 
Ranma 1/2, and Soul Edge. 
WOW, is that possible? Yes. 
$73.95 

FRONT MISSION ALTERNA- 
TIVE IMPORT FM on PS? 
Well, ifs simple. The best 
strategy game of all time has 
a true altemate sequel. $78.95 

TOBAL 2 IMPORT Square 
Soft is completely out of 
control. What’s fneir secrel 
Tobal 2 makes Tobal No.1 
look like it was made 10 
years ago, literally! $78.95 

ELEMENTAL GEARBOLT IMPORT Brought 
to you by the makers of horned owl, 
comes a dark ethereal epic shooter, satu- 
rated with the masterful artwork anima- 
tion brilliance of Rin Taro creator of 
Armageddon the anime. Konami light gun 
compatible. Call! 

GUNDAM THE BATTLE MASTER 
IMPORT When was the last 
time you’ve played a fighting Same with characters so huge 

ïey didn’t fit on screen! 
Introducing the Master? The 
Gundam Battle Masten $74.95 

SPECTRAL TOWER 2 
IMPORT Simply beautiful! 
Final Fantasy 7 appears to 
have set a new Standard in 
RPGs. Enter the tower this 
September.$78.95_ 

TALES OF DESTINY IMPORT 
Fashioned after the unbeliev¬ 
able Tales of Phantasia for 
SFC comes Destiny. Absolute 
RPG heaven.$78.95 

BREATH OF FIRE 3 IMPORT 
Finally it has arrived. 
Scheduled for a Ist quarter 
U.S. release. More reason to 
piek up the import original 

FINAL FANTASY TACTICS 
IMPORT Square Soft con- 
quered isometric strategy with 
Front Mission on SFC, with 
Tactics they have reached per- 
fection. $78.95 

MARIA IMPORT I wouldn’t 
want a relationship with this 
women, but the game... 
AMAZING! $78.95 

FRONT MISSION 2 IMPORT 
I must correct myself, it was 
only 11 hours of sleep in 2 
weeks. With FM2, it will be 
no sleep for 2 weeks.$78.95 

DRAGON BALL Z LEGENDS 
IMPORT lOOOs sold since we 
first opened. One of the most 
requested import Playstation 
fighting titles that we carry.$53.95 

METAL GEAR fl/PORT What can 
be said about Metal Gear 
Solid??? PREPARE FOR 
YOUR LIFE TO CHANGE! This 
is not A GAME, it is literally life 
onaCDÜ $79.95 

MOONLIGHT SYNDROME 
IMPORT Another twisted tale 
of psychotic behavior, vio- 
lence, and mayhem, all done 
CG style (KILLER). $69.95 

CYBERBOTS IMPORT 
Cyberbots comes to the PS. 
Tnanks Capcom for not leaving 
out the astronomical amount 
of PS players. $73.95 

TOMB RAIDER 2 U.S. I think the world is in love with 
this woman. Lara please keep it coming. Eidos opens 
the doors to new levels of entertainment! $49.95 

CRASH BANDICOOT 2 U.S. Crash Bandicoot, what a 
game. Could Crash 2 possible surpass this master title? 
Surpass is an understatement. ENJOY. $49.95 
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EINHANDER IMPORT All 
right, sit down white you 
read this! Square could 
run the gaming world. I 
mean come on. “Hey guys, 
we should try making a 
shooter. maybe it will be a 
good one”. Well guess 
what, Einhander has fust 
flown in, best shooter ever? 
Do I even have to answer 
that? Buy ittoday! $73.95 

the gaming enthusiast! 

SPECIALS ARE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND. AND IN MOST CASES QUANTITIES 

ARE LIMITED. ARTWORK COPYRIGHT THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES. ALL 

RIGHTS RESERVED. IMPORT PLAYSTATION GAMES ARE NOT COMPATIBLE 

WITH NEWER SYSTEMS. CALL FOR INFO. SHIPPING AND HANDLING ARE 

EXTRA. CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITH¬ 

OUT NOTICE. RETURNS ARE SUBJECT TO A RE-STOCK FEE. 



SOUL HACK¬ 
ERS IMPORT 
The Megamix 
Tensei series 
(Persona) has 
always been 
one of my 
favo rites. 
Soul brings 
about a new 
evil novel- 
esque feel to 
an already 
dazzling 
series. $68.9! 

CHAUS SEED IMPORT Wlth 
what appears to be a battle 
engine similarto Chrono 
Trigger, Chaos Seed should 
provide us with long hours of 
RPG bliss 

atum Software 

RANDIA IMPORT OK so we stopped advertising 
Grandia, they said it was next year. Guess what, 
we are happy to announce that this Christmas 
the splendor will arrivé after all. $68.95 

ALL JAPAN PRO WRESTLING 
I FEATURING VIRTUA FIGHTERS 

IMPORT $68.95 

R?MJ IMPORT Prepare to 
visit the hospital this 
December, YOU SIMPLY 
WONT BELIEVE THIS 
GAME! $69.95 

WEN VS STREETFIGHTER IMPORT I know, I know, adver- 
tise it, then remove it, advertise it, then drop it. Sorry 
about that, but when a game gets pushed back 37 times it 
makes it ham. Finally it has arrived, let the beatings 
begin!!! $63.95 

LUNAR MAGICAL SCHOOL 
IMPORT Rememberthis game? 
After a slight delay, school has 
begun. Nothing like a good old 
Lunar adventure. $63.95 

DEAD OR ALIVE IMPORT 
When the Saturn rocks, it 
rocks. Tecmo pulls off an 
astonishing feat, quality, 
quality, quality! $63.95 

KING OF THE FIGHTERS 96 
IMPORT With more fighters 
than any other 2D fighter and 
custom team edit, KOFI69 is 
a must-own title.$43.95 

engine and mega drive. The 
arcade version breathes 
excellence, the Saturn port?, 
broom brilliance. $69.95 

SILHOUETTE MIRAGE IMPORT 
Join Shaina the crossbreed! 
Silhouette Mirage, in her 
pursuit for...??? $63.95 

SAMURAISHODOWN 4 IMPORT 
An absolute @*&#ï?!# blood 
bath. All followers of the 
Samurai series must own this 
4th installment. $58.95 

KING OF THE FIGHTERS’97 The 2D fighting festival of the century! $79.95 

GUN 
FRON- 
TIER 
IMPORT 
I love 
coin-op 
shooter 
conver- 
OIUI IO, 

especially on the Saturn. 
This game supports my 
desire. $69.95 

DRAGON BALLZLEGENDS 
IMPORT The game that never 
dies, still our most popular title 
to date. Why ?, purchase now to 
solve the mystery. $43.95 

SAMURAI SHOWDOWN RPG 
IMPORT Witness the 
Samurai clan in their first 
ever RPG. Packed full of hel- 
lacious monstrosities and 
melanomic questing. $49.95 

you piek up the SS or PS 
version of this game you will 
see, this is one eerie title. 
$63.95 

THUNDER FORCE 5 IMPORT 
Shooter of the world, you 
heard me, shooter of the 
world. $59.95 

' f*. 
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FAKE DOWN IMPORT From 
the creator of Akira. A mas- 
terful title that was worth 
thewait. $64.95 

SAMURAI SHOWDOWN RPG 
IMPORT NEO GEO CD Totally 
playable in Japanese and 
never ever coming to the 

FATAL FURY REAL BOUT 
SPECIAL IMPORT NEO GEO CD 
The return of the Bogard fami- 
ly and friends is absolute 
insanity. Enhanced backdrops 
and added character animation 
make this a winner. $73.95 

G F 0 0 1 2 Open Monday thru Friday 8am-7pm, 
Saturday and Sunday 8am-5pm PST 

Game Cave Welcomes All 
Dealer & Wholesale Accounts! 

Visit Our Web Site: http:/www.gamecave.com Call Tuil Free9 For Orders anly: 1-888/GameCai/e 

Your 
C.O.D. 
Welcome 

Info 
Line: 1-626/930-1300 



FINAL FANTASY 7 FIRST SERIES KEY CHAINS The takeover series of all continues 
Ë8ljjBIË!l to pour out merchandise on top of merchandise. Awesome products made for 

all FF lovers. Get the whole set of FF7 first series keychains right now ! $28.95 

STREET FIGHTER ALPHA 2 SD KEYCHAIN COLLECTION: 
Another house hold series with merchandise mayhem everywhere! 
Get the whole SFA2 keychain set right now ! $28.95 

ROCKMAN X AND 8 FIGURES: The last of an extinct breed! 
We are sorry to say that one of the hottest figure series 
ever are not being made anymore. Fortunately Game 
Cave was able to score one last RX and R8 figure to add 
to your collection. Rockman X “all X” and Rockman 8 Rush 
on sale right now! $29.95 each. Get em while you can! 

LAURA CROFT ACTION FIGURE 
The hottest babe in electronic gaming history molded 
to perfection. You have drooled into the screen a 100 
times, now you can actually hold her in your loving 
hands. Tomb Raider babe. Call forprice! 

EVANGELION ACTION FIG¬ 

URES The brilliance of the 
anime all packed up in an 

I awesome array 
of action figure 
bliss. Amazing 
high quality, 
extreme detail, 
multi positional 
10” action fig- 
ures. $34.95 ea. 

flQWWi 
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VAMP1RE HUNTER COLLECTOR FIGURES Straight out of the screen! 12” vinyl positional fig- 
ures, with ceramic features and real human hair. Extremely collectable, very limited stock! 
$89.95 each. 

SPECIALS ARE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND. AND IN MOST CASES QUANTITIES 

ARE LIMITED. ARTWORK COPYRIGHT THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES. ALL 

RIGHTS RESERVED. IMPORT PLAYSTATION GAMES ARE NOT COMPATIBLE 

WITH NEWER SYSTEMS. CALL FOR INFO. SHIPPING AND HANDLING ARE 

EXTRA. CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITH¬ 

OUT NOTICE. RETURNS ARE SUBJECT TO A RE-STOCK FEE. 



WALL SCROLL5 || Musje 

X may be the best anime I have ever seen! Even without subtitles 
or dubbing the visual experience is unsurpassable. Get the dark ~ 
air original score and the best WALLSCROLL on the market! $33.95 

X WALLSCROLL & 
MUSIC SPECIAL 

Buv anv two SquareSoft music CDs 
and receive $5.00 off vour order 
Game Cave carries a large line of import anime and game related 
original and arranged music CDs, for the true “I must have 
everything” industry addict. CDs range from $19.95 - $64.95 
Buy any two SquareSoft music CDs and receive $5.00 off your 
order. Restrictions apply. 

SAGA FRONTIER 
ORIG 3 CD SET ORIG 2 CD SET ORIG MUSIC CD 

FINAL FANTASY 
LOVE WILL GROW 

PARASITE EVE 
ORIG MUSIC CD 
$19.95 

FINAL FANTASY 
SYMPHONIC SUITE 

SHELL ORIG MUSIC 
CD $17.95 

2 ORIG MUSIC CD 
$17.95 

MUSIC CD $17.95 

Surround yourself with insane anime and game-related 
wall scrolls. Complete your favorite series collection. 
Game Cave carries multiple scrolls from your favorite 
series. ENJOY! 

RANMA 1/2 
NIBUN NO ICHI #5 
$19.95 

IRIA “NEW” #2 
$19.95 

GUNSMITH CATS 

#1 $17.95 
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FINAL FANTASY #4 
ORIG MUSIC CD 
$17.95_ 

GHOST IN THE SHELL 
INTERFACE #2 
$23.95 

GHOST IN THE SHELL 
MEGA BODY # 1 
$23.95 

GHOST IN THE SHELL 

GARTER #3 $23.95 

GUNDAM W 

NEW #3 $19.95 

DRAGON BALL Z 

DRAGON #519.95 

SLAYERS BATTLE 
#1 $19.95 

CHRONO TRIGGER 
ORIG 3 CD MUSIC 

CHRONO TRIGGER 
BRINK OF TIME 
MUSIC CD $17.95 

FINAL FANTASY 

DRACULA REMIXES UM 
EOfT MUSIC CD $39.95 

EVANGELION 
DEATH MUSIC CD 
$7.95_ 

FINAL FANTASY 1987- 
94 MUSIC CD $24.95 

ESCAFLOWNE VOL 
2 MUSIC CD 

OFFICIAL CAPCOM SFA2 COLLECTOR FIGURES 
Sakura and Chun Li 11” babes, very limited, impeccable detail 
and quality, made of high quality vinyl. $79.95 

MUSIC AND ACTION FIGURE SPECIAL: 
Choices galore! Choose from any Evangelion action figure 
with any Evangelion music CD Vol. ,1,Vol.2, Vol.3, or Death 
for $47.95 

G F 0 0 1 2 
Your 

C.O.D. 
Welcome 

Open 7 Days A Week. Monday thru Friday 8am- 
7pm. Saturdayand Sunday 8am-5pm PST 
Game Cave Welcomes All Dealer 
and Wholesale Accounts! [tel -626/930-1300 

VisiL Our Web Site: http.'/www.gamecave.com CalI Toll Free, For Orders nnly: 1-888/GameCave 



All specials are while supplies last only! 

ROCKMAN X 
FIGURE SPECIAL 

Your choice ! 
a Rockman X 

m “all X” figure 
f with 2 extra 

armors $44.95 
(OR) Rockman X 

ultimate armor 
figure with extra 

armor $44.95 

SNK ILLUSTRATIONS RETURNS : 
SNK lllustration book $43.95 King of the 
fighters 97 orig 2 CD set music CD 
$39.95 Together $69.95 

FINAL FANTASY \ ^ 
7 REUNION 1 / JSB 
MUSIC SPE- \ | : 
CIAL: Square l \ 3| 

aSïïrr-\ wxtam 
FF7 music CD, __ 
this is pure insan- 
ity. In honor of Square we give you this new 
CD and the most popular FF7 scroll for one 
pleasurable price $44.95 

FRÜNT MISSIÜN 2 GAME AND GUIDE SPECIAL 
The best strategy game ever made with the 
official Square soft strategy guide $93.95 

CATTHE RIPPER 
IMPORT SS $39.95 

REPLAY PRO 4 IN 1 
SPECIAL PRICE!! 
Get the Saturn converter, Ram, Memory 
back up, and Action Replay, all in one car- 
tridge. Sold everywhere else for $69-$79. 
Game Cave price $43.95 TOP DRAGON BALL Z MUSIC SPECIAL : 

Get the most popular DBZ music CD and the 
prism DBZ playing card set $23.95 Enjoy I 

SQUARE SOFT 
MUSIC AND 

POSTER 
COMBOS 

► Buy any 3 
square soft 
music CDs 

and receive 
any 3 FF7 

t posters 
absolutely 

FREE! 

THE NEW DUAL SHOCK ANALOG PS CONTROLLER The 
hottest controller ever created goes into hibernation 
and then re-releases as dual shock analog, what else 
could you ask for, sensing all the moves you make 
and shocking in conjunction, Sony brilliance! 
^alUorprice^ 

Discount Domain 
WGHTERS1* 

wrmcHita 

IIMTRODUCIIMG: 
THE GAME CAVE SHOWROOM/RETAIL STORE 

GAME CAVE 421 E. HUNTINGTON DR. MONROVIA CA. 91016 
Open 7 Days A Week, Monday thru Friday 10am-7pm, Saturday and Sunday 8am-5pm 

DRAGON BALL GAME AND 
ACTION FIGURE SPECIAL 
Dragon balt z final bout import 
PS with any DBZ action figure 

rii 
mi mim 
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SPECIALS ARE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND, AND IN MOST CASES QUANTITIES 
ARE LIMITED. ARTWORK COPYRIGHT THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES. ALL 

RIGHTS RESERVED. IMPORT PLAYSTATION GAMES ARE NOT COMPATIBLE 

WITH NEWER SYSTEMS, CALL FOR INFO. SHIPPING AND HANDLING ARE 

EXTRA. CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITH¬ 

OUT NOTICE. RETURNS ARE SUBJECT TO A RE-STOCK FEE. icj for the gaming enthusiast 
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Fax us your needs • Pre-books • New Releases 
Japanese Imports • Fast same-day shipping our specialty! 

Super Street Flghter J] Collcction 
by Capcom ._ 

Wheel of Fortune 
by \ 

Playstation 

WCW VS NWO Woyne Gretzky's 3D Hockey '98 

Tomb Raider 2 
by Eidos by American Softvvorks CO 

Playstation Playstation 

W.I.T. 8280 NW 27th St. Suite 515, Miami, FL 33122 

Raise your sales and profits with our low prices, quick service and extensive inventory 
Fax (305)507-0852 *Just minutes away trom the Miami International Airport All rights 
reserved. Any and all character names are trademarks of their respective companies. Playstation SEGA SATURN 



™. ® and the “N” logo are trademarks of Nintendo of America Ine. ©1997 Nintendo of America Ine. www.nintendo.com. Call 1-800-771-3772 for Game Rating Information. Didc 
Kong Racing: Trademark of Nintendo. ©1997 Rare. Diddy Kong, Banjo and Krunch characters licensed by Nintendo. GoldenEye 007: ©1997 Nintendo/Rare. Game by Rare. ©1962, 1995 Danjai 
LLC. & U.A.C. All Rights Reserved. ©1997 EON Productions Ltd & Mac B. Ine. James Bond Theme by Monty Norman. Used by permission of EMI Unart Catalog Ine. Star Wars: Shadow of tl' 
Empire: ™ and ©1996 Lucasfilm Ltd. Licensed exclusively to Nintendo. Tetrisphere: Tetrisphere™ licensed to Nintendo by The Tetris Company, LLC. NFL Quarterback Club 98: The NF 
Quarterback Club is a trademark of the National Football League. Team names, nicknames, logos and other indicia are trademarks of the teams indicated. ™/© 1997 NFLP. The Players Ine. loc 
is an official trademark of the National Football League Players. All rights reserved.™, ® & ©1997 Acclaim Entertainment Ine. All rights reserved. International Superstar Soccer 64: Internation 
Superstar Soccer ™ and Konami® are trademarks of Konami Co.. Ltd. ©1997 Konami co., Ltd. All rights reserved. Madden Football 64: John Madden Football, EA Sports and the EA SPORT 
logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Electronics Arts. Officially Licensed Products of the National Football League Players. The PLAYERS INC. logo is a trademark of the NFL Players. 
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INTERNATIONAL 
SUPERSTAR > 

SOCCER'64 
g KWI 

© 
M 

rhis product is not licensed or endorsed by NFL Properties or any NFL team. Top Gear Rally: ©1997 Boss Game Studios. Ine. All rights reserved. Top Gear Rally is a trademark of Kemco. 
Distributed by Midway Home Entertainment Ine. under license. Midway is a trademark of Midway Games Ine. Used by permission. The NHLP & NHL Present Wayne Gretzky’s 3D Hockey ‘98: 
§>1997 Atari Games Corporation. All rights reserved. THE NHLPA & NHL PRESENT WAYNE GRETZKY’S 3D HOCKEY 98 is a trademark of Wayne D. Gretzky and the National Hockey League 
3layers' Association. excluding the word NHL. NHL is a registered trademark of the National Hockey League. All NHL logos and marks and team logos and marks depicted herein are the property 
Df the NHL and the respective teams and may not be reproduced without the prior, written consent of NHL Enterprises, L.P. ©1997 NHL Used under license by Atari Game Corporation. Officially 
icensed by the National Hockey League, NHLPA is a trademark of the National Hockey League Players' Association and is used, under license, by Atari Game Corporation. Officially licensed 
Droduct of the National Hockey League Players’ Association. MIDWAY® is a registered trademark of Midway Games Ine. Used by permission. Distributed by Midway Home Entertainment Ine. 
Vtischief Makers™: ©1997 Treasure/Enix. Licensed to Nintendo. 
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Okay, so you’re flying through the city of San Francisco 

hitting a heart-pounding speed of 160 mph. But up 

ahead is Lombard Street - famous for its many curves. 

‘What makes San Francisco Rush agreat game is its pure, 
raw, unadüjterated fun.” 

Ultra Gameplayers 

‘San Francisco Rush is agame thats all aboutair. Not hot 
air...but real air.” 

• Game Informer Magazine 

MIDWAY 

Extreme Racing 
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Rush LxtrcineRacingnHö1997 Alari Games Corporation. All riants reserwtfc Midway is a registered tiadeniark ofMidway Games Ine. San Francisco Rush 

g is a tmdi'inark ot Alari Games Corporation. Distribuled f>y Mirhvjiyj^omr^EritujlJijfinient Ine undef license. Nintendo, Nintendo 64 and ■ 
, of Né||Rdo oÜberna Ii^bl997 Nintendo of America Ine. ^fiiySaiion and the PlayStatron logos are trademaiks of Sony ComNeffiedaininero^ 
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